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Sustaining a legacy
This year the Republic of South Africa will celebrate 20
years of democracy since the fall of the brutal apartheid
regime that divided a nation. In December, the icon of
Nelson Mandela, who brought reconciliation and hope
for the future, sadly passed away. In our Standpoint
feature (p15) Dr Alan Dilani, founder and ceo of the
-RXIVREXMSREP%GEHIQ]JSV(IWMKR ,IEPXLVI¾IGXW
on the salutogenic qualities of Mandela’s leadership.
But the question remains, ‘What comes after Mandela?’
Speculation persists that South Africa will disintegrate
into chaos and disorder without Mandela’s glue to hold
the rainbow nation together. With economic growth
slowing to less than 2% and youth employment at 58%
the fears are not without substance. However, there is
also much to celebrate and evidence within civil society
that suggests that a new narrative is evolving, inspired by
Mandela’s legacy. In a special feature we report on three
charities, all of whom are working in South Africa to
bring about positive change and integration between and
within disadvantaged communities by utilising the power
of design and innovation (pp 30-39). In our report on
Design & Health Middle East 2013 (pp 9-11), Dr Aaron
Motsoaledi, Minister for Health, South Africa recognises
infrastructure as the critical enabler of capacity
as South Africa builds a system of universal
healthcare coverage. The third sector will be an
important player.

Marc Sansom
Editorial director
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Briefing: Middle East 2013 report

Crescent Gardens at Hamad Bin Khalifa Medical City: Prioritising people and patients

ess than 100 years ago, the Arab States of the
Persian Gulf relied on the marine trade, sea-faring
and the pearl industry. Today, all of the Gulf States
HIVMZI WMKRM½GERX VIZIRYIW JVSQ SMP ERH KEW [LMGL LEW
JSVQIHXLIJSYRHEXMSRJSVVETMHIGSRSQMGHIZIPSTQIRX
ERHMRZIWXQIRXMRQEWWMZIMRJVEWXVYGXYVITVSNIGXW
-RXLIIGSRSQMGKVS[XLVEXISJXLIGSYRXVMIWSJ
5EXEVMWVETMHP]IWXEFPMWLMRKMXWGVIHIRXMEPWEWELYFMR
XLI+YPJ'SSTIVEXMSR'SYRGMP +'' [EWTVSNIGXIHXS
XLI1MHHPI)EWXJSVLIEPXLGEVIIHYGEXMSRWGMIRGIERH
VIEGL  [MXLXLIMVI\XIVREPGYVVIRXEGGSYRXW´ WYVTPYW
VIWIEVGLVITSVXW1EVG7ERWSQJVSQXLI(IWMKR 
MRGVIEWMRKJVSQFMPPMSRXSFMPPMSRSRXLIFEGOSJ
VMWMRKSMPTVMGIW8LIWYGGIWWSJXLI+''WXEXIWLEWFIIR
,IEPXL1MHHPI)EWX-RXIVREXMSREP7]QTSWMYQ
LIPTIHMRTEVXMGYPEVF]LMKLPIZIPWSJMRXIKVEXMSR[MXLXLI
KPSFEPIGSRSQ] I\IQTPM½IHRSXSRP]F]XLIGVIEXMSRSJ
FYWMRIWWJVMIRHP]IRZMVSRQIRXWJSVMRZIWXSVWFYXEPWS QSVIVIGIRXP] F]XLIMRXIVREXMSREPSYXPSSOSJXLIMVS[RWMKRM½GERX
WSZIVIMKR[IEPXLJYRHW[LMGLLEZIWSYKLXXSMRZIWXMRPYGVEXMZIQEVOIXWMRXLI;IWX
8LIWYGGIWWSJMRXIVREXMSREP+YPJEMVPMRIWWYGLEW5EXEV%MV[E]W)QMVEXIWERH)XMLEHERHMRZIWXQIRXWMRXLIKPSFEPWTSVXW
ERHIRXIVXEMRQIRXMRHYWXV][MXLXLITYVGLEWIXLVSYKLWXEXIS[RIHIRXIVTVMWIWSJTVSQMRIRXFVERHWWYGLEW1ERGLIWXIV
'MX]*SSXFEPP'PYFERH4EVMW7X+IVQEMREVIXIWXEQIRXXSXLMWXVIRH8LIKPSFEPMRZIWXQIRXSYXPSSOMWEPWSERI\EQTPISJ
EQSZIXS[EVHWEORS[PIHKIFEWIHIGSRSQ]MRXLI+YPJ7XEXIW MRERIJJSVXXSKYEVERXIIEQSVIWYWXEMREFPIIGSRSQMG
JYXYVI[LIRSMPERHKEWVIZIRYIWWXEVXXSHIGPMRI
-RXLIPEWX]IEVWXLMWETTVSEGLLEWFIIRQSWXGIPIFVEXIHMR(YFEM[LMGLLEWFIGSQIEQENSVXSYVMWQERHFYWMRIWW
HIWXMREXMSREXXVEGXMRKWYFWXERXMEPJSVIMKRMRZIWXQIRXFYXEVKYEFP]MXMWRS[FIMRKSZIVXEOIRF]XLIQSVIGIVIFVEPETTVSEGL
SJ5EXEV[LSWITVSQMRIRGISRXLIKPSFEPWXEKIIHKIHYTERSXGL[LIRMX[EWKVERXIHXLI;SVPH'YTSJ*SSXFEPP
5EXEVVIGSKRMWIHF]XLI;SVPH&EROEWXLI[SVPH´WVMGLIWXGSYRXV]TIVGETMXE[EWEPWSXLILSWXGSYRXV]JSVXLIVIGIRX
(IWMKR ,IEPXL1MHHPI)EWX-RXIVREXMSREP7]QTSWMYQEXXLI,MPXSR,SXIPMR(SLEJVSQ2SZIQFIV%XXIRHIH
F] QSVI XLER  WIRMSV PIZIP WTIEOIVW ERH HIPIKEXIW JVSQ )YVSTI 2SVXL%QIVMGE %JVMGE ERH XLI 1MHHPI )EWX XLI
W]QTSWMYQ[EWIZMHIRGISJXLI)QMVEXI´WGSQQMXQIRXXSFIGSQIEORS[PIHKILYFMRXLI1MHHPI)EWX
8LIWXEXI´WXVERWJSVQEXMSRMRXSEREHZERGIH ORS[PIHKI
FEWIH WYWXEMREFPIERHHMZIVWM½IHIGSRSQ]MWFIMRKHVMZIR
F] XLI 5EXEV 2EXMSREP :MWMSR  -RXVSHYGMRK 5EXEV´W
vision for health on the opening morning of the symposium,
(V,EREREP/Y[EVM QEREKMRKHMVIGXSVSJ,EQEH1IHMGEP
'SVTSVEXMSR ,1'  [LMGL SVKERMWIH XLI W]QTSWMYQ MR
TEVXRIVWLMT [MXL XLI -RXIVREXMSREP %GEHIQ] JSV (IWMKR
 ,IEPXL I\TPEMRIH XLI EMQW SJ XLI 2EXMSREP:MWMSR 
John Lambert-Smith
Dr Hanan Al Kuwari
Paul Appleton
±3YVEQFMXMSRMWXSFIGSQIE[SVPHPIEHIVMRIHYGEXMSRE

L
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[SVPH PIEHIV MR LIEPXLGEVI ERH QIHMGEP VIWIEVGL
ERH E QIHMGEP ERH IHYGEXMSR LYF MR XLI 1MHHPI
)EWXVIKMSR²
5EXEV JEGIW QER] GLEPPIRKIW LS[IZIV XS
HIPMZIV XLMW ZMWMSR MR LIEPXLGEVI -R XLI WIEVGL JSV
JEWXIV FIXXIV ERH QSVI GSWXIJJIGXMZI LIEPXLGEVI
(V,ERERMHIRXM½IH5EXEV´WLIEPXLTSPMG]VIJSVQ
GLEPPIRKIW EW IRWYVMRK IUYEP EGGIWW JSV IUYEP
RIIH QIIXMRK I\TIGXEXMSRW JSV UYEPMX] GEVI
HIZIPSTMRKETEXMIRXGIRXVMGW]WXIQ TVITEVMRKJSV
EKIMRK TSTYPEXMSRW EHETXMRK XS XIGLRSPSKMGEPP]
IQTS[IVIH GYWXSQIVW MRZIWXMRK MR RI[ WGMIRGI
A city within the city: Hamad Medical City
ERHTIVWSREPMWIHXVIEXQIRXW EHHVIWWMRKXLIVETMH
KVS[XLSJGLVSRMGHMWIEWIERHGVIEXMRKIJ½GMIRGMIW
EQMHXLIGLEPPIRKISJVMWMRKGSWXW
7LIWEMH±3YVSZIVEPPGLEPPIRKIMWXSXVERWMXMSRJVSQELIEPXLW]WXIQXLEXXVIEXWEGYXITEXMIRXWXSFIMRKSRIXLEXTVSZMHIW
TVIZIRXEXMZILIEPXLGEVITEVXMGYPEVP]JSVGLVSRMGERHPMJIWX]PIHMWIEWIW[MXLLMKLUYEPMX]EGYXIERHXIVXMEV]GEVIJSVXLSWITEXMIRXW
[LSRIIHMX²
±'YVVIRXP]XLIPIEHMRKGEYWIWSJHIEXLMR5EXEVEVIXVEYQEGEVHMSZEWGYPEVHMWIEWIQIXEFSPMGHMWIEWIERHGERGIV²I\TPEMRIH
(V,ERER±8LILMKLVEXISJXVEYQEMWORS[RXSFIMRPEVKITEVXHYIXSVSEHXVEJ½GEGGMHIRXWERHEGGMHIRXWMRXLI[SVOTPEGI
'EVHMSZEWGYPEVERHQIXEFSPMGHMWIEWIEVIMRI\XVMGEFP]PMROIHERHEVIXLSYKLXXSFIXLIVIWYPXSJWQSOMRKPEGOSJI\IVGMWIERH
TSSVHMIX8LIWIEVII\TIGXIHXSVMWIEWXLIVIPEXMZIP]]SYRKTSTYPEXMSREKIW
±&IX[IIR ERH SJEHYPXWGYVVIRXP]LEZIHMEFIXIW[LMPIGERGIVEGGSYRXWJSVEFSYX SJEPPHIEXLWERHMWI\TIGXIH
XSKVS[EWXLI]SYRKTSTYPEXMSREKIW8LMWMWFIMRKEHHVIWWIHXLVSYKLERI[ERHGSQTVILIRWMZIREXMSREPGERGIVWXVEXIK]8LIVI
MWEPWSEKVS[MRKTVSFPIQ[MXLVIWTMVEXSV]HMWIEWIXLSYKLXXSFIEWWSGMEXIH[MXLWQSOMRKERHEMVTSPPYXMSR²
%WXLIQEMRLIEPXLGEVITVSZMHIVMR5EXEV ,1' [LMGL[EWIWXEFPMWLIHMR
 WYTTPMIW   SJ EGYXI LIEPXLGEVI MR 5EXEV [MXL ER ERRYEP FYHKIX SJ
56FMPPMSR IQTPS]IIWERHFIHW 3TIVEXMRKEWERMRXIKVEXIH
GEVIHIPMZIV]W]WXIQMXMWWTPMXMRXSXLVIIHMZMWMSRWXLI8IVXMEV]+VSYTGSRWMWXMRK
SJ ,EQEH +IRIVEP ,SWTMXEP XLI ,IEVX ,SWTMXEP XLI 2EXMSREP 'IRXVI JSV
'ERGIV 'EVI ERH 6IWIEVGL XLI ;SQIR´W ,SWTMXEP ERH XLI %QFYPERGI
7IVZMGIXLI+IRIVEP,SWTMXEPW+VSYTGSRWMWXMRKSJ%P/LSV,SWTMXEP%P;EOVE
,SWTMXEPERHXLI'YFER,SWTMXEPERHXLI'SRXMRYMRK'EVI+VSYTGSRWMWXMRK
SJ6YQEMPEL,SWTMXEPERHXLI2YVWMRKERH7OMPPIH2YVWMRK'EVI*EGMPMX]%PPSJ
XLI(SLEFEWIHJEGMPMXMIWEVIWMXYEXIH[MXLMR,EQEH1IHMGEP'MX]
-RWTMXISJXLIWIVIWSYVGIW ERMRGVIEWMRKERHEKIMRKTSTYPEXMSRMWGEYWMRK
,1'´W LIEPXL WIVZMGIW XS GSQI YRHIV IZIV KVIEXIV TVIWWYVI I\TPEMRIH (V
,ERER ±-R XLI PEWX XIR ]IEVW SYV FIH GETEGMX] LEW MRGVIEWIH F]   SYV
EHQMWWMSRWF] ERHSYVSYXTEXMIRXZMWMXWF]SZIV [LMPISYVEHYPXERH
Historic Doha
GLMPHYVKIRXERHIQIVKIRG]ZMWMXWLEZIHSYFPIH²
8S QIIX XLMW HIQERH XLVII RI[ LSWTMXEPW EVI WIX XS STIR MR  XLI
;SQIR´W;IPPRIWW ERH 6IWIEVGL 'IRXIV ER%QFYPEXSV] 'EVI 'IRXIV ERH XLI 5EXEV 6ILEFMPMXEXMSR -RWXMXYXI -R
 XLIRI[,EQEH&MR/LEPMJE8VERWPEXMSREP6IWIEVGL-RWXMXYXIMWWGLIHYPIHXSSTIR MX[MPPFIJSPPS[IHMRXLI
TIVMSHYTXSF]EWIVMIWSJRI[WTIGMEPMWXJEGMPMXMIWMRGPYHMRKEGERGIVLSWTMXEPEXIVXMEV]LSWTMXEPEQIRXEPLIEPXL
JEGMPMX]ERMRXIVQIHMEXIGEVIERHWTIGMEPX]EQFYPEXSV]GIRXVIERHI\TERWMSRSJXLIRI[LIEVXLSWTMXEP
)EGL SJ XLI HIZIPSTQIRXW I\TPEMRIH (V ,ERER [MPP EMQ XS EGLMIZI E WXERHEVH GSQTEVEFPI [MXL ER] JEGMPMX]
ER][LIVIMRXLI[SVPHF]MRZIWXMRKMRRSXSRP]XLIUYEPMX]SJXLIGEVIFYXEPWSMRXLIUYEPMX]SJERIRZMVSRQIRX
±XLEXWYTTSVXWERHTVSQSXIWLIEPMRKF]VIHYGMRKWXVIWWERHER\MIX]GVIEXMRKEWIRWISJTPEGIERHTVSZMHMRKTSWMXMZI
HMWXVEGXMSRXLVSYKLEVXERHGYPXYVI²
)\TERHMRKSRXLIHIZIPSTQIRXTPERWJSV,EQEH&MR/LEPMJE1IHMGEP'MX].SLR0EQFIVX7QMXLI\IGYXMZIHMVIGXSV
LIEPXLJEGMPMX]TPERRMRK HIWMKR ,1' HIWGVMFIHLS[XLIZMWMSREMQWXS±EWWYVIXLISTXMQYQYWISJJEGMPMXMIWERH
EGLMIZIXLILMKLIWXUYEPMX]WXERHEVHWSJEGGIWWJSVTEXMIRXWXLVSYKLSYXXLIGSYRXV]F]ERHFI]SRH²
,II\TPEMRIH±,1'´WXLVIIGSQQYRMX]FEWIHKIRIVEPLSWTMXEPW[MPPI\TERHXSHIZIPSTOI]WIVZMGIWERHGVIEXI
WYJ½GMIRXGVMXMGEPQEWWXSTVSZMHIXLIFIWXTSWWMFPIGEVIXSWYTTSVXXLIGIRXVEP(SLEXIVXMEV]WIVZMGI%HHMXMSREPP]
E WYMXI SJ WTIGMEPX] EQFYPEXSV] WIVZMGI GIRXIVW [MPP TVSZMHI LMKLHIQERH EQFYPEXSV] WIVZMGIW GPSWIV XS TEXMIRXW
XLIVIF]VIHYGMRKXLIRIIHXSXVEZIPXSXLIXIVXMEV]GEQTYW
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Briefing: Middle East 2013 report

±8LITVSTSWIH'PMRMGEP7IVZMGIW *EGMPMXMIW1EWXIV4PERMWXLIZMWMFPIW]QFSPSJXLIVETMH
GPMRMGEP MQTVSZIQIRXW GYVVIRXP] MR TVSKVIWW ERH XLSWI EGLMIZIH F] ,1'² EHHIH 0EQFIVX7QMXL
±3YVZMWMSRMWXSHIPMZIVE[SVPHGPEWWTEXMIRXEWGYWXSQIVI\TIVMIRGI[MXLMRETIEGIJYPERHLIEPMRK
IRZMVSRQIRXEXIZIV]WIVZMGITSMRXEGVSWW,1'8LITPEREMQWXSFYMPHEXVYILIEPXLVIWIEVGLERH
IHYGEXMSRW]WXIQ[LMGL[MPPEXXVEGXVIXEMRERHMRWTMVIXLIFIWXXEPIRXJVSQ5EXEVERHKPSFEPP]²
)ZMHIRGISJLS[5EXEVERH,1'´WWXVEXIK]JSV,EQEH&MR/LEPMJE1IHMGEP'MX]VI¾IGXPIEHMRKIHKI
VIWIEVGLERHXLMROMRKMWXLI[E]XLIQEWXIVTPERLEWFIIRETTVSEGLIHF]EVGLMXIGXW%PPMIW 1SVVMWSR
EWERMRXIKVEXIHTEVXSJXLIGMX]MRJVEWXVYGXYVI
4EYP%TTPIXSRETEVXRIVEX%PPMIW 1SVVMWSRI\TPEMRIHLS[XLI
Third global health transition
VIPEXMSRWLMTSJXLIJEGMPMXMIWXSXLIGMX]MWGVMXMGEP±,EQEH&MR/LEPMJE
Sharing his vision and knowledge
1IHMGEP'MX]MWEGIRXVEPYVFERLIEPXLHMWXVMGXSJXLIGMX]SJ(SLE
with delegates, the keynote speaker
8LIUYIWXMSRW[IEWOIHSYVWIPZIW[IVI³;LEXGER(SLEFVMRKXS
and
Honourable
Minister
of
ELSWTMXEP#´%RH³[LEXGERXLILSWTMXEPWFVMRKXS(SLE#²8LIVIWYPX
Health for South Africa Dr Aaron
MW E QEWXIVTPER [MXL XLI GLEVEGXIVMWXMGW SJ E YRMJ]MRK PERHWGETI
Motsoaledi, who held meetings
XLEX TVMSVMXMWIW TIHIWXVMERW ZME E RIX[SVO SJ MRXIVREP ERH I\XIVREP
with his counterpart the Qatar
WLIPXIVIHTEXL[E]WMRXIVWTIVWIH[MXLKEVHIRW[MXLMRXLIGSRXI\XSJ
Minister of Public Health Abdullah
ETYFPMGVIEPQJVEQI[SVOXLEXEPPS[WJSVJYXYVIKVS[XL
bin Khalid Al Qahtani during the
8LIWXVEXIK]XSHIZIPST,EQEH&MR/LEPMJE1IHMGEP'MX]EWEJYPP]
symposium, stressed the critical role Dr Aaron Motsoaledi,
MRXIKVEXIHTEVXSJXLIGMX]ERHXLIGSQQYRMX]MWEPWSVIGSKRMXMSRSJ
Honourable Minister for
of infrastructure within the national
XLIEQFMXMSRWSJXLI5EXEV7YTVIQI'SYRGMPSJ,IEPXLERH,1'
Health, South Africa
health agenda across Africa.
XLEX GPMRMGEP WIVZMGIW WLSYPH FSXL FI EGGIWWMFPI XS XLI GSQQYRMX]
“According to The Lancet,” explained Dr Motsoaledi,
ERHTPE]E[MHIVVSPIMRIHYGEXMSRERHLIEPXLTVSQSXMSRXSEHHVIWW
“there have been two global health transitions in the
XLIKVS[MRKTYFPMGLIEPXLTVSFPIQSJPMJIWX]PIERHGLVSRMGHMWIEWIW
LMWXSV] SJ XLI [SVPH 8LI ½VWX [EW XLI HIQSKVETLMG
8LI WEPYXSKIRMG ETTVSEGL XS[EVHW IRGSYVEKMRK 5EXEVM WSGMIX]
XVERWMXMSR [LIR WMKRM½GERX MQTVSZIQIRXW MR TYFPMG LIEPXL
to adopt more healthy lifestyles is also seen in the development
were enabled through investment in basic sewage and
SJ XLI 1WLIMVIF E RI[  LIGXEVI QM\IHYWI QEWXIVTPER JSV XLI
sanitation systems, greatly reducing premature death. The
VIKIRIVEXMSRSJXLILMWXSVMGLIEVXSJ(SLE
second was the epidemiological transition, when vaccines
%TTPIXSR I\TPEMRIH LS[ %PPMIW ERH 1SVVMWSR [IVI KMZIR XLI
were introduced to control and, in some cases, eradicate
VSPIEWXLI³EVGLMXIGXYVEPZSMGI´ [MXLMRXLIQEWXIVTPERXIEQJSVXLI
communicable diseases on a scale never imagined before.”
1WLIMVIF HI½RMRK KYMHIPMRIW JSV ER ETTVSTVMEXI RI[ EVGLMXIGXYVEP
According to Dr Motsoaledi: “We are now entering a
PERKYEKIJSV5EXEVXLEXMWFSXLLIEPXL]ERHWYWXEMREFPI±8VEHMXMSREP
XLMVHKPSFEPXVERWMXMSREVSYRHXLISVKERMWEXMSRERH½RERGMRK
X]TSPSKMIW EVI VIMRXIVTVIXIH MR E GSRXIQTSVEV] [E] XS GVIEXI E
of health systems to enable universal health coverage. This
TSVXMSRSJXLIGMX][MXLWLEHIH TIHIWXVMERJVMIRHP]WTEGIWERHXS
will be achieved when every citizen in every part of the
FVMRK5EXEVMJEQMPMIWFEGOXSH[IPPMRXLIGMX]GIRXVI
globe achieves their right to have good quality, accessible and
%TTPIXSR [EW NYWX SRI SJ QER] MRXIVREXMSREP WTIEOIVW ERH
affordable healthcare where their access is not determined
GSRWYPXERXW[SVOMRKMRXLIVIKMSRXSEXXIRH(IWMKR ,IEPXL1MHHPI
by the socio-economic condition.”
)EWX  -RXIVREXMSREP 7]QTSWMYQ 5EXEV´W [MPPMRKRIWW XS PIEVR
The three pillars of a strong and universal health
JVSQXLIMRXIVREXMSREPI\TIVMIRGIEW[IPPEWWLEVIMXWS[RMHIEWERH
system – quality, affordability and accessibility – are, says
ORS[PIHKIHIQSRWXVEXIWEPIZIPSJWSTLMWXMGEXMSRERHYRHIVWXERHMRK
Dr Motsoaledi, dependent on a robust infrastructure.
XLEX[MPPWYTTSVXMXWEQFMXMSRXSFIE[SVPHGPEWWORS[PIHKILYFMR
He quotes Dr Luis Sambo, director of the World
XLI 1MHHPI )EWX JSV LIEPXL IHYGEXMSR WGMIRGI ERH VIWIEVGL EW MX
Health Organisation Africa region: “First, strengthening
GSRXMRYIWMXWLMKLPIZIPMRXIKVEXMSR[MXLXLIKPSFEPIGSRSQ]
the capacity of public health infrastructure to provide
effective, safe and quality health services. Infrastructure
MRGPYHIW WXEJ½RK FYMPHMRKW XIGLRSPSKMIW YXMPMXMIW WYGL EW
TS[IVERH[EXIVWYTTP][EWXIQEREKIQIRXXVERWTSVXERH
GSQQYRMGEXMSR ERH ½RERGMRK MRZIWXQIRXW QEMRXIRERGI
and recurring costs. Health infrastructure entails public
investments and governments will have to explore innovative
ways of harnessing the resources of the private sector, nongovernment organisations (NGOs) and communities.”
In South Africa, emphasised Dr Motsoaledi, the entire
concept of national health insurance to enable universal
health coverage is being planned in line with these
ingredients. “We have recognised the centrality of health
infrastructure to the provision of good-quality healthcare.”
Health-promoting: Ambulatory Specialty Center Courtyard
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Top left: Sheikh Khalifa Medical City, UAE, designed by Skidmore Owings &
Merrill in JV with ICME and Tilke
Bottom left: South West Acute Hospital, Northern Ireland, designed by Stantec
Bottom right: The Children’s Hospital Tony Molleapaza Rojas, Peru, designed
by EGM architects

Design & Health International Academy Awards 2014

+PSFEP standards
8LI(IWMKR ,IEPXL-RXIVREXMSREP%GEHIQ]%[EVHWXLIPIEHMRKMRXIVREXMSREPEHZSGEG]
TVSKVEQQIMRXLI[SVPHVIGSKRMWMRKTVSJIWWMSREPI\GIPPIRGIMRXLIVIWIEVGLERHTVEGXMGISJ
HIWMKRMRKLIEPXL]FYMPXIRZMVSRQIRXWLEWSTIRIHJSVIRXVMIW
LI(IWMKR ,IEPXL-RXIVREXMSREP%GEHIQ]%[EVHWLEWELYKIMR¾YIRGISRXLIHIWMKRERHHIZIPSTQIRXSJWEPYXSKIRMG
IRZMVSRQIRXWXLEXWYTTSVXLIEPXL[IPPFIMRKERHUYEPMX]SJPMJIEVSYRHXLI[SVPH8LMW]IEVXLITVSKVEQQIGSQTVMWIW
GEXIKSVMIWEGVSWWOI]EVIEWSJMRXIVREXMSREPLIEPXLHIPMZIV]ERHXLITVIWXMKMSYW0MJIXMQI0IEHIVWLMT%[EVH
8LI½REPE[EVHW[LMGL[MPPFITVIWIRXIHEXETVIWXMKMSYWGIVIQSR]XSFILIPHSR.YP]EXXLI*EMVQSRX6S]EP=SVO
,SXIPMR8SVSRXS'EREHEHYVMRKXLIXL(IWMKR ,IEPXL;SVPH'SRKVIWW )\LMFMXMSR[MPPVI¾IGXMQTSVXERXEWTIGXWSJXLI
I\GITXMSREP[SVOYRHIVXEOIRF]VIWIEVGLIVWERHTVEGXMXMSRIVWEXXLIJSVIJVSRXSJXLI½IPH6IGMTMIRXWSJXLIE[EVHW[MPPFI
XIEQWERHMRHMZMHYEPW[LSXLVSYKLSYXWXERHMRKIJJSVXWLEZIGSRXVMFYXIHXSXLITVSKVIWWSJORS[PIHKIERHHIQSRWXVEXIH
ZMWMSRERHPIEHIVWLMTMRI\IQTPEV]MRMXMEXMZIW[MXLMRXLI½IPH
8LIGEXIKSVMIWMRGPYHI,IEPXL4VSNIGX SZIVWUQ ,IEPXL4VSNIGX YRHIVWUQ *YXYVI,IEPXL 9RFYMPX 
4VSNIGX6IWIEVGL4VSNIGX1IRXEP,IEPXL(IWMKR)PHIVP]'EVI(IWMKR7EPYXSKIRMG(IWMKR7YWXEMREFPI(IWMKR-RXIVMSV(IWMKR
9WISJ%VXMRXLI4EXMIRX)RZMVSRQIRX4VSHYGX(IWMKRERHXLITVIWXMKMSYW0MJIXMQI0IEHIVWLMT%[EVH

T

Eligibility
&YMPX TVSNIGXW SV VIWIEVGL TVSKVEQQIW GSQTPIXIH FIX[IIR  .ERYEV]  ERH  .YRI  EVI IPMKMFPI XS IRXIV8LI
I\GITXMSRWEVIXLI7YWXEMREFPI(IWMKR%[EVH[LMGLEPPS[WIRXVMIWSJTVSNIGXWGSQTPIXIHEJXIV.ERYEV]ERHXLI*YXYVI
,IEPXL4VSNIGX%[EVH[LMGLSRP]EPPS[WWYFQMWWMSRWSJYRFYMPXTVSNIGXWSVGSRGITXYEPHIWMKRW4VSNIGXWQE]FIIRXIVIH
MRXSQYPXMTPIGEXIKSVMIWTVSZMHIHXLI]EVIXEMPSVIHXSQIIXXLIWTIGM½GVIUYMVIQIRXWJSVXLINYHKMRKGVMXIVMESJIEGLE[EVH
4VIZMSYWIRXVERXWEVIRSXIPMKMFPIXSIRXIVXLIWEQIGEXIKSV]FYXQE]IRXIVSXLIVGEXIKSVMIW8LIGPSWMRKHEXIJSVIEGLIRXV]
MW%TVMP

Judging panel, criteria and submission process
8LI NYHKMRK TERIP GSRWMWXW SJ E KVSYT SJ MRHITIRHIRX I\TIVXW JVSQ
)YVSTI%WME%JVMGE 3GIERME ERH XLI%QIVMGEW%PP I\TIVXW MR XLIMV
½IPHXLINYHKIWGSQIJVSQQYPXMHMWGMTPMREV]FEGOKVSYRHWMRVIWIEVGL
ERHTVEGXMGI
8LIVI EVI JSYV HMJJIVIRX WYFQMWWMSR JSVQW IEGL SJ [LMGL LEW
MXW S[R GVMXIVME WS TPIEWI IRWYVI XLI GSVVIGX JSVQ MW YWIH JSV XLI
GSVVIGXE[EVHGEXIKSV]'SQTPIXIXLIIRXV]JSVQERHXLI[SVH
WYFQMWWMSR WXEXIQIRX VIPIZERX XS XLI GEXIKSV] FIMRK IRXIVIH ERH
WIRH XS XLI EHHVIWW SR XLI JSVQ XSKIXLIV [MXL E QE\MQYQ SJ 
4S[IVTSMRXWPMHIW8SHS[RPSEHXLIE[EVHWIRXV]JSVQERHWYFQMWWMSR
WXEXIQIRXZMWMX[[[HIWMKRERHLIEPXLGSQ

The judging panel:

Alan Dilani

Tarek El-Khatib

John Zeisel

John Steven

Ihab Elzeyadi

Alice Liang

Ronald Hicks

Guela Solow

Ian Forbes

John Cole

Deborah
Sheehan

Tye Farrow

www.worldhealthdesign.com

Judging process and timetable
8LI NYHKMRK TVSGIWW GSRWMWXW SJ E X[STLEWI
TVSGIWW
10 January 'EPP JSV )RXVMIW  %[EVHW STIR JSV
7YFQMWWMSRW
1 April(IEHPMRIJSVVIGIMTXSJ7YFQMWWMSRW
2 April 4LEWI  )RXVMIW EVI WGSVIH VIQSXIP] F]
IEGLNYHKMRKTERIPEKEMRWXXLIETTVSZIHGVMXIVME
8LIWGSVIWEVIJSV[EVHIHXSXLIGEXIKSV]GLEMVW
who make a recommendation on the shortlisted
IRXVMIWERHE[EVH[MRRIVW
13 May %[EVHW WLSVXPMWX ERRSYRGIH 7LSVXPMWXIH
TVSNIGXW EVI I\TIGXIH XS VIKMWXIV ERH EXXIRH
XLI XL (IWMKR  ,IEPXL;SVPH 'SRKVIWW XS
TVIWIRX XLIMV TVSNIGX MR E TSWXIV HMWTPE] ERH
VIGIMZIXLIMVE[EVHIMXLIVEWERE[EVHGEXIKSV]
[MRRIV SV E GSQQIRHIH TVSNIGX8LI] QE] FI
VIUYMVIHXSIPEFSVEXISRXLIMVWYFQMXXIHTVSNIGX
XSXLINYHKIWSVTVSZMHIJYVXLIVMRJSVQEXMSREW
VIUYMVIH
May/June4LEWI 1IQFIVWSJXLINYHKMRKXIEQW
VITSVXXLIMV½REPE[EVHHIGMWMSRW
12 July%[EVHW'IVIQSR] +EPE(MRRIVEXXL
(IWMKR  ,IEPXL;SVPH 'SRKVIWW  )\LMFMXMSR
in Toronto
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Standpoint

The Salutogenic Leader
As the world mourns the passing of one of its greatest ever leaders,
Alan DilaniVI¾IGXWSRLS[2IPWSR1ERHIPE´WPIKEG][MPPFILMWWEPYXSKIRMG
approach towards the creation of a free and more equal society
s we welcome the New Year, societies around the world are looking back in
admiration of the iconic leadership of Nelson Mandela who, through his vision,
knowledge and, ultimately, his humanity, reconciled a nation divided for decades
by a brutal system of apartheid.
Mandela’s passing on 5 December, 2013, is not only a loss to the Republic of South
Africa, but also to the world. He will be remembered for his conviction and devotion to
the creation of a free and more equal society. His struggle made possible South Africa’s
rapid transition from a pariah state to an emerging market economy, and one which
continues to support improvements in the health and quality of life for millions of people.
At the International Academy for Design & Health (IADH), we are strong advocates
of the message of salutogenesis as a theory for understanding the relationship between
health, stress and coping. It is a research perspective that has never been more powerful
than when considered within the context of the struggles of Nelsen Mandela and the anti-apartheid movement. An
LMWXSVMGEPERHXVERWJSVQEXMZI½KYVIJI[LEZIGSRXVMFYXIHQSVIXSXLI½KLXEKEMRWXTSZIVX]MRNYWXMGIERHWSGMEPIUYEPMX]
According to Aaron Antonovsky, stress is ubiquitous, but not all individuals experience negative health outcomes in
response to stress; some achieve health despite potentially disabling stress factors. The theory of salutogenesis is that
those individuals who are able to develop the social, economic and psychological resources they need to cope with
the hardships of life will have a stronger ‘sense of coherence’ (comprehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness),
leading to enhanced health and wellbeing. It is a theory that can be applied on an individual, group and society level.
For Mandela, maintaining a strong sense of coherence enabled him
to retain and strengthen his vision for a free and more equal South
Education is the
Africa throughout his life; for example, when faced with the brutal
most powerful
conditions of his imprisonment on Robben Island, or as he presided
SZIVXLIHMJ½GYPXTSPMXMGEPXVERWMXMSRJVSQETEVXLIMHQMRSVMX]VYPIXSE
weapon you can
multicultural democracy to achieve a peaceful national reconciliation.
use to change
Salutogenesis is a powerful evidence-based theory because it is
deeply rooted in the creation of meaning. Mandela’s achievements were
the world
founded on his strong sense of coherence and salutogenic leadership,
Nelson Mandela
which he applied to give meaning to all peoples and cultures – black,
white and coloured – of the new South Africa.
The core concept of meaning-making within salutogenesis is applicable at all levels of society
and in many different settings, including the urban environment, residential areas, healthcare and
educational settings, and the workplace. In these settings, a strong sense of coherence provides
RSX SRP] LIEPXL FIRI½XW FYX EPWS MQTVSZIW PIEVRMRK ORS[PIHKI ERH IHYGEXMSREP EGLMIZIQIRX
[SVOTIVJSVQERGIERHNSFWEXMWJEGXMSRERHXLITIVWSREPWSGMEPERHPMJIWOMPPWRIIHIHXSREZMKEXI
relationships at home, work and play.
Nelson Mandela’s deep humanity and understanding of the power of knowledge and education
as a platform for uniting people of divergent beliefs, cultures and socioeconomic backgrounds
helped him to dedicate his life to integration, freedom, equality and inclusion. As a knowledgebased network dedicated to improving the quality of life, health and wellbeing of humankind,
the IADH is inspired by the vision of Nelson Mandela. His salutogenic leadership, inspiration,
conviction and devotion is a guiding light in our collaboration with the Minister of Health, Dr
Aaron Motsoaledi and the Nelson Mandela Foundation to sustain Mandela’s legacy and support
the creation of a healthier society worldwide.

A

Prof Alan Dilani is chief executive and founder of the IADH
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Placemaker

Baku to the
future
reaking from the rigid and often monumental Soviet architecture that is
so prevalent in Azerbaijan’s capital Baku, the Heydar Aliyev Center by
Zaha Hadid Architects promises to be a focal point for the country’s
cultural programmes, expressing the optimism of a nation with its eye to
the future.
8LI WEPYXSKIRMG HIWMKR IWXEFPMWLIW E GSRXMRYSYW ¾YMH VIPEXMSRWLMT
between its surrounding plaza and the building’s interior. The plaza
VMWIW XS IRZIPST ER IUYEPP] TYFPMG MRXIVMSV WTEGI ERH HI½RI E
sequence of event spaces dedicated to the collective celebration
of contemporary and traditional Azeri culture. Elaborate
formations such as undulations, bifurcations, folds and
MR¾IGXMSRW QSHMJ] XLMW TPE^E WYVJEGI MRXS ER EVGLMXIGXYVEP
landscape that welcomes, embraces and directs visitors
through the interior.
The building consists of two collaborating systems: a
concrete structure combined with a space-frame system.
To achieve large-scale column-free spaces, vertical
structural elements are absorbed by the envelope and
curtain-wall system. Curved ‘boot columns’ achieve
the inverse peel of the surface from the ground to
the west of the building, and the ‘dovetail’ tapering
of the cantilever beams that support the building
envelope to the east of the site. Meanwhile, the
lighting design strategy differentiates the day
and night reading of the building.

B
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Heydar Aliyev Center, Azerbaijan

Hufton+Crow

Lead architect: Zaha Hadid Architects
Design: Zaha Hadid, Patrik Schumacher
(special thanks to Charles Walker)
Project designer and architect: Saffet
Kaya Bekiroglu
Main contractor and architect of record:
DiA Holding
Consultants (structure): Tuncel Engineering,
and AKT

www.worldhealthdesign.com
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Market Report: North America

'%1,:MPPEKI*EQMP],IEPXL8IEQ'EREHEHIWMKRIHF]%6/GSQQMWWMSRIHF]XLI'IRXVIJSV%HHMGXMSRERH1IRXEP,IEPXL

All roads
lead to value

hey call it the third rail in Canada; dare
meddle with a system under which
all citizens are guaranteed healthcare
by the State and it would be as hazardous
to a politician’s career as stepping on to the
third track that provides the electric power
for the trains to run. Nevertheless, faced
with an ageing population, spiraling costs
and prolonged wait times, the sacred cow of
public-funded healthcare must adapt, or risk
Although historically distinct markets, both Canada and the
collapsing in on itself.
97%EVI¾I\MRKQMRHERHQYWGPIMRTVITEVEXMSRJSVXLIRI[
A decade ago, the 2003/04 Health Accords
healthcare economy, where value rather than volume will be
[IVIPEYRGLIHMREREXXIQTXXS½\'EREHE´W
ailing system. With their focus on quality,
king. Andrew Sansom reports
accessibility and sustainability, the Accords
provided the impetus to send total health
I\TIRHMXYVIWSEVMRKJVSQFRMRXSFRMR 7SQITVSKVIWW[EWEGLMIZIH RSXPIEWXMR
reforming primary healthcare and moving to electronic health records. But health disparities and inequalities
¯ERHWMKRM½GERXP]QER][EMXXMQIW¯VIQEMRIHWXYFFSVR

T

7XERHEVHWPIKMWPEXMSRERH½RERGI
In recent years, Ontario and other Canadian jurisdictions have drawn inspiration from the US-based Institute
for Healthcare Improvement’s Triple Aim framework, which embodies the principles of better health, better
GEVI ERH PS[IV GSWX %HHIH MRXS XLI QM\ MR 'EREHE MW XLI TVMRGMTPI SJ IUYMX] ¯ GIRXVEP XS XLI GSYRXV]´W
perception of its healthcare system – which is gradually reshaping around the value that can be delivered
(this is a slower-moving trend in some provinces than others, where cost can still often be the prime focus).
This shift towards value has been translated into myriad statutes and best-practice standards at both
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7X.SLR´W6ILEF,SWTMXEPXLI.SLR'ERH7EPP],SVWJEPP)EXSR'IRXVIJSV%QFYPEXSV]'EVI'EREHEHIWMKRIHF]*EVVS[4EVXRIVWLMT%VGLMXIGXWERH1SRXKSQIV]7MWEQ

'SR¾YIRGI,IEPXL'IRXVEP;EWLMRKXSR,SWTMXEP
;EWLMRKXSR97%
3RI SJ XLI QSWX IZMHIRGIFEWIH LSWTMXEPW MR ,(6´W
TSVXJSPMS MW XLI 'SR¾YIRGI ,IEPXL 'IRXVEP ;EWLMRKXSR
,SWTMXEPPSGEXIHMRXLIRSVXL[IWXSJXLI97%8LIFYMPHMRK
EHHWWUJXERHTEXMIRXVSSQWXSXLII\MWXMRK
LSWTMXEPTVSZMHMRKLIEPXLGEVIGPSWIXSLSQIJSVQSVIXLER
TISTPI
7IXMRXLI;IREXGLII:EPPI]ERHMRWTMVIHF]7GERHMREZMER
EVGLMXIGXYVI XLI RI[ 97Q WM\WXSVI] TEXMIRX XS[IV
JIEXYVIWVS[WSJWXIIPWYRWLEHIWXLEXWLMIPHXLIWSYXLWMHI
[MRHS[WJVSQXLIVIKMSR´WTPYWHE]WSJWYRPMKLX4EXMIRX
VSSQW EVI WEQILERHIH XS HIGVIEWI IVVSVW ERH MRGVIEWI
WXEJJ JEQMPMEVMX] ERH IJ½GMIRG] EW [IPP EW FIMRK EGYMX]
EHETXEFPIIPMQMREXMRKXLIRIIHXSXVERWJIVTEXMIRXWMJXLIMV
GSRHMXMSRW[SVWIR
% TSWXSGGYTERG] IZEPYEXMSR LEW LMKLPMKLXIH WIZIVEP
HIWMKRPIHFIRI½XWMRGPYHMRKVIHYGIHIRIVK]GSRWYQTXMSR
WXEJJ WEXMWJEGXMSR TSWMXMZIP] MR¾YIRGIH F] XLI MRXIVMSV
EIWXLIXMGMRGVIEWIHEGGIWWXSREXYVEPPMKLXERHZMI[WERH
PS[ RSMWI PIZIPW MR TEXMIRXGEVI EVIEW TEVXP] SR EGGSYRX
SJTVMZEXITEXMIRXVSSQWERHHIGIRXVEPMWIH[SVOWXEXMSRW
-'9 FIHW GSRXEMR E W]WXIQ XLEX MW EFPI XS XVERWPEXI
WMQTPI GSQQERHW MR ½ZI PERKYEKIW TPE] WSSXLMRK QYWMG
ERHZIVFEPP]TVSQTXTEXMIRXWXSVIXYVRXSXLIMVFIHWMJXLI]
EXXIQTXXSKIXYT

www.worldhealthdesign.com

%VGLMXIGX,(6%VGLMXIGXYVI
'PMIRX'SR¾YIRGI,IEPXL
'SWX97Q
7M^IWUJX
&IHW
'SQTPIXMSR.YRI TLEWI
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8LI .SLR ' ERH 7EPP] ,SVWJEPP )EXSR 'IRXVI JSV
%QFYPEXSV] 'EVI 7X .SLR´W 6ILEFMPMXEXMSR ,SWTMXEP
Ontario, Canada
(IPMZIVIH NSMRXP] F] 1SRXKSQIV] 7MWEQ%VGLMXIGXW ERH *EVVS[
4EVXRIVWLMT %VGLMXIGXW XLI TVSNIGX GSQTVMWIW E X[SWXSVI]
EHHMXMSRXSERI\MWXMRKVILEFMPMXEXMSRLSWTMXEPSREEGVIWMXIMR
RSVXL8SVSRXS8LIHIWMKRWSYKLXXSEHHVIWWGVMXMGEPTVSKVEQQI
RIIHW ERH GVIEXI E RI[ MQEKI JSV XLI LSWTMXEP XLEX VI¾IGXW MXW
WXEXYWEWEJSV[EVHPSSOMRKVIKMSREPVILEFMPMXEXMSRGIRXVI
*SYRHIH MR  7X .SLR´W 6ILEF VIUYMVIH E QSHIVR HIWMKR
ERHHIITIVGSRRIGXMSRXSXLISYXHSSVIRZMVSRQIRX'IRXVEPXS
XLI TVSTSWEP MW E KPE^IH TSVGL GSVVMHSV [LMGL JVSRXW EPP TYFPMG
WTEGIWMRXLIFYMPHMRKSRXSEXVIIGSZIVIHXEFPIPERHERHVEZMRI
PERHWGETI&IX[IIRXLITSVGLERHXLIVEZMRIMWEKEVHIRGSYVX
[LMGLHSYFPIWEWSYXHSSVXLIVET]WTEGI
8LIJEGMPMX]EPWSMRGPYHIWEWXEXISJXLIEVXXLIVET]TSSPERI[
EQFYPEXSV]GEVI[MRKE[IPPRIWWGIRXVIERI\TERHIHIHYGEXMSR
ERHVIWIEVGL[MRKERHVIRSZEXIHMRTEXMIRXEVIEW

%VGLMXIGX1SRXKSQIV]7MWEQ
.SMRXTVSNIGX½VQ*EVVS[4EVXRIVWLMT%VGLMXIGXW
'PMIRX7X.SLR´W6ILEFMPMXEXMSR,SWTMXEP
'SRXVEGXSV&YXXGSR0MQMXIH
'SWX'%Q GSRWXVYGXMSR
7M^IWUJX RI[FYMPH WUJX VIRSZEXMSR
&IHW
'SQTPIXMSR1EVGL

VIKMSREP ERH REXMSREP PIZIPW 8LI 3RXEVMS )\GIPPIRX
'EVI JSV%PP%GX  JSV I\EQTPI QERHEXIW GIVXEMR
WXERHEVHWSJHMWIEWITVIZIRXMSRERHGSRXVSPIJ½GMIRGMIW
and quality in the design of facilities, while 2011 saw the
introduction of the CSA Z8000 Canadian Healthcare
*EGMPMXMIWWXERHEVH [LMGLSYXPMRIWI\TIGXEXMSRWMRXIVQW
of operations, accessibility, safety, infection control and
sustainability – creating the memorable acronym OASIS.
Cliff Harvey, senior architect at the Ministry for
Ontario Health and Long-term Care, applauds the
Z8000 standard’s goal-setting approach and nonprescriptive “push towards a better quality environment”. But he also recognises that “one of the challenges is to
align standards and design information with the transformation agenda, because currently there is a gap between
strategy and implementation”.
3RXEVMS WTIRHW EVSYRH FR E ]IEV NYWX XS QEMRXEMR JEGMPMXMIW WS E   WEZMRK HIPMZIVIH XLVSYKL WQEVXIV
HIWMKRGSYPHKIRIVEXIQE]IEV[LMGLGSYPHFIVIMRZIWXIHMRXSJVSRXPMRISTIVEXMSRW;MXLWYGLRYQFIVWEX
stake – and with municipalities struggling to keep pace with demand for improved services and infrastructure – it
is not surprising that private-public partnership (P3) models and variations dominate the procurement landscape
in most provinces.
(IWMKRFYMPH½RERGIERHQEMRXEMR (&*1  QSHIPW TVIWIRX ER MRXIVIWXMRK TVSTSWMXMSR RSX PIEWX EW ZILMGPIW
to deliver greater innovation – an issue on which, in regard to traditional P3, the jury remains out. Tye Farrow,
of Farrow Partnership Architects, describes DBFM as “a great delivery method because the requirements over
what we submit are thinner”, while frequent meetings with user groups can deliver a higher level of interest and
[MPPMRKRIWWXSI\TPSVIMHIEW±7SQI4TVSNIGXWEVIFIMRKHIPMZIVIHXLEXGSQTP][MXLEZEVMIX]SJMHIEWFYX[LEX
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,YQFIV6MZIV,SWTMXEP'EREHEHIWMKRIHF],(6

they fail to do is raise aspirations,” he says. “We could start to see more DBFM projects because they have a shorter
fuse and are more interactive; the results we’ve seen are very strong.”
Zeidler Partnership Architects’ Amos Caspi agrees that DBFM projects are increasingly common but their use over
SXLIVQSHIPWXIRHWXSFI[LIVIXLITVSNIGXMWPEVKIERHGSQTPI\ SV[LIVIXLIWM^ISJVIRSZEXMSR[SVOMRZSPZIHMW
substantial. Another alternative procurement method, called integrated project delivery, requires the entire building
XIEQXS[SVOMRGSPPEFSVEXMSRJVSQGSRGITXMSRXLVSYKLXSQEMRXIRERGIMRSVHIVXSMRGVIEWIZEPYIQE\MQMWIIJ½GMIRG]
and reduce waste on a project; it is the template being adopted to deliver the replacement for the Moose Jaw Union
Hospital, in Saskatchewan.
Bill Scrantom, Arup’s healthcare leader for North and South America, suggests such models can go even further: “My
favourite version of P3 – these massive long-term investment strategies – is when there’s an operational component
ERHMX´WRSXNYWXEHIWMKRFYMPH½RERGIWXVEXIK]8LIRXLIVI´WEPSXSJEXXIRXMSRTEMHXSXLIIJ½GMIRGMIWSJXLIFYMPHMRKERH
making sure the building is going to be cost-effective to operate – and there should be! But the real cost is in the care;
we simulate energy and the operations costs of the building, but who’s simulating the cost of care?”
For the time being, traditional P3 remains dominant and is entrenched in several provinces, including Ontario
[LIVIMXMWGEPPIH%*4 5YIFIGERH&VMXMWL'SPYQFMEMR%PFIVXE4I\MWXWFYXSRP]JSVIHYGEXMSRTVSNIGXW-RXLI97
QIER[LMPIXLIHIGIRXVEPMWIHPSGEPFYWMRIWWSVMIRXIHJVEQI[SVOGERSJXIRWXVERKPIXLIFIRI½XWXSFIKEMRIHXLVSYKL
P3, a situation which ensures that traditional design-and-build prevails.

*VSQEW]PYQWXSEWWMQMPEXMSR
Community-health centres and primary-health facilities are springing up all over Ontario, the ongoing realisation of the
provincial government’s goal of moving certain services out of large hospitals and into smaller, local facilities to speed
up access. This is particularly true of mental health, an area traditionally underVITVIWIRXIH%GGSVHMRKXSSJ½GMEPWXEXMWXMGW MR  SJ'EREHMERWEKIH
or older perceived themselves as having had a need for mental-health care in the
Normalisation of
past 12 months; a third of these individuals felt their needs were not fully met.
Moving these types of services into community-health centres sits at ease with
mental health is
the Canadian spirit of equity, with certain facilities heavily focused around the
the highest level of
needs of people who may be homeless or poverty-stricken. As urban integration
ambition in Canada
fosters a sense of normalisation in tackling such problems, so demand for access
to psychological treatment services is likely to rise. But it is also hoped that via
community absorption, the stigma attached to the condition might be eroded.
These dynamics are borne out in two projects involving ARK architects – the
Sherman Health and Wellness Centre, a new satellite facility for Mount Sinai
Hospital, and the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH) village family
health team. Bringing together a network of family physicians, nurses, social
workers, dietitians, pharmacists and other professionals, CAMH village family
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%RXSR+VEWWP)WXS

7TEYPHMRK6ILEFMPMXEXMSR,SWTMXEP1EWWEGLYWIXXW
97%
4VSZMHMRKEGYXIVILEFMPMXEXMSRGEVIMR'LEVPIWXS[RXLIRI[
7TEYPHMRK6ILEFMPMXEXMSR,SWTMXEPLEWVITPEGIHE]IEVSPH
JEGMPMX]ERHJIEXYVIWTVMZEXITEXMIRXVSSQW
4IVOMRW;MPP GSRGITXYEPMWIH XLI RI[ FYMPHMRK ERH
GEQTYWEWEXLIVETIYXMGXSSPJSVTEXMIRXWFYX[MXLYRMZIVWEP
EGGIWWMFMPMX]EOI]KSEP;MXL SJXLI½VWX¾SSVHIHMGEXIH
XS TYFPMG EGGSQQSHEXMSR XLI LSWTMXEP EPWS MRGPYHIW
SYXTEXMIRXWIVZMGIWETSSPJSVEUYEXLIVET]EREGXMZMXMIWWYMXI
XVERWMXMSREPTEXMIRXETEVXQIRXWX[SPEVKIK]QWEW[IPPEWE
RYQFIVSJWEXIPPMXIK]QW
6IWIEVGL WTEGIW JSGYWMRK SR KEMX ERH QSZIQIRX
EREP]WMW QYWGPI VIKIRIVEXMSR FMSVSFSXMGW ERH PSRKMXYHMREP
IJJIGXMZIRIWW WXYHMIW [IVI HIWMKRIH [MXL EGGIWWMFMPMX] ERH
¾I\MFMPMX]MRQMRH
7YVVSYRHMRK KEVHIRW TVSZMHI XLIVETIYXMG XVEMPW FSYRGI
[EPPWETYXXMRKKVIIRERHEFEWOIXFEPPLEPJGSYVX8LIMRXIVMSV
IRZMVSRQIRX QE\MQMWIW HE]PMKLX ERH ZMI[W FYX MW FEPERGIH
EKEMRWX E LMKLTIVJSVQERGI FYMPHMRK IRZIPSTI +VIIR VSSJW
QMXMKEXIWXSVQ[EXIVVYRSJJVIHYGIGSSPMRKPSEHWERHLIEX
MWPERHIJJIGXERHTVSZMHIXLIVETIYXMGIRZMVSRQIRXW

%VGLMXIGX4IVOMRW;MPP
'PMIRX7TEYPHMRK6ILEFMPMXEXMSR,SWTMXEP
4EVXRIVW,IEPXL'EVI
'SRXVEGXSV;EPWL&VSXLIVW
'SWXYRHMWGPSWIH
7M^IWUJX
&IHW
'SQTPIXMSR%TVMP

health team is formally linked to the city’s renowned mentalhealth and addictions hospital.
Set in Liberty Village, an up-and-coming area of Toronto,
the outpatient clinic aims to integrate the homeless and
disenfranchised communities with better-off sections of society,
such as young professionals.
“Normalisation of mental health as part of the fabric of
healthcare is the highest level of ambition in Canada,” says ARK
principal Guela Solow-Ruda, who suggests people prefer to tell
their employer they need time off to see their gynaecologist or
divorce lawyer than admit to a mental-health condition. “The
mandate from government is that this is not a two-tier system,
so the spirit of the clinic is really Canadian.”
Commenting on the challenges of creating community
cohesion, she points out that the waiting room sits
perpendicular to the street, creating an inviting public space. A
non-intimidating reception area and a staff lounge adjacent to
the waiting room offer balance between soft surveillance and
retaining the democratic ambience. Safety and security is subtle:
decompression rooms with independent ventilation cater for
ER]SRI[LSMWWIVMSYWP]MPP I\LMFMXWZMSPIRXGLEVEGXIVMWXMGW SVMW
YRL]KMIRMGERHMJWSQISRIRIIHWXSFIVIQSZIHJVSQXLITVIQMWIWEFEGOHSSVTSPMG]SJJIVWEHMKRM½IHI\MX)\EQ
VSSQWJIEXYVIX[SI\MXW KMZMRKWXEJJGSR½HIRGIXLEXXLI][MPPRSXFIGSQIXVETTIHMREWXVIWWJYPGSRJVSRXEXMSR [LMPI
pods of nature graphics not only enhance the sense of serenity but aid orientation.

-RXIKVEXIHLIEPXLERHXLIGSRXMRYYQSJGEVI
According to Solow-Ruda, the integrated health team is a growing trend, as governments try to join up a traditionally
fragmented system and ensure patients do not fall through the cracks, only to re-emerge with chronic problems
further down the line.
7TIEOMRK EFSYX XLI 7LIVQER ,IEPXL ERH;IPPRIWW 'IRXVI MR:EYKLER 3RXEVMS WLI I\TPEMRW ±8LI EVGLMXIGXYVEP
design features that assist the integrated health team come in the form of the collaborative work spaces we’ve
designed.There are big open areas with private pods, so they can all be on their laptops getting on with their individual
work, but they’re in the same room, so they can share thoughts. They love it – it really stimulates dialogue, teamwork
and collaborative thinking, so that the diverse needs of the whole patient are considered.” Diversity is arguably the
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centre’s raison d’être, with a family medicine clinic, a functional-pain and rehabilitation clinic, and visiting specialist spaces
EPPTVSZMHIHSREGEQTYWWMXIQM\MRKIHYGEXMSREPVIGVIEXMSREPERHWTMVMXYEPWIVZMGIW)\EQMREXMSRVSSQWEVIGSRGIRXVEXIH
in the heart of the building, with circulation pushed to the edge. The continuous-loop route not only ensures clinicians cut
SYXVITIEX[EPOMRKEGXMSRWFYXMREPPS[MRKJSVQSVIREXYVEPPMKLXEPWSEHHWXSXLITEXMIRXI\TIVMIRGI
±8LITSWMXMZITEXMIRXI\TIVMIRGIMWIRLERGIHXLVSYKLEGGIWWXSHE]PMKLX²WE]W7SPS[6YHE±&IGEYWIXLI]ORS[[LIVI
XLI]LEZIGSQIJVSQ[LIRXLI]KSMRXSWIIXLIHSGXSVXLI]I\TIVMIRGIEWIRWISJFIMRKQSVIMRGSRXVSPERHF]FIMRK
in control, it is hoped they can become their own healthcare advocate.”
Integrated care is also evident at CAMH’s main Toronto site – with
phase 1B of a major construction project completed in 2012 through a
consortium (KPMB, Montgomery Sisam and Kearns Mancini Architects),
Cannon Design and Stantec Architecture. The result is a new intergenerational inpatient and outpatient building consisting of geriatric
QIRXEPLIEPXL ERH GLMPH]SYXLJEQMP] TVSKVEQQIW SJ½GI IHYGEXMSR
By being in control,
research and retail space.
It is designed around the theme of an “urban village”, which integrates
patients can
the CAMH site with neighbouring streets and blocks, while ample
become their own
parkland is preserved within the master plan and supplemented
through wide planted boulevards. To enhance the sense of integration
healthcare advocate
and normalisation, spaces for retail, a patient-run café, and a gallery
showcasing patients’ artwork help invigorate the setting.
Joined-up integrated care has an increasingly important role to play
in the new economy, not least because of the potential savings up for grabs and the desire of hospitals to
EZSMHGSWXP]VIEHQMWWMSRW -R JSVI\EQTPI XLIVI[IVIMRWXERGIWSJTEXMIRXWVIEHQMXXIHXS
LSWTMXEPMR3RXEVMS[MXLMRHE]WSJXLIMVSVMKMREPHMWGLEVKI 'PMJJ,EVZI][E\IWP]VMGEPEFSYXXLI3RXEVMS
Ministry’s introduction of Health Link pilot projects, which are designed to encourage greater collaboration
and co-ordination between a patient’s different healthcare providers, improve access to family care, reduce
EZSMHEFPI IQIVKIRG]VSSQ ZMWMXW ERH VIEHQMWWMSRW ERH GYX VIJIVVEP XMQI XS WTIGMEPMWXW ,I I\TPEMRW ±-R
3RXEVMS FIX[IIR  ERH   SJ XLI TSTYPEXMSR YWI FIX[IIR  ERH   SJ XLI LIEPXLGEVI VIWSYVGIW
Monitoring through Health Link can reduce pressure on the system both from an economic and a wait-time
point of view.”

2EREMQS 6IKMSREP +IRIVEP ,SWTMXEP )QIVKIRG] 
4W]GLMEXVMG )QIVKIRG] 7IVZMGIW &VMXMWL 'SPYQFME
Canada
8LI HIWMKR SFNIGXMZIW ERH WYWXEMREFMPMX] WXVEXIKMIW [IVI XS
EGLMIZIE0))(+SPHWSPYXMSREVSYRHXLIJSYVZEPYIWSJ³XMQIP]´
³VIWTIGXJYP´³UYEPMX] SJ GEVI´ ERH³E TPEGI TISTPI [SYPH [ERX XS
GSQIXS[SVO´8LIGLEPPIRKI[EWXSGVIEXI±ERIRZMVSRQIRXXLEX
WXEJJ[SYPH[ERXXSGSQIXSIZIRSRXLIMVHE]SJJ²
7XERXIG´WHIWMKRXIEQERHXLILSWTMXEP´WQIHMGEPWXEJJI\TPSVIH
[E]W XS MQTVSZI TEXMIRX EGGIWW ERH ¾S[ 3XLIV GSRWMHIVEXMSRW
MRJSVQMRK XLI HIWMKR [IVI JYRGXMSREPMX] TVMZEG]GSR½HIRXMEPMX]
WEJIX] ERH UYEPMX] SJ XLI IRZMVSRQIRX 7M\ [MXLMRGEVI EVIE
GSYVX]EVHW [IVI MRXVSHYGIH FVMRKMRK FIEYX] ERH GEPQ XS XLIWI
LMKLWXVIWW IRZMVSRQIRXW ;SVO WXEXMSRW ERH [EMXMRK EVIEW
SZIVPSSOGSYVX]EVHW[LMPIXLIX[STW]GLMEXVMGXVIEXQIRXEVIEW
EPWSSTIRSYXXSWIGYVIGSYVX]EVHKEVHIRW
)\XIRWMZI YWI [EW QEHI SJ [SSH HMWTPEGIQIRX ZIRXMPEXMSR
E XLIVQEP PEF]VMRXL ERH REXYVEP ZIRXMPEXMSR8LVSYKL GSQTYXIV
QSHIPPMRKERHGSWXFIRI½XEREP]WMWGETMXEPGSWXWSJXLIGSYVX]EVHW
[IVI [IMKLIH EKEMRWX XLI TSXIRXMEP STIVEXMSREP WEZMRKW SR WXEJJ
GSWXW QIHMGEP IVVSVW ERH MQTVSZIH GPMRMGEP TIVJSVQERGI (EXE
JVSQMXW½VWX]IEVMRSTIVEXMSRWYKKIWXWXLIWIWEZMRKWEVIEPVIEH]
FIMRKVIEPMWIH
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-RHMERE 9RMZIVWMX] ,IEPXL 2IYVSWGMIRGI 'IRXIV SJ
)\GIPPIRGI-RHMERE97%
(IPMZIVIH YRHIV 4 XLI WM\PIZIP -RHMERE 9RMZIVWMX] ,IEPXL´W
2IYVSWGMIRGI 'IRXIV SJ )\GIPPIRGI LSYWIW SRI SJ XLI REXMSR´W
PEVKIWX GSRGIRXVEXMSRW SJ WTIGMEPMWIH RIYVSWGMIRGI GPMRMGMERW ERH
VIWIEVGLIVW JSV EHYPX SYXTEXMIRXW [MXL RIYVSPSKMGEP HMWSVHIVW
%QSRKSXLIVXLMRKWMXJIEXYVIWGSPPEFSVEXMSRERHIHYGEXMSRWTEGI
E ½XRIWW GIRXVI SYXTEXMIRX VILEFMPMXEXMSR ERH E VSFSXMG PEF -X MW
NSMRIHXSERIYVSWGMIRGIVIWIEVGLFYMPHMRKXSWTIIHETTPMGEXMSRSJ
VIWIEVGLXSGPMRMGEPXVIEXQIRX
8LILIEPXLGEVIIRZMVSRQIRXTVSZMHIWTSWMXMZIHMWXVEGXMSRWJSVXLI
TEXMIRX¯MRLMFMXMRKIQSXMSRWSJJIEVPSWWSJGSRXVSPSFNIGXM½GEXMSR
ERHGSRJYWMSR¯[LMPIGVIEXMRKWTEGIWXLEXGSQQYRMGEXIXVYWXERH
GSR½HIRGIJSWXIVXLIMRZSPZIQIRXSJXLITEXMIRXERHGEVIKMZIVERH
RYVXYVILYQERGSRXEGXERHIQTEXL]EW[IPPEWTVSQSXMRKEHZSGEG]
0MRIEV [EMXMRK FEPGSRMIW ERH WXEMVW EVI I\TSWIH XS XLI PS[IV
PIZIPW SJJIVMRK STTSVXYRMXMIW JSV TL]WMGEP QSFMPMX] 8LI IJJIGX MW
XS TVSQSXI GSLIWMSR GSQTVILIRWMSR ERH QEREKIEFMPMX] XLIVIF]
QMRMQMWMRK WXVIWW SJ XLI YRORS[R 2EXYVEP PMKLX ZIRXMPEXMSR RSR
XS\MG QEXIVMEPW [IPGSQMRK WXEMVGEWIW WIVIRI GSPSYVW ERH GPIEV
[E]½RHMRKWMKREPWEPPEHHXSXLIGEPQIRZMVSRQIRX
8LI GIRXVI IQTPS]W XLI YRMZIVWEP KVMH W]WXIQ MR SVHIV XS
TVSZMHI FIRI½XW MR MRMXMEP GETMXEP GSWX STIVEXMRK IGSRSQMIW ERH
JYXYVIEHETXEFMPMX]
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6IPIEWMRKXLIFSXXPIRIGOW
In the US, cost concerns are just as pronounced, but to
suggest there is no national health system in the US is not
entirely accurate; federal-funded hospitals with emergency
departments have a duty to treat any acutely-ill citizen who
enters seeking treatment, irrespective of whether they are
MRWYVIH¯ERMRGVIHMFP]I\TIRWMZIQSHIP
There is still uncertainty about what the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act will bring, but HDR Architects
foresees an environment in which rising demand for higherquality and more cost-effective care will compete against a
backdrop of reduced reimbursement; new reimbursement
policies are based on a savings bonus, including bundled
payments for acute episodes of care and care outcomes.
“The Affordable Care Act focuses on outcomes,” says
Tye Farrow. “In the past, there has been access to massive

%VGLMXIGX'ERRSR(IWMKR
'PMIRXW0ERHQEVO,IEPXLGEVI*EGMPMXMIW-RHMERE9RMZIVWMX]
Health
'SWX9RHMWGPSWIH
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2MEKEVE ,IEPXL 7]WXIQ 7X 'EXLEVMRI´W WMXI 3RXEVMS
Canada
7X'EXLEVMRI´WMWWEMHXSFIXLI½VWXHIWMKRFYMPH½RERGIQEMRXEMR
(&*1 LSWTMXEPXSFIHIPMZIVIHXLVSYKL-RJVEWXVYGXYVI3RXEVMS
XLI TVSZMRGMEP KSZIVRQIRX´W EPXIVREXMZI½RERGMRK TVSGYVIQIRX
QSHIP4PIREV]+VSYTWIGYVIHXLIGSRXVEGXERHEGXIHEWTVSNIGX
PIEHHIZIPSTIVERHIUYMX]MRZIWXSV
%W [IPP EW GVIEXMRK E FIH LSWTMXEP GSRWSPMHEXMRK EGYXI
ERH EQFYPEXSV] WIVZMGIW SR E RI[ WMXI EHHMXMSREP TVSKVEQQIW
MRGPYHMRKGEVHMEGGEXLIXIVMWEXMSRERHQIRXEPLIEPXLGEVIEVIRS[
EGGIWWMFPI XS PSGEP VIWMHIRXW8LI WMXI EPWS MRGPYHIW XLI;EPOIV
*EQMP]'ERGIV'IRXVI
8LIJEGMPMX]MRGPYHIW WMRKPITEXMIRXVSSQWXSTVSQSXIFIWX
TVEGXMGIWMRMRJIGXMSRGSRXVSP-XMWSRISJXLISRP]LSWTMXEPWMRXLI
[SVPHXSLEZIEHIHMGEXIH,:%'W]WXIQIREFPMRKXLILSWTMXEPXS
FIWTPMXMRXSX[SHMWXMRGXEMVLERHPMRK^SRIWJSVGSQTPIXIMWSPEXMSR
MR XLI IZIRX SJ E TERHIQMG8LI RYQFIV SJ [MRHS[W MR VSSQW
LEW MRGVIEWIH XS IRLERGI REXYVEP PMKLX [LMPI E LIEPMRK KEVHIR
TVSQSXIWXLIVETIYXMGQIHMXEXMSR
% GSQTEGX FYMPHMRK JSSXTVMRX VIHYGIW XVEZIP XMQIW F] GS
PSGEXMRKOI]HITEVXQIRXWFSXLLSVM^SRXEPP]ERHZIVXMGEPP]7XVIWW
JVIISVMIRXEXMSRMWJSWXIVIHF]E³QEMRWXVIIX´PE]SYXERHGSPSYV
XLIQIW7XERHEVHMWIHJIEXYVIWEJJSVHWXEJJJEQMPMEVMX]IEW]EGGIWW
XSWYTTPMIWERHQYPXMTPIPMRIWSJWMKLXJVSQRYVWMRKWXEXMSRW
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amounts of medical technology in the US, but everyone
in the system was rewarded for inputs such as medical
treatments and tests. Now a shift has occurred away from
over-treatment and unnecessary treatment. Healthcare
organisations and doctors will be paid for keeping people healthy and delivering value rather than volume of care.”
8LIMQQIHMEXIGSRWIUYIRGISJXLI%GX[MPPFIXLIMR¾Y\SJRI[P]MRWYVIHTEXMIRXW[LSLEHTVIZMSYWP]FIIRHIRMIH
access. At the same time, it is hoped pressure in the system will be released by the Act’s emphasis on sanctions for
avoidable readmissions, and driving investment in elderly care and rehabilitation facilities within the community. By moving
low-acuity services out of the hospital, it will become a ‘sicker’ place with services carried out at greater intensity. With
the emergency department, intensive-care and trauma services therefore likely to take centre stage, designers will be
challenged to release the bottlenecks that occur in these departments and help move patients through the healthcare
system more quickly.
6IPIEWMRKTEXMIRXWJVSQMRTEXMIRXEVIEW[MPPHIQERHEW]WXIQ[MHIWSPYXMSR WE]W%QSW'EWTM [LSMHIRXM½IWWSQI
emerging trends in emergency-room design. One is lean processes and how design can help operational goals, such as
seeing more patients in shorter timeframes, but also in tighter areas. “Another strong trend is the waiting area,” he adds.
“Outside the emergency department, there is a small area for family members, but it is not the patient waiting there. They
EVIFIMRKQSZIHXSWYF[EMXMRKEVIEWMRWMHIXLIIQIVKIRG]VSSQERHRI\XXSXLIGEVIKMZIV²

7EJIX]WIGYVMX]ERHWEXMWJEGXMSR
The Act will place added pressure, too, on ensuring the safety and security of patients in these new settings. Beginning in
XLI½RERGMEP]IEV LSWTMXEPW[MPPEPWSFIVIMQFYVWIHSRXLIMVEFMPMX]XSVIHYGITEXMIRXLEVQEWEVIWYPXSJLSWTMXEP
acquired conditions. While there is a clear medical argument in support of single private rooms – even more so in
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Juravinski Hospital and Cancer Centre,
Breast Assessment Centre, Ontario, Canada
The design for the CIBC Breast Assessment Centre
at Juravinski Hospital aims to reduce anxiety in a
holistic fashion: through physical integration with
the city and the existing hospital, and its community
activity and education. Zeidler Partnership Architects
describe it as “a prototype for community-centred
care that may be applied universally”.
Based on the principles of salutogenesis, the
GIRXVI MW SRI SJ XLI ½VWX MR 2SVXL %QIVMGE XS
follow an international trend in wellness centres
that concurrently emphasise emotional and physical
LIEPXL8LMW MHIE MW I\IQTPM½IH MR XLI WMXMRK SJ XLI
pavilion, which is nestled in the courtyard and set
back from the main street.
The pavilion’s façade is composed of open-slatted
[SSH [LMGL ½PXIVW PMKLX JVSQ XLI KEVHIR MRXS XLI
main waiting area. Local wood has been chosen for
its strength, versatility, low environmental impact,
ERH IRIVK] IJ½GMIRG] (IWMKRIH JSV WIRWSV] ETTIEP
the centre highlights serene sounds, such as rippling
[EXIV[LMPI½PXIVMRKYR[ERXIHSRIW8LIEXQSWTLIVI
ensures positive stimulation for women receiving
preventative and diagnostic services.
Architects: Zeidler Partnership Architects
Contractor: GS Wark
'PMIRX,EQMPXSR,IEPXL7GMIRGIW2IX[SVO
Cost: CA$5m
Size: 11,100 sq ft
&IHW2SRI
Completion: Summer 2014

www.worldhealthdesign.com

a private-insurance market such as the US – the way in which some
hospitals have taken inspiration from the hospitality sector is also driven
by marketing.
The immediate future could involve a delicate balancing act between
nudging people to become their own healthcare advocate and imparting
a sense of individual responsibility to lead healthier lifestyles, while, at the
same time, continuing the charm offensive in a bid to push up patientsatisfaction ratings. As Bill Scrantom suggests, hospitals in the US cannot
afford to treat patients like commodities. “Part of the reimbursement
equation for hospitals moving forward has everything to do with patient
satisfaction,” he says. “So, when you walk in the door, you need to go:
‘Wow, I feel good about this place – it’s clean, it’s beautiful, everyone’s so
RMGI-´QGSR½HIRXXLEX-´QKSMRKXSKIXKSSHLIEPXLGEVI´-KMZI]SYLMKL
rankings, and that helps you with your reimbursement.”
Safety and cleanliness are advanced in Canada, too, a country whose
I\TIVMIRGISJ7%67MRPIJXEWMKRM½GERXQEVO7E]W'PMJJ,EVZI]
“In Ontario, we haven’t quite gone to 100% single beds but we have
gone to 80%, and intensive-care-unit beds are all single-bed rooms. Exam
rooms are enclosed cubicles and we’ve moved away from open wards.”
,IEPWSWIRWIWEXVIRHMRRSXNYWXVIP]MRKSRIRKMRIIVMRKWSPYXMSRWXS
manage infections but to focus on the culture of the organisation, and
the role, in particular, that design can play in improving staff behaviour.

Lean, green, digital healing machines
To guard against unanticipated costs, healthcare owners in both countries
want facilities that they can easily adapt for future needs and capacities,
EW[IPPEWEPPXLIPEXIWXXIGLRSPSK]XSHIPMZIVGEVIFI]SRHXLIGSR½RIW
of the traditional setting.
4VSQMWMRK XS FI 2SVXL%QIVMGE´W ½VWX JYPP]HMKMXEP LSWTMXEP ¯ EW [IPP
EWPIERERHKVIIR¯8SVSRXS´W,YQFIV6MZIV6IKMSREP,SWTMXEP[MPPFI
a 656-bed hospital, slated for completion in spring 2015. Delivered
XLVSYKLXLI4PIREV],IEPXLGEVI4EVXRIVWLMTWXIEQ[MXL,(6TVSZMHMRK
EVGLMXIGXYVEPWIVZMGIWXLITVSNIGX´WHMKMXEPMRRSZEXMSRWMRGPYHIWQEVXFIH
technology that monitors patients’ vital signs and updates e-medical
records immediately; integrated bedside terminals
that give patients control of their environment and
enable them to communicate via video; and voicerecognition software that allows staff to complete
charts verbally. Lab specimens will be delivered via
pneumatic tubes, with results returned to mobile
devices within minutes, while automated-guided
vehicles will deliver supplies.
1IER[LMPI 7X 1EV]´W ,SWTMXEP MR 7IGLIPX &VMXMWL
Columbia – designed by Farrow Partnership
Architects and Busby Perkins+Will Architects –
is upping the environmental stakes. The hospital,
which opened last year, is said to be on course to
FI 2SVXL %QIVMGE´W ½VWX GEVFSRRIYXVEP LSWTMXEP
This will be achieved not only through a highperformance building envelope but also via a geoexchange heating and cooling system, comprising
125 boreholes, each 250 feet deep.
One of the few hospitals with operable windows
in all clinical and inpatient areas, 75% of spaces have
access to natural daylight; and skylights and clerestory
windows are incorporated in the emergency room.
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St Mary’s Hospital, Canada, designed by Farrow Partnership
Architects in association with Busby Perkins+Will Architects

Bruce Raber, vice-president of Stantec’s healthcare
practice, insists “sustainability is one of the big factors
that we don’t lose sight of ”, pointing out that under
P3, severe penalties can be imposed for failing to meet
standards. Citing some of the innovations in this area,
he adds: “We’re looking at displacement ventilation,
which provides better air, cleaner air, and is more
cost-effective. Depending on the climate, geothermic
systems are being used. But there is also more
application around the sustainability theme with some
of the features seen in Europe: for example, green
roofs, external shading, ventilation control via buildingautomation systems.”
There is, however, also a sense that old habits die
hard. Phil Nedin, who heads Arup’s global healthcare
business, says: “We think we’re building for the future,
Central Washington Hospital, USA, designed by HDR
but actually we’re not. For example, if you look at the
different forms of acute hospitals, one of the popular
forms is the podium and bed tower. In its time, that
was a very, very popular form of building. But I am not aware of any podium-and-bed-tower hospital that’s ever
been converted to anything else.”
According to Bill Scrantom, land availability is a major issue in driving the vertical approach, but he is optimistic
that solutions are emerging: “I do think that that there is an attempt to incorporate penetrations and break up
the mass of the podium in these scenarios. It’s really being driven by the concept of driving natural light into the
JEGMPMX]QEOMRKMXEFIXXIVLIEPMRKIRZMVSRQIRXERHQSVIIRIVK]IJ½GMIRX%RHQE]FIXLEXLIPTWMXXSFIQSVI
adaptable to different building types, too.”
While careful not to dismiss such ingredients as sustainability and lean design, Tye Farrow sees these as
baselines from which to develop environments that are truly salutogenic. What this means in the context of
PIERHIWMKRERHSTIVEXMSREPIJ½GMIRGMIWLII\TPEMRWXLYW±-X´WRSXNYWXXLITEXL]SYXVEZIPFYXXLIUYEPMX]SJXLEX
path and, with travel distances, it has to be an enjoyable experience. It should be about the regenerative impact
it can have on your mental health. If you’re highly-stressed and as you’re moving between points you have the
EFMPMX]XSTL]WMGEPP]ERHQIRXEPP]I\LEPIXLEXLEWEWMKRM½GERXMQTEGXSR]SYVEFMPMX]XSXLVMZI²
As Farrow sees it, the key constituents for health-causing environments are variety, nature, authenticity, vitality
ERHPIKEG] -XMWXLIWI½ZIZEPYIWXLEXLIJIIPWQYWXFIGSQITEVXSJXLIHIWMKRIXLSWSJLIEPXL]FYMPHMRKWERH
planning in the future, not just in North America but across the globe.
Andrew Sansom is a freelance writer and associate editor of World Health Design
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Unite and heal
WHD reports on the Mike Nightingale Fellowship, which has a vision to improve
the quality of life for communities in developing countries in a sustainable way

egistered as a UK charitable trust in May 2013, the Mike Nightingale Fellowship (MNF) operates as a
GEXEP]WX [SVOMRK [MXL EKIRGMIW XS VIEPMWI EKVIIH SFNIGXMZIW XLEX [SYPH FI HMJ½GYPX XS EGLMIZI [MXLSYX
collaboration. Initially focused in South Africa, where Mike was born, the trust is working in the health and
social-care sectors at national, provincial and local levels.

R

National and regional input
Nationally, the charity has been collaborating with the Infrastructure Unit Systems Support (IUSS), a specialist
group that provides guidance support for the National Department of Health. The IUSS is currently engaged in
an ambitious programme of creating 45 design guides aimed at improving design standards for health facilities on
a national scale. Draft guidance for emergency departments has been peer-reviewed by the Fellowship, which is
hoping to roll out a programme of further reviews and other initiatives, including a student design competition,
in collaboration with Architects for Health, at the
International Union of Architects conference in
Durban this August.
Led by MNF trustee Nigel Draper, the charity
has already run two week-long workshops bringing
together healthcare-facilities professionals in South
Africa’s various provinces to exchange ideas and
inspire best practice in the design and delivery of new
and refurbished hospitals and clinics. Nigel says: “The
½VWX [SVOWLST LIPH MR 0SRHSR MR %TVMP  KEZI
eight Western Cape health and works managers a
comprehensive workshop covering strategic planning,
FVMI½RK HIWMKRERHTVSGYVIQIRX YWMRKGYVVIRX'ETI
Town projects as exemplars and visiting relevant
London examples to make comparisons.”
The second workshop, recently hosted in Cape
Town and jointly hosted by the Fellowship and the
Western Cape Department of Works, involved
professionals from four provinces: Western Cape,
Eastern Cape, KwaZuluNatal and Gauteng, as well as
the National Department of Health. It is hoped that
Hout Bay’s prime residential areas are mainly occupied by wealthy white people
the event could kick-start a regular programme of
provincial forums.

Local initiatives
In addition to its national and regional advisory work, the Fellowship aims to make a real difference at a local level.
Situated just 30 minutes from Cape Town, Hout Bay is, in many ways, a microcosm of the country; it is made up of
three distinct settlements living side by side, but hugely separated physically, ethnically and culturally, not to mention
by their gross differences in wealth. There are 17,000 wealthy, predominantly white business and retired people
occupying the prime residential areas, mainly in gated security estates.
There is a settlement of 29,000 Cape coloureds, who were resettled following the destruction of the ethnically
mixed District 6 in central Cape Town. They were housed in Eastern European-looking slab blocks in Hangberg, a
TVMQIFE]WMXI[LIVIQER][SVOIHEW½WLIVQIR'SQTIXMXMSRJVSQMRHYWXVMEPWGEPI½WLMRKXVE[PIVWLEWPIHXSLMKL
unemployment, as well as a subsequent rise in people with drug and alcohol problems.
The third settlement is the informal township of Imizamo Yethu. It comprises 35,000 people, who live in an
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area a tenth of the size of that occupied by the 17,000 wealthy
‘valley people’. About a third of the dwellings in the township are
small but sound brick-and-tile houses mainly donated by charity;
the rest are corrugated-iron shacks typical of South African
townships. About half the residents originate from other African
countries and have come to South Africa to seek work.
Mike is only too aware of the palpable tension between the
ethnic groups in Hout Bay; one day, while he and his partner
were staying in his secure home in the settlement, two hooded
youths from the township broke into the property and attacked
XLI GSYTPI 8LI ]SYXLW IZIRXYEPP] ¾IH FYX XLI MRGMHIRX PIJX
an indelible mark on Mike. “This incident completely opened
my eyes to the harsh reality of living in a close – but grossly
unequal – society,” he says. “Hout Bay is a stunningly beautiful
Eastern European-looking slab blocks in Hangberg
place, largely peopled by very friendly, well-meaning folk in all
three communities, but until they can sort out their differences
ERHPMZIXSKIXLIVJSVXLIMVQYXYEPFIRI½X XLI][MPPGSRXMRYIXS
epitomise the worldwide malaise of separate development within communities.”

A test laboratory
Because of its close connections with people in the three communities and its links with dozens of charities in the area, the
Fellowship hopes to harness the abundant good will that Mike refers to, in order to create a more integrated society. Mike sees
the area as a test laboratory for similar environments in South Africa and worldwide.
Mike comments: “We fully understand the scale and complexity of this challenge and are prepared for the long haul of
developing an inspiring vision, forming lasting partnerships and facilitating effective solutions collaboratively. As a small new
charity, with limited resources, we want to maximise our ability to support positive integration in Hout Bay, by acting as a
catalyst to bring together the impressive array of national and local government and charitable initiatives.”
Serving as the organisation’s talisman in Hout Bay is Nathan Roberts, co-founder of the Sibanye Resaurant in Imizamo Yethu.
Nathan also runs the Everyday Heroes club, which mentors
township boys between the ages of 13 and 17 to prepare
them for legitimate employment. The Fellowship has just
approved a grant to the club to fund a second co-ordinator
for the team of volunteers that mentors the boys. With this
investment, the club aims to double in size in a year and
develop a tested programme capable of being replicated
elsewhere.

An aligned vision

The informal township of Imizamo Yethu
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During the Fellowship’s recent visit to Hout Bay, Nathan
organised a series of meetings with charities interested in
community integration, including the Hout Bay Partnership:
±3ZIV XLI PEWX ½ZI ]IEVW XLI] LEZI VIGSKRMWIH XLI
dangers and missed opportunities of the unsustainable
separate development of the Hout Bay communities,” says
Mike. “Their vision exactly corresponds with that of the
Fellowship: to use sustainable development as a vehicle to
inspire integration and self-interested co-operation.”
Hout Bay has stunning assets, including an undeveloped
river leading to a large sandy bay, with the potential for
a world-class waterfront development accessible via the
newly commissioned Cape Town rapid-transit system. The
excellent existing road system could be complemented by
a pedestrian and cycling ‘heart route’ along the river.
The elements with most potential to bring the whole
community together are integrated health, education,
housing and leisure facilities, all made economically
and socially sustainable by excellent local employment
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Members of the Everyday Heroes club, Hout Bay

Concept plan for Hout Bay

opportunities. Indeed, for some time now, the Western Cape Department of Health has been seeking a suitable
site for a large health clinic to provide much needed co-ordinated primary healthcare for the growing population
of Hout Bay.
8LI *IPPS[WLMT MW TVSZMHMRK ½RERGMEP WYTTSVX JSV WTIGM½G GLEVMXMIW EPVIEH] [SVOMRK MR ,SYX &E] XLEX ½X MRXS
the vision of future integration described above. It has recently agreed to fund the salary of a child-care worker
and extended hours for a programme manager at Ikhaya Le Themba to help educate children and their families
from disadvantaged homes in Imizamo Lethu. A condition of this extra funding is that the individuals concerned
work directly with the Everyday Heroes club – the expectation being that, via an auditable trail of assistance and
mentoring, tangible results in child education will manifest.

Skills challenge
The Fellowship believes there is a gap in the market in the existing network of government and charity-based
organisations around preparing young people for work in Hout Bay. Says Mike: “We have close links with a very
successful UK-based charity called Aspire Oxford, which specialises in preparing and equipping disadvantaged
TISTPIJSVIQTPS]QIRXF]KMZMRKXLIQVIPIZERXWOMPPWERHQSWXMQTSVXERXP]XLIGSR½HIRGIXSLSPHHS[REVIKYPEV
NSF8LMWMWEGLMIZIHF]SJJIVMRK½VQWERHMRHMZMHYEPWGSQTIXMXMZIP]TVMGIH LMKLUYEPMX]WIVZMGIW WYGLEWPERHWGETI
QEMRXIRERGIMRTVSJIWWMSREPP]WYTIVZMWIHXIEQW -RXLMW[E] XLIXIEQQIQFIVWTMGOYTXLIWOMPPWERHGSR½HIRGI
they need for future employment, or running their own business.”
One of the Aspire managers asked the Fellowship to test if the model could work in Hout Bay. “We got a very positive response
from the manager of a 100-house estate, who is collecting data on gardening, pool maintenance, maid service and house-painting
services, so a business plan can be drawn up,” explains Mike. “We also
have links with Workspace, which has very sophisticated wood, metal
and fabric-working workshops in Hangberg, Hout Bay – ideal for training
people for Aspire-type services – so there are further opportunities for
We understand
synergies there.”
the scale and
The Fellowship has also forged links with former doctor and Hout
Bay resident Dr Johnny Anderton, who is exploring how to provide
complexity of this
an affordable alternative to shack living in informal settlements. His
challenge and are
)/LE]E GSRGITX QEHI JVSQ WERHFEKW MW HIWGVMFIH EW ER IPIKERX ½VI
prepared for the
and sound-resistant dwelling, suitable for self-build and a third of the
price of equivalent government housing.The Mike Nightingale Fellowship
long haul
wants to encourage the allocation of new housing sites for this type of
experimental housing as part of the new Hout Bay plan.
• To raise money for this and other initiatives, the Mike Nightingale
Fellowship is holding a gala dinner and fundraising auction in the Crystal,
a Siemen’s sustainable building initiative in London on 6 June 2014. For
more information, visit www.mikenightingalefellowship.org
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Peak practice
WHD learns how the experiences of one woman’s search for a
suitable residential-care facility in South Africa for her sister led to
the development of a new design concept through her mentalhealth charity

ental-health care, treatment and
rehabilitation in South Africa
all rely heavily on outdated
hospital and institutional models, which
are simply incompatible with the dignity
of equal citizenship. The housing that is
available is most often placed outside
of city or town borders, enclosed and
separated from society.

M

Vision, mission and principles

With an ambition to transform the
lives of people with learning disability
and mental illness through global best
practice, Climb Any Mountain was set up in August 2011 by Kim Crossman, in response to her family’s efforts to
½RHERETTVSTVMEXIVIWMHIRXMEPGEVIJEGMPMX]JSVLIV]SYRKIVWMWXIV'EVE[LS[EWFSVR[MXLPIEVRMRKHMWEFMPMX]'PMQF
Any Mountain’s long-term goal is to create a more substantive life for people with mental disability by reducing
both physical and social isolation, and by creating communities that accept and understand how to deal with
their disability. The organisation is committed
to giving people with intellectual disability
and mental illness across South Africa a voice
and choice in the decisions made about their
There were two
living situation and lives, regardless of creed,
design components to
colour or class.
Climb Any Mountain only works with local
consider: the services
service-providers; as well as being aligned with
provided and the
the charity’s vision of fostering independence
and empowerment, these local organisations
physical premises
must comply with minimum criteria in terms
of capability.

Creating the TLC
Many countries have gone through the process of deinstitutionalisation with varying degrees of success. By
combining global knowledge with local expertise, Climb Any Mountain began to formulate the vision for the
transitional living centre (TLC). Kim explains: “We wanted a model that learned from the past, appropriate
to the culture and community, and aligned with our
principles of inclusion and empowerment.”
Critical to the sustainability of the service is that
the housing be affordable and can be funded via
service-user disability grants and service-providers’
state subsidies.
In setting out to realise the vision for the TLC,
XLI MRMXMEP WXIT [EW XS ½RH E WIVZMGITVSZMHIV [MXL
capability for residential day services and socialservice support and – most critically – who shared
the same vision.
With its passion and commitment to empowering
and enabling people to live independently, the
Pietermaritzburg Mental Health Society surpassed
expectations. It assigned land to develop a purposebuilt, supported living facility for the mentally disabled
¯XLI½VWXSJMXWOMRH8LIPERHMWEHNEGIRXXSI\MWXMRK
services, enhancing the existing structures of 24/7
QIHMGEPERHWXEJ½RKWYTTSVX
The next step was to harness local and community
knowledge. “We began with facilitating dialogue and
cross-fertilising ideas and concepts, including visits to
The design of services involved transformation of a culture of ‘caring for’ to one of ‘enabling’
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Final plan of the TLC with
coloured landscape

successful residential facilities in other countries,” says Kim. “We were clear there were two design
components to consider in parallel: the services provided and the physical premises.”
The design of services involves transforming a culture of ‘caring for’ to one of ‘enabling’. It includes
pathways for developing professional staff, augmenting these individuals with unskilled but trained
personal support assistants, and creating service-user personal development plans with measurable
outcomes. To make long-term rehabilitation a reality, the services include opportunities and access to
employment and/or day-centre activities.
The physical build requires spaces for individuals to develop and master skills of independent living,
as well as spaces to facilitate socialisation within the development. By building four, two and onebedroom, self-contained accommodation within the same environment, the space will house people
with a range of abilities and allow progression to more independent living space before moving out into
the community.The physical design comprises areas for occupation and industry. It is also important that
the space is of a human scale and representative of the South African community.
Once the design brief was fully articulated and aligned, Climb Any Mountain launched a competition
through the South African Institute of Architects. This process challenged the best design houses in the
country to produce a working model that was locally born, culturally sensitive, and could be replicated
EGVSWWXLIGSYRXV]8LIGSQTIXMXMSR[EWNYHKIHF](V.IRRMJIV&IRMRK½IPH EVGLMXIGX[VMXIVERHTVMRGMTEP
SJ3TIRWXYHMS%VGLMXIGXW (V0MRHWE]&VIQRIV HMVIGXSVSJEVGLMXIGXYVEP
research at the School of Architecture and the Built Environment), and
Kim herself.
8LINYHKIW[IVIMQTVIWWIH[MXLXLIGEPMFVISJ[SVOWYFQMXXIHF]EPP
JSYV ½REPMWXW FYX [IVI YRERMQSYW MR XLIMV HIGMWMSR SR XLI [MRRMRK80'
design, which was awarded to Jo Noero of Noero Architects.

The TLC design
Noero’s TLC design comprises a series of secure differentiated productive
landscapes surrounded by single-storey buildings. The design intentionally
implies the order and structure of a city, to bring the idea of everyday life
into focus and offer ways of understanding the world outside the TLC.
The units of accommodation are differentiated and organised around
separate and secure courtyards. The structures are built to human scale,
and the layering of communal to private spaces enables residents to
participate in the life of the centre, as well as retreat if and when they elect
to have more privacy. The design is secure enough to be protective, but
views out over the surroundings give a sense of openness and generosity
XSXLIGMVGYPEXMSRERH¾S[XLVSYKLXLIIRXVERGIERHMRXSXLIFYMPHMRK
Familiar construction techniques enable the building to be constructed
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The physical build provides spaces for socialisation
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Giving people a voice and a choice over what independent living
looks like is a key part of the design philosophy

without requiring special skills or technology, while the
architectural language will be familiar to people from
many different backgrounds.
Communal courtyards alternate between the
units of accommodation. These spaces are treated as
productive landscapes, which the residents control.
Shared production spaces serve to foster a sense
of togetherness and can be used to emphasise the
dignity that is associated with labour. The design
allows residents to participate in the details of their
environment, including the planting of the courtyards.
A range of measures is integrated into the design to
reduce the costs of energy and water consumption by
80%. These include a rock-store cooling system, solar
heating and energy generation, rainwater harvesting
ERH [EXIV VIG]GPMRK % ¾I\MFPI P]VMGEP SVKERMWEXMSREP
device allows the design to be customised in terms of
scale, materials, colours and internal landscapes.

Funding, schedule and challenges
The funding requirements for the Pietermaritzburg
80'EVI6Q GQ 8LIHSGYQIRXEXMSRERHETTVSZEPWEVIWGLIHYPIHXSXEOI½ZIQSRXLWGSQQIRGMRKMR
January 2014. The construction, thereafter, will take nine months, with the TLC complete in April 2015.
The TLC is intended as a blueprint for future services nationwide, accelerating the transformation of living
conditions and opportunities for people with mental disability in South Africa. The greatest challenge will be
XS IRWYVI ½XRIWW SJ TYVTSWI XLEX XLI TL]WMGEP WLETMRK SJ XLI WTEGIW ERH XLI [E] XLI] EVI QEHI TVSZMHI ER
IRZMVSRQIRXXLEXJYP½PWXLIMRXIRXMSRRSXNYWXJSVRS[FYXJSV]IEVWXSGSQI-X[MPPEPWSFIMQTIVEXMZIXSIRWYVIXLEX
the services can be cost-effectively maintained and remain accessible to individuals, funded solely through disability
and social grants.

Future plans
Climb Any Mountain’s long-term vision is to replicate the TLC with
at least one service for each province. After the establishment of a
TLC, the next phase involves developing supported communitybased housing in and around each TLC service, so that individuals can
‘graduate’ after mastering basic skills of independent living. Creating
and sharing this practical concept of what de-institutionalisation could
look like has inspired other regional mental-health societies, which
have expressed a desire to partner with Climb Any Mountain.
The regional mental-health societies fall under the umbrella of the
South African Federation for Mental Health and collectively make
up 47% of all community residential facilities across South Africa.
Impacting the service delivery here has lasting consequences for the
standards and models of delivery of care nationally.
/MQ GSQQIRXW ±;I LEZI PIEVRIH MR SYV NSYVRI] WS JEV XLEX
regardless of the severity of their disability, individuals wish to live
independently. We have learned not to underestimate the futures in
which people want to live. And we have learned not to assume, but to
IRWYVIXLITVSGIWWWTIGM½GEPP]KMZIWTISTPIEZSMGIERHEGLSMGISZIV
what this looks like.”
With 10 TLCs to build across the country and plenty of competition
for government funding, there is a need to raise private capital to build
the physical spaces. There is also an opportunity for corporations to
HSREXIKMJXWMROMRHXSJYVRMWLERH½XXLIFYMPHMRKW%R]MRHMZMHYEPSV
organisation seeking more information on how to support the charity
should e-mail info@climbanymountain.org
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Communal courtyards alternate between the units of accommodation
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It’s a two-way street
What can high-income countries learn from those less well-off in relation to
QIRXEPLIEPXL#%RSRPMRIORS[PIHKIWLEVMRKTVSKVEQQIWIIOWXS½RHSYX
urning the World Upside Down (TTWUD) aims to promote and celebrate ideas on health applied
in low and middle-income countries (LMICs). Built on the belief that knowledge transfer and
innovation runs two-way, it is particularly focused on what high-income countries can learn from
LMICs. The project’s journey began with a book, Turning the World Upside Down: The search for global health,
authored by Lord Nigel Crisp, ex-chief executive of the NHS in England and former permanent secretary
of the UK Department of Health. The book, which was reviewed in the April 2010 issue of WHD, captured
learnings from practices applied in a host of LMICs.
The project has now evolved into an online platform where anyone can share their experiences, ideas
and insights, by submitting a case study, or writing a commentary on a project currently on the site. The
case studies are examples of where people have developed new ideas or skills, or are using old insights that
could be – or have been – transferred to other countries.
In November last year, a ceremony for the Turning the World Upside
Down – Mental Health Challenge was held in London. It featured a
‘Dragon’s Den-style’ panel of experts, who chose a winner after hearing
presentations on the following four shortlisted projects. For more details,
visit www.ttwud.org

T

Lord Nigel Crisp

Winner: Dream-A-World Cultural Therapy intervention
Dream-A-World Cultural Therapy (DAW CT) is a group
psychotherapeutic intervention of creative-arts therapies and remedial
academic support. In 2006, it was applied as a ‘proof-of-concept’
intervention to assist 30 children from an inner-city primary school in
Kingston, Jamaica over a two-and-a-half-year period.
The project aimed to: improve academic performance; increase selfcontrol and modify maladaptive behaviours; and increase self-esteem
EQSRK WXYHIRXW MR XLI WXYH] GSLSVX [LS [IVI MHIRXM½IH EW LMKLVMWO
based on their poor academic performance and behavioural problems.
A matched control cohort was also selected.
Over the project period, the study cohort attended three 40-hour summer
[SVOWLSTW  EJXIVWGLSSP WIWWMSRW ERH XLVII ½IPH XVMTW8LI ³(VIEQ%;SVPH´
aspect involved asking the children to imagine and name a new world on another
planet. The children were helped to compose songs, poems and dances about their
RI[[SVPHERHXLI]VI½RIHERHTIVJSVQIHXLIWISZIVXLITVSNIGXTIVMSH
The ASEBA (Achenbach system of empirically-based assessment) teacher-report
form (TRF) was used to evaluate behaviour changes at baseline and at the end of the
intervention. Changes in academic performance were measured using the children’s
end-of-year grades for language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
All children in the study cohort passed the grade-six achievement test at the end
of the project; all have since entered accredited high schools in Jamaica. Measured
YWMRKXLI%7)&%86*XLIMRXIVZIRXMSRKVSYTQEHIWMKRM½GERXMQTVSZIQIRXWMRWSGMEP
and behaviour adjustment, academic achievement and artistic, musical and dramatic
performance. In July last year, a ‘scale-up’ three-week DAW CT workshop was set up
in four more inner-city primary schools. This will see 100 students and 100 matched
controls followed, as in the ‘proof-of-concept’ project, until August 2015.
Edited from an account by Frederick Hickling, professor emeritus, University West Indies
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Above: Teachers and students at George Headley
Primary School (‘scale-up’ project)
Below: Dream-A-World ‘show and tell’ performance,
Duhaney Park Primary School (‘scale-up’ project)
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Mobile telepsychiatry is an
affordable way of
delivering mentalhealth services
in rural areas

Mobile tele-psychiatry
India has just 4000 psychiatrists to cater for
a population of 1.3 billion. Lack of access to
affordable mental-health care, especially in
rural areas, leads to chronic illness and causes
Registrations for BasicNeeds are taken in Nepal
families to fall into deep poverty. Mobile telepsychiatry is seen as an affordable way of
delivering access to mental-health services in
rural communities.
The Schizophrenia Research Foundation (SCARF) began experimenting with tele-psychiatry in 2005, as part of an
intervention programme for tsunami victims; in 2010, the Tata Education Trust offered support to cover the Indian
district of Pudukottai, in Tamil Nadu.
SCARF’s mobile tele-psychiatry service is provided on a bus containing a consultation room and a pharmacy.
'SQQYRMGEXMSRXEOIWTPEGIFIX[IIRETW]GLMEXVMWXFEWIHEX7'%6*MR'LIRREMERHXLITEXMIRXZME¾EXWGVIIR8:W
ERHLMKLHI½RMXMSR;IFGEQIVEWYWMRKE[MVIPIWW+-RXIVRIXGSRRIGXMSR%JXIVEXIPIGSRWYPXEXMSRETVIWGVMTXMSRMW
dictated by the psychiatrist, which is dispensed by the on-board pharmacy, and a follow-up appointment is arranged.
1IHMGEXMSRMWTVSZMHIHJVII¯ERIWWIRXMEPGSQTSRIRXSJXLITVSKVEQQIGSRWMHIVMRKXLITEXMIRXW´½RERGMEPPMQMXEXMSRW
and the fact that psychiatric drugs are rarely stocked in rural pharmacies. The other main thrust of the programme
MWVEMWMRKE[EVIRIWWEFSYXQIRXEPMPPRIWW[MXLGEQTEMKR½PQWFVSEHGEWXSRE8:WGVIIR½XXIHXSXLIVIEVSJXLIFYW
Around 1500 patients have accessed the programme and received treatment for severe mental disorders. More
than 50% of the patients in the catchment area who have never been previously treated were reached.
Challenges include lack of, or inadequate, network connectivity and bandwidth. Nevertheless, with the emergence
of improved and relatively cheap network
technologies, now is the time to exploit
mobile tele-psychiatry’s potential.
Edited from an account by Sujit John, research
coordinator at the Schizophrenia Research
Foundation (India)

SCARF’s mobile tele-psychiatry service is provided on a bus
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BasicNeeds
Mental illness and epilepsy have long been the ‘poor relation’ of global health agendas. In 2000, BasicNeeds
was set up to respond to this situation and developed the Model for Mental Health and Development. The
model combines health, socio-economic and community-oriented solutions with changes in policy, practice and
VIWSYVGIEPPSGEXMSRMXGSQTVMWIW½ZIIPIQIRXW
1. Capacity building: Identifying, mobilising, sensitising and training mental-health and development stakeholders;
2. Community mental health: Enabling effective, affordable community-oriented mental-health treatment services;
3. Livelihoods: Facilitating opportunities for affected individuals to gain or regain the ability to work, earn, and
contribute to family and community;
6IWIEVGL+IRIVEXMRKIZMHIRGIJVSQXLITVEGXMGISJQIRXEPLIEPXLERH
5. Collaboration: Managing relationships with stakeholders involved in implementing
the model and/or are responsible for policy and practice decisions.
BasicNeeds has been active in 12 low and middle-income (LMICs) countries and
has reached more than 580,000 people. It is currently collaborating with a UK-based
organisation to see if it can meet the challenges of a high-income country.This work
is focused on building the capacity of people with mental illness and placing them at
the centre of data collection and research processes. By 2018, BasicNeeds aims to
reach at least 1 million more people living with mental illness and epilepsy.
Community-oriented mental-health support

Edited from an account by Chris Underhill MBE, founder director of BasicNeeds

SUNDAR: Mental health for all, by all
Inspired by ‘task-sharing’ interventions in other areas of healthcare in
India, non-governmental organisation Sangath adopted an approach that
has been replicated across a diverse range of mental-health conditions.
The model is characterised by several principles:
• designing interventions based on global evidence of effectiveness and
local evidence of cultural acceptability;
• systematically testing intervention delivery to ensure it can be delivered
by lay health workers and will be accepted by patients and families;
• involving diverse stakeholders in shaping content and delivery;
• embedding the intervention in established healthcare platforms to
ensure scalability;
• evaluating the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of the intervention
via randomised controlled trials;
 HMWWIQMREXMRKXLI½RHMRKWZMEEZEVMIX]SJQIXLSHWERH
• working with ministries of health to scale up innovations.
The following principles emerging from these experiences have been
formed into the acronym ‘SUNDAR’ (which means ‘attractive’ in Hindi):
1. We should Simplify the messages used to convey mental-health issues.
2. We should Unpack interventions into components that are easier to
deliver and incorporate culturally sensitive strategies.
3. Interventions should be Delivered close to people’s homes.
4. We should recruit and train Available manpower from local
communities to deliver these interventions.
5. We should judiciously Reallocate scarce and expensive mental-health
professionals to support these community-health agents.
This approach is built around a collaborative care framework involving
four key human resources: the front-line lay health worker; the person
with a mental-health problem and their family; the primary or general
healthcare physician; and the mental-health professional.
Edited from an account by Vikram Patel, Professor of International Mental
Health at the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine (UK)
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A counsellor supporting a patient who has depression

An outdoor activity to highlight the importance of relationships
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+IRIVEXMSREPchange
8LI[SVPH´WEKIMRKTSTYPEXMSRQE]TVIWIRXEGVMWMWSJGEVIFYXE
KVS[MRKYRHIVWXERHMRKSJLS[IPHIVP]TISTPI[ERXXSPMZIERHFIGEVIH
JSVMWXVERWPEXMRKMRXSWSQIWIRWMXMZILYQERMWXHIWMKR[VMXIWEmily Brooks
LI[SVPHMWEXEHIQSKVETLMGGVSWWVSEHWMRXLIRI\X½ZI]IEVWXLIRYQFIVSJEHYPXWEKIH
ERHSZIV[MPP JSVXLI½VWXXMQI SYXRYQFIVGLMPHVIRYRHIVXLIEKISJ½ZI 0SRKPMJI
VITVIWIRXWERMRGVIHMFPIEGLMIZIQIRXJSVQIHMGMRIFYXMXLEWEPWSGVIEXIHEPSSQMRKGVMWMW
SJGEVIXLEXMWSRP]NYWXFIKMRRMRKXSFIJIPX-RXLI[SVPH´WX[SQSWXTSTYPSYWGSYRXVMIW'LMREERH
-RHMEXLI½KYVIWEVIWXEVO'LMRE´WSPHIVTSTYPEXMSR[MPPVMWIJVSQQXSQF]-RHME´W
SPHIVTSTYPEXMSR Q [MPPVIEGLQF]8LITVSFPIQMWI\EGIVFEXIHFIGEYWI EPXLSYKL
XLIWI GSYRXVMIW QE] FI MR XLI QMHWX SJ IGSRSQMG FSSQ XLIMV GYVVIRX SPHIV TSTYPEXMSRW EVI
KIRIVEPP]RSX[IEPXL]IRSYKLXSTE]JSVXLIMVS[RGEVI-R'LMREXLISRIGLMPHTIVJEQMP]VYPIMW
WIXXSLEZIEHIZEWXEXMRKIJJIGXSRJEQMP]QIQFIVWGEVMRKJSVIPHIVP]VIPEXMZIWXLIVIWMQTP][SR´X
FIIRSYKLGLMPHVIRXSXEOISRXVEHMXMSREPGEVMRKVSPIWIWTIGMEPP]KMZIRXLIVMWISJ[SQIR[LSNSMR
XLI[SVOJSVGIVEXLIVXLERXEOISRLSQIFEWIHVSPIWERHXLIMRGVIEWMRKYVFERMWEXMSRXLEXHVE[W
GLMPHVIRE[E]JVSQ[LIVIXLIMVTEVIRXWPMZI+PSFEPP]XLIVI[MPPFIELYKIRIIHJSVGEVI[SVOIVW
[LSGERZMWMXXLIIPHIVP]MRXLIMVS[RLSQIW EW[IPPEWMRGVIEWIHHIQERHJSVGEVILSQIWXLEX
GEREXXIRHXSXLIRIIHWSJXLSWI[MXLHIQIRXMEEHMWIEWI[LSWITVIZEPIRGIMRGVIEWIW[MXLEKI

T

The digital dichotomy
Garden design for a virtual
dementia hospital
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Randall Perry

:EVPI] SJ (;% %VGLMXIGXW E &VMXMWL TVEGXMGI LMKLP] I\TIVMIRGIH
MR HIWMKRMRK IRZMVSRQIRXW JSV XLI IPHIVP] XLEX MW RS[ PSSOMRK XS
I\TSVXMXWI\TIVXMWIMXLEWNYWX[SREGSQTIXMXMSRXSHIWMKRE³GEVI
ZMPPEKI´ JSV QSVI XLER  VIWMHIRXW MR +YERK^LSY [LMGL [MPP
FIFYMPX [LIVIZIVTSWWMFPI MRPMRI[MXLXLI9/´WHIQIRXMEHIWMKR
KYMHIPMRIW WIIGEWIWXYH] ±3RXLISRILERH³STXMQEPGEVI´QIERW
ERMRHITIRHIRXEWWMWXIHSVGSRXMRYSYWGEVIGSQQYRMX]XSTVSZMHI
the necessary support systems needed to maintain independence
ERHHMKRMX]²WE]W*EMVFSYVR:EVPI]±&YX SRXLISXLIVLERH 'LMRE
LEW EPWS VIWTSRHIH F] HIZIPSTMRK SJXIR SYXHEXIH GEVILSQI
QSHIPW XLI HIWMKR SJ [LMGL TE] PMXXPI EXXIRXMSR XS XLI HMKRMX] SJ
MRHMZMHYEPIPHIVP]TISTPI
±8LIIPHIVP]GEVIMRHYWXV]´WGYVVIRXHIZIPSTQIRXWYJJIVWKVIEXP]
JVSQXLIMREHIUYEG]SJWYMXEFP]HIWMKRIHWIRMSVGEVIERHWTIGMEPMWX
LSYWMRK JEGMPMXMIW8LMW MW GSYTPIH [MXL XLI MREHIUYEGMIW ERH LYKI
KETW EGVSWW XLI GSYRXV] MR FSXL XLI RYQFIV ERH XLI UYEPMX] SJ
XVEMRIHWTIGMEPMWXGEVIVWERHRYVWMRKWXEJJKIVSRXSPSKMWXWKIVMEXVMGMERW
ERHQIHMGEPWTIGMEPMWXW²%GSPPEFSVEXMSRFIX[IIRPSGEPKSZIVRQIRX
ERHEPSGEPGLEVMX]XLITVSNIGXLSTIWXSHIQSRWXVEXIXS'LMREXLEX
[MXLXLIVMKLXQSHIPERHI\TIVXMWI IPHIVP]GEVI¯ERHTEVXMGYPEVP]
HIQIRXMEGEVI¯GERFIHIPMZIVIHGSWXIJ½GMIRXP]
;MXLVMWMRKHIQERHJSVIPHIVP]GEVI'LMRE[IPGSQIWJSVIMKRERH
TVMZEXIMRZSPZIQIRXMRXLMWWIGXSV FYXMXRIIHWXLIJSVIWMKLXRSXXS
QEOIXLIWEQIQMWXEOIWEWXLI;IWX +EXIH MWSPEXIHGSQQYRMXMIW
SJ SPHIV TISTPI EVI RS PSRKIV GSRWMHIVIH IGSRSQMGEP SV WSGMEPP]
FIRI½GMEPXSIMXLIVVIWMHIRXWSV[MHIVGSQQYRMXMIW 3RXLISXLIV

www.worldhealthdesign.com

Moorings Park, Naples, Florida, USA
The latest building phase in this upmarket continuing-care
VIXMVIQIRXGSQQYRMX] ''6' ½VWXSTIRIHMRXLIW
has seen the introduction of a wellness component, the
WUQ 'IRXIV JSV ,IEPXL] 0MZMRK8LI GIRXVI SJJIVW E
mix of clinical and non-clinical services, including physicians,
rehabilitation, an exercise programme geared towards
SPHIV TISTPI E WTE WEPSR VIWXEYVERX ERH PIGXYVI XLIEXVI
This approach to keeping body and mind active and well
½PPW WSQI SJ XLI TIVGIMZIH KETW MR LSWTMXEP GEVI ERH LEW
proved an attractive selling point to those seniors who,
until now, have preferred to stay in their own homes
VEXLIV XLER QSZI MRXS E VIXMVIQIRX GSQQYRMX] 4IVOMRW
Eastman designed the centre, with interiors by Wegman
(IWMKR+VSYT[LMPIEXXLIWEQIXMQIGSQTPIXMRKRI[
VIWMHIRXMEPETEVXQIRXWSRXLIEGVIGEQTYW
Daniel Cinelli, principal at Perkins Eastman, says the
senior-living market all over the US is “starting to talk about
repositioning their CCRCs in terms of wellness; a lot of the
GSQQYRMXMIW[I´VI[SVOMRK[MXLEVIVIEPP]XEOMRKMXWIVMSYWP]
They’re saying to the hospitals, ‘if you’re not going to be
HSMRKMX?TVSZMHMRKEHIUYEXIWIVZMGIWJSVWIRMSVWAXLIR[I´PP
KSERHLMVIETL]WMGMERERHWXEVXE[IPPRIWWGPMRMGSYVWIPZIW´²
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Chris Cooper

Client: Moorings Park
Design architect: Perkins Eastman
%VGLMXIGXSJVIGSVH&YVX,MPP4SPPSGO/VMIK%VGLMXIGXW
Interior design: Wegman Design Group
Size: 83 acres
Cost: Undisclosed
'SQTPIXMSR
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Elderly Person Care Village, Foshan, Guangzhou,
Guangdong Province, China
British practice DWA Architecture won an international
competition to design this elder-care campus, designed to
EGGSQQSHEXIWIRMSVW[MXLWIZIVIERHXIVQMREPGEVIRIIHW
ERHMRHITIRHIRXERHEWWMWXIHPMZMRKWTIGMEPMWXETEVXQIRXW
As a collaboration between local government (which has paid
for the land) and a local charitable foundation (which will
pay for the building of the village), “the express intent is to
MR¾YIRGI XLI WIRMSVGEVI QEVOIX F] IZMHIRGMRK XLEX XLVSYKL
vibrant public-philanthropic-business partnerships, it is possible
XS HIPMZIV ERH STIVEXI LMKLUYEPMX] WTIGMEPMWIH GEVI XLEX MW
EJJSVHEFPIXSXLIMRGSQIWSJPSGEPTSTYPEXMSRW²EGGSVHMRKXS
(;%%VGLMXIGXYVI´W 1IP *EMVFSYVR:EVPI]8LI GSQQYRMX] MW
unusual in its commitment to dementia care, “something many
privately invested residential-care operations in China rarely
[MWLXSYRHIVXEOI²LIEHHW
8LIEVGLMXIGXYVIMWFEWIHSR9/HIQIRXMEHIWMKRWXERHEVHW
where possible, with special care taken to provide easy access
ERH QSZIQIRX XLVSYKLSYX XLI GEQTYW MRWMHI ERH SYX8LI
buildings are raised above ground level to provide additional
space underneath for recreational activities in harsh weather,
WYGLEWLSXERHLYQMHGSRHMXMSRW8LIEVGLMXIGXYVIJYWIWPSGEP
0MRKRERGYPXYVI[MXLEQSVIQSHIVRMRXIVREXMSREPWX]PI[LMPI
XLI PERHWGETI [MPP FI EHSVRIH [MXL REXMZI ¾SVE WYTTSVXMRK
the principle that the environment should be meaningful and
JEQMPMEVXSIPHIVP]VIWMHIRXWTEVXMGYPEVP]XLSWI[MXLHIQIRXME
%VGLMXIGXW(;%%VGLMXIGXW80((IWMKR'SRWYPXMRK
7M^IWUQ
'SQTPIXMSR)WXMQEXIH
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LERH MRXIKVEXMSR[MXLXLI[MHIVLSYWMRKWXSGOOIITWTISTPIMR
XLIMVS[RLSQIWJSVPSRKIV[LMGLMWGLIETIVXLERLSYVGEVI
ERHOIITWIPHIVP]TISTPIEGXMZI[MXLMRXLIMVGSQQYRMXMIW
±0SXWSJSPHIVTISTPIRIIHI\XVEGEVI FYXXLEXWLSYPHR´XFI
EVIEWSRXSGPSWIXLIQSJJJVSQWSGMIX];IXV]XSSZIVGSQI
XLEX WITEVEXMSR² WE]W .ER ,EIVIRW SJ &IPKMER TVEGXMGI 2)
which has designed a contemporary extension to a care home
MR2IZIPIRIEV+LIRX [LMGLSTIRIHMR±8LIMHIEMWXLEX
[IXV]XSMRXIKVEXIXLIFYMPHMRKERHMXWWYVVSYRHMRKW¯KMZMRKXLI
FYMPHMRK QIERMRK MR XLI XS[R SV ZMPPEKI MX WXERHW MR;I HSR´X
PMOIMRXVSWTIGXMSR²-R2IZIPI´WGEWI XLIRI[I\XIRWMSR½PPWYT
XLIVIQEMRHIVSJEXMKLXWMXIWYVVSYRHIHF]LSYWMRK [MXLPEVKI
[MRHS[WERHFVSEHXIVVEGIWQEOMRKXLIEGXMZMXMIW[MXLMRZMWMFPI
XSXLIGSQQYRMXMIWEW[IPPEWQEOMRKXLIVIWMHIRXWJIIPXLEXXLI]
EVIGSRRIGXIHXSXLI[MHIV[SVPH8LMWGSRGITXMWVITIEXIHSR
EWQEPPIVPIZIPMRWMHI [LIVIVIWMHIRXW´ TVMZEXIETEVXQIRXWJEGI
SRXSPEVKIGSVVMHSVW [MXLXLISTXMSRSJWPMHMRKFEGOXLIKPEWW
PMZMRKVSSQ[EPPXSMRXIKVEXIXLIWTEGI[MXLXLIGSVVMHSVSYXWMHI
8LMW [EW 2)´W ½VWX IPHIVP]GEVI TVSNIGX ERH ,EIVIRW WE]W
XLEXEPXLSYKLSRISJXLIFMKKIWXGLEPPIRKIW[EW[SVOMRKEVSYRH
EPPXLIWTIGM½GFYMPHMRKVIKYPEXMSRWGSRGIVRMRKXLMWWIGXSVMRXLI
IRHMXGEQIHS[RXSGVIEXMRKWSQIXLMRKSRELYQERPIZIP±;I
XVMIHXSPSSOEXMXEWEFYMPHMRKJSVGSPPIGXMZIPMZMRKVEXLIVXLERE
GEVITVSNIGX¯LS[XSPMZIXSKIXLIV[MXLEPSXSJTISTPI[LIXLIV
XLI]EVI]SYRKSVSPHMWXLIIWWIRXMEPUYIWXMSR²

Breaking down walls
-R XLI 97 TVIZMSYWP] GYXSJJ WIRMSVW´ HIZIPSTQIRXW EVI YWMRK
LIEPXLERH[IPPRIWWEWE[E]XSMRXIKVEXI[MXLXLI[MHIV[SVPH
4IVOMRW )EWXQER´W PEXIWX TLEWI JSV 1SSVMRKW 4EVO E *PSVMHE
GSRXMRYMRKGEVI VIXMVIQIRX GSQQYRMX] ''6'  MRGPYHIW E
'IRXIVJSV,IEPXL]0MZMRK[MXLEK]QWTEERHVIWXEYVERXEW[IPP
EWMRLSYWITL]WMGMERW [LMGLMWEXXVEGXMRKXLI[MHIVTSTYPEXMSR
±;IGEPPMX''6'[MXLSYX[EPPW²WE]W4IVOMRW)EWXQER´WTVMRGMTEP
(ERMIP 'MRIPPM [LS WE]W XLEX QER] SXLIV GSQQYRMXMIW EVI
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Potter Street Redevelopment, Dandenong,
Victoria, Australia
Potter Street’s mix of residents – intellectually
disabled adults, and the aged – make it an unusual
care environment, and allows parents and children
XSPMZIERHFIGEVIHJSVXSKIXLIV-XMWEGSPPEFSVEXMSR
between disability-support organisation Wallara
ERH EKIHGEVI WTIGMEPMWXW;MRXVMRKLEQ%PPIR /SRK
Architect was charged with providing a supportive
environment for those who may have multiple
challenging behaviours, eschewing the idea that care
settings must be, above all, ‘homelike’ in favour of
familiarity and individual control, with direct access
XSSYXHSSVWTEGIGIRXVEPXSXLEXGSRGITX
;E]½RHMRK ERH GMVGYPEXMSR MW TVSZMHIH ZME E
WIVMIWSJZIVERHELW[LMPIPMZMRKUYEVXIVWSTIRSYX
on to semi-private courtyards, fostering a sense
of privacy and independence while being sociable
EVIEW XSS 7MQTPI GSRWXVYGXMSR QEXIVMEPW ¯ XMQFIV
and polycarbonate – are modular, allowing for future
adaptation if residents’ needs change, while a vibrant
colour palette provides visual stimulation and helps
[MXL[E]½RHMRK

Martin Saunders

Clients: Wallara Australia & Wintringham
%VGLMXIGX%PPIR/SRK%VGLMXIGX
'SWX%9Q
'SQTPIXMSR

WXEVXMRKXSVIXLMROXLIMVTVSTSWMXMSRMRXIVQWSJXLILIEPXLJEGMPMXMIWXLI]GERSJJIV
IWTIGMEPP] KMZIR XLI [E] XLEX SPHIV KIRIVEXMSRW EVI RS[ XEOMRK QSVI TIVWSREP
VIWTSRWMFMPMX]JSVXLIMVLIEPXL'MRIPPMEPWSJSVWIIWEJYVXLIVFPYVVMRKSJXLIFSVHIVW
FIX[IIRGPMRMGEPERH[IPPRIWWJEGMPMXMIW[MXLHMEKRSWXMGIUYMTQIRXFIMRKEHHIHXS
LIEPXL]PMZMRKGIRXVIW
;I GER EPWS I\TIGX XS WII QSVI HIHMGEXIH GPMRMGEP JEGMPMXMIW JSV XLI IPHIVP]
1MGLMKERFEWIH8VMRMX],IEPXLLEWSTIRIHWIZIVEPWIRMSVWSRP])6W [MXLTPERWXS
STIREXSXEPSJJEGMPMXMIWMR97LSWTMXEPW,IVIGEVIMWXEMPSVIHXSXLISZIVW[MXL
ELSPMWXMGETTVSEGLXLEXIRUYMVIWEJXIVXLI[LSPITEXMIRX¯GLIGOMRKJSVW]QTXSQW
SJHIQIRXMESV4EVOMRWSR´WERH½RHMRKSYX[LEXXLIMVGEVIEVVERKIQIRXWEVIEX
LSQIRSXNYWXXVIEXMRKXLIFVSOIREVQXLI]GEQIMR[MXL
-R%YWXVEPME%PPIR/SRK%VGLMXIGX´WVIHIZIPSTQIRXSJEJEGMPMX][MXLQM\IHVIWMHIRXW
¯ EHYPXW [MXL PIEVRMRK HMWEFMPMXMIW ERH XLI IPHIVP] ¯ TYXW TIVWSREP I\TIVMIRGI
ERHGLSMGIEXXLILIEVXSJHIWMKR8LMWGSQQYRMX]MWEGSPPEFSVEXMSRFIX[IIRE
HMWEFMPMX]GLEVMX]ERHEREKIHGEVIWTIGMEPMWXTVSZMHIVERHIREFPIWHMWEFPIHGLMPHVIR
ERHEKIHTEVIRXWXSPMZIMRXLIWEQIWIXXMRK%GGIWWXSXLISYXHSSVWZMEVIWMHIRXW´
S[RJVSRXHSSVWERHEPSRKEWIVMIWSJZIVERHELWSJJIVWEWIRWISJS[RIVWLMTERH
TIVWSREPGLSMGIEW[IPPEWHIPMZIVMRKEPPXLILIEPXLFIRI½XWSJFIMRKSYXWMHI[LMPI
JIIPMRKWEJIERHWIGYVI/SRKHMWXMRKYMWLIWFIX[IIRXLIYWYEPFVMIJJSVEGEVIJEGMPMX]
¯WSQI[LIVI³LSQIPMOI´¯MRJEZSYVSJWSQI[LIVI³JEQMPMEV´±8LMWHIZIPSTIHJVSQ
XLIYRHIVWXERHMRKXLEXQER]TSXIRXMEPVIWMHIRXWHMHRSXLEZIEX]TMGEPLSQI8LI
MHIESJJEQMPMEVMX]GSZIVWEKVIEXIVVERKISJIRZMVSRQIRXW[LIVITISTPI[MPPLEZI
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OCMW Nevele Seniors’ Campus, Nevele, Belgium
&VYWWIPWFEWIHEVGLMXIGXW2)[SREKSZIVRQIRXWTSRWSVIH
competition to extend this care home in Nevele, a town just
[IWX SJ +LIRX;MXL RS TVIZMSYW I\TIVMIRGI SJ HIWMKRMRK JSV
XLI IPHIVP] 2)³W MRRSZEXMZI HIWMKR QEOIW E JIEXYVI SJ XLI
corridors outside residents’ rooms – private living spaces directly
overlook the wide corridors, so that residents can see the daily
GSQMRKW ERH KSMRKW SYXWMHI8LI KPEWW HSSV FIX[IIR XLI PMZMRK
UYEVXIVW ERH XLI GSVVMHSV GER FI WPMH FEGO XS GVIEXI E WMRKPI
WTEGIXLIVIEVIWITEVEXIWPIITMRKUYEVXIVWJYVXLIV[MXLMR[LMGL
have windows to the outside, and features such as the broad
windowsills are intended to make the rooms easily customised
[MXLTIVWSREPIJJIGXW&VSEHI\XIVREPXIVVEGIWERHWLEVIHWIEXMRK
WTEGIWJSVWSGMEPMRXIVEGXMSR
Unlike many care-home models, the architecture is
emphatically contemporary, its many large picture windows
MRXIVWTIVWIH [MXL HEVO VIH WUYEVI XMPIW XLSWI PMZMRK SR XLI
neighbouring housing estate can see the activities inside, as
much as the elderly residents can see out, an important part of
2)´WTLMPSWSTL]SJGVIEXMRKGEVIJEGMPMXMIWXLEXEVIRSXGPSWIH
SJJJVSQXLIMVWYVVSYRHMRKW

www.worldhealthdesign.com

Filip Dujardin

Client: OCMW Nevele
%VGLMXIGX2)
7M^IWUQ
'SWXºQ
'SQTPIXMSR
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PMZIHERHXLITVMQEV]EWTIGXSJXLMWMWEGGIWWXSXLISYXHSSVWERHIQTLEWMWSJXLIMVS[RJVSRXHSSVXSXLI
SYXWMHI RSXXSEGSVVMHSV ¯[LMGLMWEW]QFSPSJGSRXVSPSZIVXLIMVPMZIW²8LMWTVSNIGXQE]FIEX]TMGEPMRMXW
QM\SJVIWMHIRXWFYXXLI[E]MXYWIWWTEGIXSGVIEXIWSQI[LIVIIEWMP]VIEHEFPIERHREZMKEFPIGSYPHLEZI
ERETTPMGEXMSRER][LIVI

8LIGSRGITXSJJEQMPMEVMX]FIGSQIWGVYGMEP[LIRHIWMKRMRK
JSVXLSWI[MXLHIQIRXME-RXLI9/TISTPI[MXLHIQIRXME
SGGYT]EVSYRHX[SXLMVHWSJEPPVIWMHIRXMEPGEVIFIHWERH
ERETTVSTVMEXIP]HIWMKRIHIRZMVSRQIRXXLEXMWPIKMFPIERH
YRHIVWXERHEFPIGEREWWMWXXLIQMRFIMRKEFPIXSPSSOEJXIV
XLIQWIPZIW JSV PSRKIV XLMW LEW FSXL LIEPXL FIRI½XW JSV
XLIMRHMZMHYEP ERHIGSRSQMGFIRI½XW FIGEYWIXLI]RIIH
PIWW I\XIVREP GEVI ±-X MW IEW] XS TIVWYEHI TISTPI XLEX
HIQIRXMEJVMIRHP] HIWMKR QEOIW XLI GSWX ERH FYVHIR SJ
GEVMRK PMKLXIV ERH QEOIW PMJI FIXXIV JSV XLI TIVWSR [MXL
HIQIRXME² WE]W 4VSJIWWSV .YRI%RHVI[W HMVIGXSV SJ XLI
(IQIRXME7IVZMGIW(IZIPSTQIRX'IRXVI (7(' EXXLI
9RMZIVWMX]SJ7XMVPMRK
-XW PEXIWX TVSNIGX GSRGIVRW XLI HIWMKR SJ E ³ZMVXYEP
LSWTMXEP´ XLEX MW HIQIRXMEJVMIRHP] LEPJ SJ EPP TEXMIRXW MR
EGYXI LSWTMXEPW LEZI HIQIRXME ERH %RHVI[W WE]W XLEX
±MX LEW FIIR RSXMGIH XLEX MJ E TIVWSR LEW XS KS MRXS ER
EGYXILSWTMXEP¯MJXLI]FVIEOEPIKJSVI\EQTPI¯XLIRMX´W
8LIWTEEX1SSVMRKW4EVO'IRXIVJSV,IEPXL]0MZMRK
VIPEXMZIP]YRYWYEPJSVXLIQXSVIXYVRXSXLIMVTVIZMSYWPIZIP
SJJYRGXMSRMRKFIJSVIXLILSWTMXEPEHQMWWMSR;ILEZIXS
EWOSYVWIPZIW[LEXMWMXXLEXQEOIWTISTPI[MXLHIQIRXME
LEZI PSRKIV WXE]W ERH FI XLEX QYGL QSVI TSSVP] XLER
ERSXLIVTIVWSR[LSQMKLXFIXLIWEQIEKIERHMRXLIWEQITL]WMGEPGSRHMXMSR FYX[MXLSYXHIQIRXME#²%GYXIGEVI´WJEWX
TEGIHIRZMVSRQIRX [MXLQER]JEGIWXSVIGSKRMWI EVIJEGXSVW FYXHIWMKRMWLMKLP]MQTSVXERX XSS±-J]SYKIXXLIHIWMKRSJ
XLIIRZMVSRQIRXVMKLX ]SYSRP]RIIHXSHSMXSRGIERHMXWXE]WVMKLX²WE]W%RHVI[W±-XQEOIWXLINSFSJXLIWXEJJERHXLI
I\TIVMIRGISJXLITEXMIRXQYGLIEWMIVERHMXQE]VIHYGIXLIPIRKXLSJWXE]ERHXLIRYQFIVSJEHZIVWIMRGMHIRXWWYGLEWJEPPW²
7SQISJXLIHIWMKRQIEWYVIWWYKKIWXIHMRGPYHIEWQSSXLQEXXIZIRGSPSYVIHWYVJEGIJSV¾SSVWPIEWXPMOIP]XSPIEHXSEJEPP
KSSHPIZIPWSJEVXM½GMEPPMKLXMRKEW[IPPEWEGGIWWXSHE]PMKLX [MRHS[W
WLSYPHFIPS[IRSYKLWSTEXMIRXWGERWIIXLISYXHSSVW[LMPIWMXXMRK
MREGLEMV SVIZIRFIXXIVSYXWMHIWTEGIERHWXVSRKWMKREXYVIGSPSYVW
JSV I\MX HSSVW ERH FEXLVSSQ HSSVW (IQIRXMEJVMIRHP] HIWMKR EPWS
VIUYMVIWEHIKVIISJYRHIVWXERHMRKEFSYX[LEXMWQSWXJEQMPMEVXSER]
KMZIRGYPXYVISVGSYRXV]¯IPIQIRXWWYGLEWXETWERHXSMPIX¾YWLIW
ZEV]KVIEXP]EGVSWWXLI[SVPH ERHMXMWYTXSXLIHIWMKRIVXSEPMKLX
SRXLIQSWXVIGSKRMWEFPIQSHIP,S[IZIVXLIQENSVMX]SJWYKKIWXIH
JIEXYVIWLEZIYRMZIVWEPETTPMGEXMSRJSVXLSWI[MXLHIQIRXMEKMZMRKXLI
(7('´W VIWIEVGL E KPSFEP VIEGL XLI ZMVXYEP LSWTMXEP MW EZEMPEFPI XS
ZMI[SRPMRIEXLXXTHIQIRXMEWXMVEGYOHIWMKRZMVXYEPIRZMVSRQIRXW
ZMVXYEPLSWTMXEP 
-R%YWXVEPME(IQIRXME8VEMRMRK7XYH]'IRXVIWLEZIFIIRJYRHIHF]
KSZIVRQIRX XS HMWWIQMREXI FIWX TVEGXMGI VIKEVHMRK HIQIRXME GEVI
8LI9RMZIVWMX]SJ;SPPSRKSRK´WGIRXVILEWEWTIGMEPVIQMXJSVHIWMKR
ERHPEWX.YP]PEYRGLIHEREXMSREPIHYGEXMSRERHGSRWYPXERG]WIVZMGI
SR HIWMKRMRK HIQIRXMEJVMIRHP] LSWTMXEPW ERH MRTEXMIRX YRMXW VSPPMRK
SYX E WIVMIW SJ [SVOWLSTW EGVSWW IZIV] WXEXI JSV EVGLMXIGXW LIEPXL
TPERRIVW ERH SXLIV LIEPXL TVSJIWWMSREPW 0MOI XLI (7('´W [SVO MX
LMKLPMKLXWXLIRIIHXSHMWWIQMREXI[LEXEVISJXIRIRXMVIP]GSQQSR
WIRWITVMRGMTPIWXSE[MHIVEYHMIRGI

Randall Perry

Dementia-friendly design

Emily Brooks is an architectural writer
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his is an exciting time for art in healthcare
IRZMVSRQIRXW .YHKMRK F] VIGIRX LMKLTVS½PI
examples, it is now becoming standard practice
to bring artists on board at an early stage in a building’s
development, often leading to inspirational collaborations
between artists and architects. Increasingly, art consultants
or strategists are being given overarching roles in placing
diverse works throughout a building to create a far more
GSQTIPPMRK YRM½IH WGLIQI [MXL E GSLIVIRX TEXMIRX
focused sensibility.
Joanna Espiner, senior project manager at Willis
Newson, one of the UK’s leading art consultants, agrees
XLEXVIGIRX]IEVWLEZIWIIRVETMHIZSPYXMSRMRXLMW½IPH
particularly in the UK – driven partly, she says, by the fact
that any scheme aiming for BREEAM excellence needs
to have an art consultant on board, working closely with
EVXMWXW EVGLMXIGXWERHWXEOILSPHIVWXSIRWYVIEFIXXIV½X
both with the building and the community.
So what does this growing partnership between artists
and architects throw into the healthcare design equation?

T

Emerging
artistry
Close collaboration between architects and artists
is paying dividends in intensifying connections
between place and people. Veronica Simpson
explores the latest international innovations

AnthonyWeller/Archimage

Unrestricted exuberance
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Jane Willis, director of Willis Newson, says: “Because an artist is coming in to work as part of a huge building but not working on the
building – they are not responsible for it – they can bring a really intense focus and playfulness.They can really think about how to solve
things and challenge and push the boundaries. The other thing I see coming through is a real poetic sensibility.”
This is true not just of artists but also clients. Ten years ago, for example, some of the creations that Studio Weave – artists, architects
and designers – have recently come up with for healthcare settings would have been inconceivable. And this can only be because
clients have become more aware of the value of a skilled, well executed and high-quality intervention (or, perhaps, because art
consultancies have honed their ability to convince them
SJXLIFIRI½XW 
Studio Weave and Willis worked together at Bristol
6S]EP-R½VQEV]´WTEXMIRX[EVHXSXV]XSWSPZIEREGSYWXMG
problem with the new building. Making reference to the
city’s naval and shipping past, Studio Weave conceived
of a giant sculpture made of rope, now weaving through
the atrium, which provides both a welcoming contrast
to the clinical spaces around it and a valuable acoustic
FEJ¾I 0MOI[MWI MR+VIEX3VQSRH7XVIIX ERYRMRWTMVMRK
interim space between a new building and an old one
WGLIHYPIHJSVHIQSPMXMSRFYXRSXJSVEJI[]IEVW  LEW
RS[ FIIR XVERWJSVQIH MRXS XLI³0YPPEF] *EGXSV]´ ¯ E
collection of gramophone trumpets and copper pipes
that play lullabies to listening children, courtesy of Studio
Weave’s high-spirited approach to problem-solving.
What art, when delivered at its best, can bring to a
building is to render humane, magical and uplifting that
which might otherwise be clinical, practical or banal.
But it’s not just art’s ability to delight and surprise that
is being harnessed in a good scheme. Working together
with enlightened clients and architects, artists are being
given the opportunity to develop far more sophisticated
VIWTSRWIWWTIGM½GXSXLIIRZMVSRQIRXXLIGPMIRXERHXLI
patient group. This can take the form of turning dead
WTEGI MRXS WSQIXLMRK HIPMKLXJYP EW [MXL XLI 0YPPEF]
UCLH atrium
*EGXSV]  SVHMQMRMWLMRKXLIFSVIHSQSJ[EMXMRKHYVMRK
E HE]´W GSRWYPXEXMSRW EX E FYW] EQFYPEXSV] HE] GIRXVI
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University of Kentucky Chandler Medical Center, USA

Client: University of Kentucky HealthCare
Architecture, interiors and art co-ordination: AECOM
&YHKIX'SRWXVYGXMSRQGSVIWLIPPQ½XYTEVX
budget $3m
Completed: May 2011

AECOM’s new 1.2m sq ft replacement hospital, University of
Kentucky’s Chandler Medical Center, integrates architecture with
art thanks to a formal Arts in Healthcare programme. The Arts
Committee worked closely with architects, interior designers, IT
and landscape architects to plan for art locations from the earliest
stages, while raising around $3m through private donations.
Large-scale commissioned artworks are placed at strategic
[E]½RHMRKTSMRXWXLIPSGEPXVEHMXMSRSJJSPOEVXMWWYTTSVXIH[MXL
a special collection, exhibited in the Patient Education Center,
HMVIGXP]SJJXLIQEMRIRXVERGIERSRKSMRKPMZIEVXWTVSKVEQQIMW
staged in a 305-seater auditorium. A huge interactive media wall
stretches along the back of the main lobby area, with a changing
QSRXEKI SJ ½PQ JSSXEKI ERH WXMPPW TLSXSKVETL] HMWTPE]IH EGVSWW
QYPXMTPIWGVIIRWXSVI¾IGXXLIWXEXI´WHMZIVWIGYPXYVIERHXVEHMXMSRW
Elsewhere, a 6,000 sq ft patient waiting area offers a lounge/
gallery atmosphere, animated by paintings, sculptures and tapestries
from Kentucky artists. In patient rooms, inspiring regional landscape
photography is showcased, with pieces selected by hospital staff.
It was the winning project in this year’s IADH Academy Awards
International Use of Art in the Patient Environment category.

or, perhaps, creating a quirky and personal narrative around a small speciality healthcare building. It can also
play a major part in generating a connection with community and local history within a big, impersonal new
LSWTMXEPJEGMPMX]ERHMXGERIZIRXYVRELIEPXLGEVIFYMPHMRKMRXSEXSSPJSVEWWIWWQIRX

Where others fear to tread
-R TPERRMRK XLI 9RMZIVWMX] 'SPPIKI 0SRHSR ,SWTMXEP 9',  1EGQMPPER 'ERGIV 'IRXVI ¯ XLI 9/´W ½VWX
EQFYPEXSV]GERGIVJEGMPMX]¯,STOMRW%VGLMXIGXW[SVOIH[MXLWXVEXIKMWX1SVEK1]IVWGSYKLXSGVIEXIEWIVMIW
of pieces that would function, according to Myerscough, as “things to make you think about other things”.
(YVMRK ER%VGLMXIGXW JSV ,IEPXL WIQMREV MR 0SRHSR XLMW .YRI +Y] 2SFPI EVXW GSSVHMREXSV JSV 9',
ERH ,STOMRW TEVXRIV 7STL]8[SLMK HIWGVMFIH XLI QEMR GLEPPIRKI JSV XLI FYMPHMRK EW±XLI QEREKIQIRX
SJ[EMXMRK² EHHMRK±8LIVIMWEQEMR[EMXMRKWTEGIJSVTISTPIERHXLIRWYF[EMXWSRIZIV]¾SSV;I
realised that what this does is create opportunities to enjoy art.” The resulting artworks – including a print
JVSQMGSRMGTSTEVXMWX4IXIV&PEOIERHEXETIWXV]JVSQ8YVRIV4VM^I[MRRIV+VE]WSR4IVV]¯EVIEJEVGV]
JVSQXLIXEQITSWXIVWSJ¾S[IVWSVTEWXSVEPPERHWGETIWXLEX[SYPHMJ]SY[IVIPYGO]X]TMJ]QSWXLSWTMXEP
[EMXMRKEVIEWSRGIYTSREXMQI2SXJSVRSXLMRKHMHXLIFYMPHMRK ERHMXWEVX [MRXLI6S]EP-RWXMXYXISJ&VMXMWL
%VGLMXIGX´W2EXMSREP%[EVHMR[LMPIMXEPWS[SR9'0,E6-&%E[EVHJSVGPMIRXSJXLI]IEV7E]W2SFPI
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Tim Soar

Southwark Council

“There’s a tendency to water down art in healthcare settings. We really
didn’t want to do that.”
Many of the works are provocative and problematic, in ways that
[SYPH GEYWI QER] E GSRWIVZEXMZI LIEPXLGEVI GPMIRX XS VYR E QMPI *SV
There’s a tendency
I\EQTPI EVXMWX 7XYEVX ,E]KEVXL EJXIV GSRWYPXMRK [MXL E TERIP SJ TEXMIRX
to water down art in
representatives, created a striking atrium sculpture/mobile made from
TMIGIWSJGSPSYVXLIQIH QSWXP]TPEWXMG¾SXWEQGSPPIGXIHEPSRKXLIWSYXL
healthcare settings
coast of England, along with some of the patients’ own contributions.
– we didn’t want to
2SFPI WE]W±4YXXMRK E PSX SJ VYFFMWL MR ER 2,7 LSWTMXEP MW RSX [MXLSYX
do that
its challenges.” The items were given an ultraviolet sterilising treatment,
[EWLIHERHXLIRLYRK )PWI[LIVI +VE]WSR4IVV]LEWTPEGIHEXETIWXV]
exploring themes of life and death, titled ‘What will survive us is love’ “We
do have a tendency to patronise patients and think they won’t want to talk
EFSYXHIEXL²WE]W2SFPI±&YXEGXYEPP]XLI]HS%RH+VE]WSRMWR´XEJVEMH
to go into that territory.”
7SQI[SYPHVIKEVHIZIRXLEXEWXEQIGSQTEVIH[MXLEYHMSZMWYEPTMIGI³%REVGL]MRXLI3VKERMWQ´F]7MQISR2IPWSRERERMQEXMSR
and soundscape of a normal living cell passing through different states of cancer. Says Noble: “I know the patients found this a
tremendously challenging but rewarding experience, and they particularly enjoyed being able to discuss their cancer with an artist.”
Many of the pieces were donated by the artists, which meant that the budget for this impressive building went a lot further.
A rather different, quirky and personal narrative was
VIUYMVIH F] XLI 6S]EP &VSQTXSR  ,EVI½IPH ,SWTMXEP
6& , JSVMXWRI['IRXVIJSV7PIITFEWIHMREVIJYVFMWLIH
:MGXSVMER½VIWXEXMSR8LI6& ,%VXWXIEQXSSOXLIYRYWYEP
step of commissioning a single cartoonist and illustrator,
Steven Appleby, to come up with all the diverse art
interventions, from signage, in his characteristic scrawling
handwriting, to murals depicting a humorous mind map of
how sleep occurs, as well as illustrations on glass in the foyer.
With his perceptive and light-hearted take on human frailty,
Appleby’s designs combine to create a strong and appealing
narrative to patients’ experience of the building, as well as
E YRM½IH GLEVEGXIV MX [EW E[EVHIH ,MKLP] 'SQQIRHIH
MR XLI -%(, %GEHIQ] %[EVHW 9WI SJ %VX MR XLI 4EXMIRX
)RZMVSRQIRXGEXIKSV]XLMW]IEV 
1EVMP] 'MRXVE HMVIGXSV SJ XLI ,IEPXL ERH%VXW 6IWIEVGL
'IRXVIMR%YWXVEPME ERHPIEHNYHKISJXLI%VXMR,IEPXLGEVI
)RZMVSRQIRXWGEXIKSV]EXXLI-%(,%GEHIQ]%[EVHW
was particularly struck this year by the role that art is
playing to intensify engagement with patient – and local –
communities. She says:“Where art’s purpose used to be seen
as purely decorative, now I feel that it is widely recognised
that art has a real function as part of the environment, not
just in enhancing health outcomes but in connecting people.”
This year’s category winner, the University of Kentucky’s
Chandler Medical Center, is a case in point: an extensive and
diverse arts programme has been put in place to reinforce
PSGEPERHVIKMSREPMHIRXMX] WIIGEWIWXYH]T 

Give me sunshine

Top: Sunshine House, kids play with enamel tiles
Bottom: Sunshine House voids
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When it comes to art being used as a strategic tool in
patient treatment and engagement, there can be few
QSVIGSRZMRGMRKI\EQTPIWXLER7YRWLMRI,SYWIGLMPHVIR´W
HIZIPSTQIRXGIRXVIMRWSYXL0SRHSR
*MZI]IEVWEJXIVMXSTIRIHXLIVI´WRSHSYFXMRXLIQMRHWSJ
staff that the combined art and architecture programme has
made a difference not just to the quality of the environment
but in their ability to assess and entertain patients. Sunshine
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Global Fund MDF TB Hospital, Limpopo
Province, South Africa
3RISJXLI[SVPH´WQSWXEJ¾MGXIHVIKMSRWJSV8&EW[IPP
EW ,-:%MHW 7SYXL%JVMGE´W LIEPXL SJ½GMEPW LEZI FIIR
XV]MRK XS EHHVIWW XLI RIIH JSV LYQERI ERH IJ½GMIRX
treatment facilities that reduce cross-infection. In
collaboration with CSIR research facility, Hospital
Design Group (HDG) Architects devised a new
approach to long-term accommodation of patients
with drug-resistant TB, in which art plays a pivotal
role. The single-storey buildings are grouped around a
series of courtyards where formal sculptures by local
artists create focal points, in the hope of encouraging
patient, staff and visitor engagement. Colour used
around the building has been chosen to highlight
certain seasons and indigenous vegetation, to maintain
a sense of connection with the outside world.
Last but not least, local mosaic artists have been
brought in to mastermind elaborate mosaic workshops
for the patient groups, which have proved so popular
that they have been taken on as an enduring part of
Client: Limpopo Department of Health, South Africa
patient therapy, resulting in vibrant patient artworks that are displayed
and Global Fund, Pretoria
on easily mountable and replacable 60cm x 60cm panels attached to the
Architects: Hospital Design Group with the Council ward wall. Landscaping of the courtyard gardens has also been carefully
JSV7GMIRXM½GERH-RHYWXVMEP6IWIEVGL '7-6
considered, with a rich variety of plants, colours and forms offering vistas
Cost of construction: R44m
and shading. Patients are also encouraged to get involved in gardening and
garden maintenance, providing a useful and positive role within the patient
Consultants: Sakhino Health Solutions
community, as well as skills they can take with them when they leave.
It was Highly Commended in the IADH Academy Awards, International
Art in the Patient Environment category, 2013.

,SYWIMWEQYPXMTPIE[EVH[MRRMRKQTVSNIGX YRHIVXEOIRF]%,11MR
SRFILEPJSJ&YMPHMRK&IXXIV,IEPXLGSQFMRMRKEZEVMIX]SJWIVZMGIWJSVGLMPHVIR[MXL
GSQTPI\ RIIHW 'PMIRX +Y]´W ERH 7X8LSQEW´ 2,78VYWX XLVSYKL MXW GLEVMX] LEW E
GSQQMXQIRX XS WTIRH   SJ GETMXEP GSWXW SR EVX MR EPP MXW WMXIW 1SHYW 3TIVERHM
art consultants worked with the architects from early on in the design process to
MHIRXMJ]X[STVMRGMTEPEVXMWXW¯(YXGLEVXMWX1MPSYZER,EQERH0SRHSRFEWIHEVXMWX
Jacqueline Poncelet – who could generate layers of interest, colour and movement
into the building.
8LI EVX[SVOW EVI GSRGIRXVEXIH SR XLI KVSYRH ¾SSV ERH FEWIQIRX [LIVI XLI
reception area, breakout areas, consultation rooms and gym/physio rooms are
located. Three voids have been punched into the elongated rectangle of the building
to bring light into the basement and help it penetrate deep into corridors on every
level. Milou has animated each void with a large, hanging geometric sculpture, which
TPE]WSRWTIGM½G[SVHWWLIHIZIPSTIHMR[SVOWLSTGSRWYPXEXMSRW[MXLPSGEPGLMPHVIR
The same words appear reversed, upended, inverted and scrambled on glass panels
around the voids and are raised to encourage touch and exploration by the many
visually impaired visitors.
4SRGIPIX´W MRXIVZIRXMSRW EVI QSVI WXVEXIKMG MR GVIEXMRK EXQSWTLIVI ERH EWWMWXMRK [E]½RHMRK 7LI TPE]IH E
QENSVVSPIMRXLIGLSMGISJGSPSYVW [LMGLKMZIXLIFYMPHMRKMXWPMZIP]ERHETTIEPMRKGLEVEGXIV *VSQXLISYXWMHI
sky-blue brise soleil contrast with the dove-grey brick, as do the vivid green, yellow and red painted elements
delineating each void both outside and in. The same calming sky blue is used on blinds in consultation rooms.
Poncelet devised a large and colourful tapestry of enameled, magnetic panels for the reception area. Posters and
information for parents are displayed on these panels at eye level for adults, while there are more playful items
in varied colours and shapes at knee level for children. Poncelet also came up with a decorative motif inspired
by the brickwork, which emerges as a coloured stitching whether it’s inlaid into the entrance path as a tile
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Southmead Learning & Research and
Pathology Buildings, Bristol, UK
In partnership with North Bristol NHS Trust, Willis Newson art
consultancy delivered a public art strategy from very early on in the
design and construction of new learning and research facilities, and
pathology buildings on the Southmead Hospital site in Bristol. The
project was part of the ‘enabling’ phase of the PFI redevelopment of
the hospital, due for completion in 2014. Artists worked alongside
architects Avanti and building contractors Laing O’Rourke to weave
bold, enriching materials and colours into the fabric of the two buildings.
Lead artist Kate Blee designed the colour and composition of the
exterior glazing, which clads both buildings. A rich pattern of greens,
greys, blues and russets alternate with clear glazing, and this same
palette is deployed inside the building. In addition, Blee designed two
large ceramic wall pieces for each building’s atrium entrance. They
VI¾IGXPMKLXERHMRGSVTSVEXIXEGXMPIH]REQMGWYVJEGIWXSERMQEXIERH
arouse curiosity in the viewer. Two large laminate panels designed by
Perry Roberts add further colour and pattern in the entrances.
Working with the architects, Roberts also devised supergraphics,
which link with all the other art elements in the building and support
[E]½RHMRK%W EVXMWXW MR VIWMHIRGI%VX2YGPIYW TLSXSKVETLIVW 7MQSR
Ryder and Reinhild Beuther were each assigned to a building, and they
worked with staff to create a series of images that capture moments
of change and transition; these are now installed in the building as an
enduring record of the buildings and their occupants’ narratives.

Client: North Bristol NHS Trust
Architects: Avanti Architects,
Art Consultants: Willis Newson
Completion: 2010
Contract: ProCure 21
Artists: Kate Blee, Perry Roberts, ArtNucleus
Construction: Laing O’Rourke
Engineering: Design Buro

carpet, or replicated on a metal kickplate at the bottom
of the doors; the doors themselves are painted in the
similar or softer shades of the key palette and some
are surrounded by tiny enamel tiles at varying heights,
scattered among the consulting rooms, to help with
I\TPSVEXMSR ERH MHIRXM½GEXMSR 7E]W %,11 EWWSGMEXI
Thomas Gardiner: “Jacqui’s idea was that every time a
GLMPHGSQIWMRLIVIXLI][MPP½RHWSQIXLMRKHMJJIVIRX²
1EXXLI[8YVRIV E GLMPHWYTTSVX [SVOIV [LS LEW
FIIREX7YRWLMRI,SYWIWMRGIMXSTIRIHWE]W±8LIEVX
[SVO MW VIEPP] FVMPPMERX [I RSXMGIH MX EX ½VWX [MXL XLI
visually impaired, with the raised lettering on the glass
TERIPW;ILEZIGLMPHVIR[LSGSQILIVIJVSQFMVXLXS
ERHXLI]EP[E]WVIXYVRXSETEVXMGYPEVTMIGISJKPEWW
;IWIITEVIRXWIRKEKMRK[MXLXLIOMHWSZIVXLIPIXXIVMRK¯XLI]WXEVXKSMRKXLVSYKLXLIEPTLEFIXSVTPE]MRK[SVH
KEQIW[MXLXLIQ
±;MXLEFVII^I XLIIRXVERGIWGYPTXYVIKSIWWTMRRMRKEVSYRHERH[IGERWII MJEGLMPHVIEGXWXSMX XLEXXLI]
SFZMSYWP]LEZITIVGITXYEPWOMPPW;IEPWSKIXEPSXSJJIIHFEGOJVSQTIHMEXVMGMERW8LI[E]XLIGLMPHVIEGXWXSXLI
IRZMVSRQIRXXIPPWXLIQEPSXEFSYXXLIHIKVIISJTIVGITXMSRXLI]LEZI¯IZIRFIJSVIXLI]´ZIKSXXSXLIEWWIWWQIRX
VSSQW8LIGSPSYVIHHSSVWERHXMPIWQEOIELYKIHMJJIVIRGIXSS;IGERXIWXXLIMVVIGSKRMXMSRERHMRHITIRHIRGI
F]WIRHMRKXLIQXSHMJJIVIRXGSPSYVIHEVIEW²
(IWTMXIFIMRK½ZI]IEVWSPH ERH[MXLEGSQTPI\ZEVMIX]SJIPIQIRXWERHWYVJEGIW XLIFYMPHMRKPSSOWMRKVIEX
GSRHMXMSR8YVRIVEKVIIWMXWTSTYPEVMX]LIPTW[MXLQEMRXIRERGI ,IWE]W±;ILEHXLIMRJIGXMSRTVIZIRXMSRGSRXVSP
XIEQMRWTIGXYWVIGIRXP]ERHXLI]WEMHXLIFYMPHMRKGSYPHFIFVERHRI[¯MX´WWSGPIER4ISTPIPMOIMXWSQYGLXLI]
VIEPP]PSSOEJXIVMX²
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Consultation is an art in its own right, according to artist Sue
Ridge, who worked with poet John Davies (aka Shedman) to help
generate community engagement and interest around the new
North Middlesex University Hospital (NMUH), a £123m PFIfunded hospital. The aim was to use the lift lobbies around its fourstorey main atrium, plus the hospital waiting areas, as a canvas for
whatever poetic and visual work resulted. Architects Nightingale
Associates had already conducted research into the area’s history,
unearthing links with the poet John Keats (who lived and went
XS WGLSSP RIEVF]  EW [IPP EW SXLIV PMXIVEV] ½KYVIW8LMW MRWTMVIH
the idea of creating a collaborative community ‘poetry wall’ using
HMKMXEPP]TVMRXIH³WSGMEP[EPPTETIV´TPYWEWIVMIWSJ½ZITLSXSXI\X
images for hospital waiting areas.
Consultation began via Davies’s portable shed, placed by the
main restaurant, where opinions and feedback were sought
from staff, visitors and patients, through interviews and creativewriting workshops. Davies and Ridge transformed the resulting
conversations and compositions into the aforementioned ‘digital
social wallpaper’.
In the meantime, Ridge was inspired by a Michael Rosen poem,
called ‘These are the Hands’, which celebrated the 60th anniversary
of the founding of the NHS; she decided to photograph members
of staff with open hands, collecting their names and informal
descriptions of their jobs to frame and use in conjunction with the
social wallpaper. The poetic and visual collage, weaves together the
narratives of an extremely diverse community (with 147 different
languages spoken in local schools) against the weft of local historical
anecdotes, both ancient and modern. Says Ridge: “We wanted to
convert the community’s stories into ‘our stories’, helping people
make the new hospital their own.”

www.worldhealthdesign.com

North Middlesex University Hospital, UK
Client: North Middlesex University Hospital NHS Trust
Architects: Nightingale Associates
Art consultants: First Aid Art
Artists: Sue Ridge and John Davies
Construction cost: £123m
Though there may be less glory in weaving humanising
elements throughout a building than in creating big,
spectacular artworks, ideally, there should be scope for
both, argues Poncelet: “As an artist, It is your job to bring
your experience, insight and wisdom as a human being
and use that to inform your art.”

Conclusion
Reviewing recent art in healthcare projects, Susan
Francis, founder member and programme director for
Architects for Health, senses that real progress has been
achieved. But she is worried that this is the result of
schemes commissioned and budgeted for under very
HMJJIVIRX½RERGMEPERHTSPMXMGEPGMVGYQWXERGIW;MXLQER]
½RI LIEPXLGEVI EVGLMXIGXW GYVVIRXP] WXVYKKPMRK XS WXE]
E¾SEX ERH LSWTMXEP GPSWYVIW XLVIEXIRIH WLI JSVIWIIW
tough times ahead. Stressing that “art and landscaping
are always the most vulnerable areas”, she concludes: “It
would be tragic if we lost the quality and expertise that
we’ve developed so far.”
Veronica Simpson is an architectural writer
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Cruciform layout
Recently delivered by gbs architects, a new child and adolescent mental-health
services unit has been built on the Warneford Hospital site in Oxford.
8LIGVYGMJSVQPE]SYXSJXLIRI[FYMPHMRK[MXLMXWH]REQMGVSS¾MRIWEMQW
to provide an edgy, modern feel, far removed from the traditional concept
SJ ER³MRWXMXYXMSR´8LMW WLETI EPWS EPPS[W XLI FYMPHMRK XS MRXIKVEXI [MXL XLI
environment and the adjacent hospital, blending further through a palette
of natural and inspiring materials – co-ordinated coloured render, rainwater
KSSHW ERH [MRHS[ JVEQIW FYJJ FVMGO IGLSMRK XLI 'SXW[SPH WXSRI SJ XLI
LSWTMXEP´WPMWXIHFYMPHMRKWERHXSRIHXMQFIVGPEHHMRK-RXIVREPP]XLIGVYGMJSVQ
MWEWLETIVIGSKRMWIHEWWYMXEFPIJSVRI[QIRXEPLIEPXLYRMXWMRXLI9/EWMXTVSZMHIWKSSHZMWMFMPMX]JSVWXEJJ2EXYVEPPMKLX¾SSHWXLI
MRXIVREPWTEGIXLVSYKLEWIVMIWSJWO]JEGMRK[MRHS[WERHPSYRKIWGIRXVEPP]TPEGIHXSFVIEOYTFSXLFIHVSSQ[MRKW
%PPFIHVSSQWEVIPEVKIVIRWYMXIERHSJJIVKVIEXIVTVMZEG]8LIVIMWEWIPJGSRXEMRIH-'9WYMXIMRGPYHMRKEWEJIVSSQPSGEXIHEHNEGIRX
XSXLIWXEJJFEWI8LI½VWX¾SSVJIEXYVIWEPEVKIXIEGLMRKEVIEWYVVSYRHIHF]EVXK]QERHQYWMGVSSQWXSTVSZMHIEHIHMGEXIHPSGEXMSR
JSVEHSPIWGIRXWXS³KS´XSWGLSSPERHQMQMGXLIRSVQEPWITEVEXMSRFIX[IIRLSQIERHWGLSSPPMJI

Setting the tone in
the pine cone

California dreaming
Consolidated Contracting Services, a leading Southern
California commercial builder, has begun construction on a
new 24,000 sq ft QueensCare Health Centers (QHC) facility
in east Los Angeles.
The two-storey, structural-steel building will encompass 38
medical exam rooms, nine dental operatories for adult and
paediatric dentistry, three counselling rooms and two meeting
rooms. It will also contain a 1,000 sq ft conference room, which
will serve as a venue for hosting health events and community
meetings. Construction is scheduled for completion in August
2014, and the health centre will be open to serve patients in
early 2015.
Served by the Metro Gold Line, it is expected to attract more
than 55,000 patient visits a year – double the organisation’s
current capacity in east Los Angeles.
±8LMWMWXLI½VWXQENSVGETMXEPHIZIPSTQIRXTVSNIGXMRXLI
nearly century-long history of QueensCare Health Centers’
operations,” said Barbara B Hines, president and CEO of the
healthcare organisation.
6&&%VGLMXIGXW MW XLI TVSNIGX EVGLMXIGX /4** 'SRWYPXMRK
)RKMRIIVWXLIGMZMPIRKMRIIV2%'SLIR+VSYTXLIIPIGXVMGEP
IRKMRIIV ERH %TTPMIH )EVXL 7GMIRGIW XLI IRZMVSRQIRXEP
engineer. Carter Romanek Landscape Architects is the
landscape architect.
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Boasting iconic architecture by Woods Bagot and Research
Facilities Design, the new South Australian Health and Medical
Research Institute (SAHMRI) in Adelaide opened last year at
the end of November.
Located in a medical precinct that will also be home to the
new AU $2bn Royal Adelaide Hospital (NRAH), the institute
comprises 25,000sqm and is set to be a centre of research
excellence accommodating up to 675 researchers. The colocation of research and hospital services is expected to create
connections between researchers and clinicians, integrate
medical research into practice, and help attract and retain highcalibre staff.
8LIFYMPHMRKMWHI½RIHF]MXWWXVMOMRKJEpEHI [LMGL;SSHW
Bagot designed in partnership with Aurecon. Inspired by the
WOMRSJETMRIGSRIXLIFYMPHMRK´WXVMERKYPEXIHHMEKVMHJEpEHIMW
WEMHXSVIWTSRHXSMXWIRZMVSRQIRXPMOIEPMZMRKSVKERMWQEGXMRK
as an articulated sunshade.
The fostering of collaboration between researchers is
achieved through architecture that allows a visual connection
FIX[IIR¾SSVWERHERMRXIVGSRRIGXMRKWTMVEPWXEMV

www.worldhealthdesign.com

Gearing up gradually
Patient services have commenced at the new North Lantau
hospital in Hong Kong. Mott MacDonald provided engineering
design services for the project, which was delivered through a
NSMRX ZIRXYVI FIX[IIR 0IMKLXSR 'SRXVEGXSVW %WME  ERH %FPI
)RKMRIIVMRK'SQTER]
The hospital will help meet the needs of the growing local
population and the various other tourist facilities situated on
Lantau Island, including Hong Kong International Airport.
'SZIVMRK ER EVIE SJ WUQ XLI IMKLXWXSVI] LSWTMXEP WMXW
EFSZIEWMRKPIPIZIPGEVTEVO 7IVZMGIW[MPPSTIRMRTLEWIWMRPMRI
[MXLXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJXLIPSGEP8YRK'LYRKHMWXVMGX(YVMRKXLI
initial phase, an eight-hour accident and emergency service will be
provided. This will be extended to 24 hours according to service
demands and operational arrangements.
Specialty services, including surgery, orthopaedic and
traumatology, paediatric and gynaecology, will also be provided
and introduced gradually. Once in full operation, the hospital will
feature a total of 160 inpatient beds and 20 day beds, with a wide
range of patient services, including inpatient care, day hospital
service and community nursing care.
1SXX 1EG(SREPH´W VSPI MRGPYHIH GMZMP WXVYGXYVEP KISXIGLRMGEP
ERHFYMPHMRKWIVZMGIW XVEJ½GERHIRZMVSRQIRXEPHIWMKR EW[IPPEW
life-cycle costing.

Military precision
% NSMRXZIRXYVI XIEQ SJ 'PEVO 'SRWXVYGXMSR +VSYT ERH
McCarthy Building Companies has completed construction
SJXLIRI[WUJX2EZEP,SWTMXEPEXXLI1EVMRI
'SVTW &EWI 'EQT 4IRHPIXSR ¯ WM\ QSRXLW ELIEH SJ
schedule and more than $100m under budget.
,/7 %VGLMXIGXW [EW XLI TVSNIGX EVGLMXIGX SJ VIGSVH
while HDR Architecture served as the architectural
designer for the new hospital.
“The new facility utilises research-based design to
IRLERGI LIEPMRK JSV TEXMIRXW EW [IPP EW IJ½GMIRX ERH
effective design to conserve water and energy, protect
from earthquakes, and optimise the work environment for
WXEJJ²WEMH'ETXEMR1EVO%/SFIPNEGSQQERHMRKSJ½GIVSJ
XLI2EZEP,SWTMXEP1EVMRI'SVTW&EWI'EQT4IRHPIXSR
Serving around 70,000 active-duty and veteran members
of the military and their families, the new building replaces
the old hospital built in the 1970s and will provide
emergency, primary, intensive and specialty care. It will
have 96 outpatient-procedure rooms, 205 exam rooms
and 54 patient rooms accommodating up to 60 beds for
non-ambulatory patients.
Sustainable design features include green roofs, healing
gardens and an atrium open to the sky.

Collaboration and connection on campus
8LIQ,EH]R)PPMW&YMPHMRKHIWMKRIHF]-&-2MKLXMRKEPIMWXLI½VWXTLEWISJXLIRI[7GMIRGI
and Innovation Campus at Maindy Road being developed for Cardiff University.
8LIFYMPHMRKMWLSQIXSXLI)YVSTIER'ERGIV7XIQ'IPPERH2IYVSWGMIRGIERH1IRXEP,IEPXL
6IWIEVGL -RWXMXYXIW EW [IPP EW XLI 1IHMGEP 6IWIEVGL 'IRXVI JSV 2IYVSTW]GLMEXVMG +IRIXMGW ERH
Genomics. The building is also the new home for the University Graduate College and provides
SJ½GIERHQIIXMRKWTEGIJSV4YFPMG,IEPXL;EPIW
Acting as a ‘front-door’ to the campus, the building is welcoming, spacious and inclusive. The
colourful exterior and landscaping complement its surroundings, while the glass façade provides
an enticing view into the bustling foyer and exhibition area. The design establishes a collaborative
space where researchers and the wider community can come together. Open balconies allow visual
connection between those visiting and those working within the building, and link bridges striding
across the atrium provide a physical relationship between dry and wet laboratory spaces.
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(IWMKR ,IEPXL7GMIRXM½G6IZMI[
The pearl in the oyster
atural light, façade design, effective shading, visual light
XVERWQMXXERGI VSSQ X]TI ¾SSVXS¾SSV LIMKLX GETMXEP
costs, operational costs, glare, procurement models,
QEREKMRKWGSTIGLERKIVMWO±VI¾IGXMSRXMQI²FMHHMRKMRRSZEXMSR
GLERKIQEREKIQIRX HIWMKRX]TSPSKMIW [EPOMRKTEXLW WYWXEMREFPI
HIWMKR ERH ZIVWEXMPI WTEGIW WIVZI EW XLI WYFNIGX QEXXIV JSV XLI
VIWIEVGLEVXMGPIWMRXLMWMWWYI8LIEVXMGPIWIQFVEGIXLIGSQTPI\MX]
and richness that design offers, employing computer analysis,
PMXIVEXYVIVIZMI[ VIGSVHWEREP]WMW UYIWXMSRREMVI MRXIVZMI[W TLSXSMRXIVZMI[W[LIVITISTPIEVIEWOIHXS
represent their perceptions through photos, and a design charrette to
I\TPSVI XLIWI MWWYIW (IWMKR MW E TVSGIWW XLI GPSWIWX XLMRK [I LEZI
XS QEOMRK WSQIXLMRK JVSQ RSXLMRK SV EX PIEWX GVIEXMRK WSQIXLMRK F]
EVVERKMRK [LEX MW EPVIEH] XLIVI MR E GVIEXMZI [E] (IWMKR IREFPIW ¯
*EpEHIGSR½KYVEXMSRGSWXWERHXLIMV
TVSZMHIWEJJSVHERGIWJSV¯LIEPXLEX[SVOMRRSZEXMSREW[IPPEWXLIWEJI
MR¾YIRGISRXLILIEPMRKIRZMVSRQIRX
YWISJETEVOERHXLIEFMPMX]XSKIXXSEWXSVIIEWMP]EW[IEKI (IWMKR
%PI\ERHIV7]QIW&%VGL6%-%
MWEGEXEP]WXJSVMRRSZEXMSRLIEPMRKERHQIIXMRKTISTPI´WRIIHW(IWMKR
SJXIR PIEHW XS FYMPX IRZMVSRQIRXW XLEX GSWX QSRI] XS TVSHYGI ERH
QEMRXEMR (IWMKRMWPMOIXLITVSZIVFMEPIPITLERXWYVVSYRHIHF]WIZIVEP
FPMRHTISTPI[LSHITIRHMRKSR[LIXLIVWLISVLIJIIPWERIEVEXVYRO
SVEPIK WLSYXW SYX±ERIPITLERXMWPMOIEPIEJ EWREOI SVEXVII²%W
The impact of Australian procurement
Michael Polanyi points out in Personal Knowledge, an elephant of course
models on salutogenic project outcomes
is more than the sum of its parts. Its emergent properties of strength,
/IPZMR7XIIP*6%-%1%-41&%VGL ,SRW
endurance, living to old age, and long memory only make themselves
QERMJIWX [LIR SRI XEOIW XLI XMQI XS WXIT FEGO WII XLI [LSPI ERH
VIEPMWIWXLEXXLIETTEVIRX±IMXLIVSV²EPXIVREXMZIWEVIVIEPP]±IMXLIVERH²
parts of a greater whole. Reading the research articles in this issue
QEOI IZMHIRX XLEX MRHMZMHYEP TIVGITXMSR ERH TIVWSREP I\TIVMIRGI EVI
MREHIUYEXIXSXLIXEWOSJWIIMRKIQFVEGMRKERHTVEGXMGMRKHIWMKRMREPP
MXWGSQTPI\MX][LMPIQEREKMRKHIWMKRXSEGLMIZIEGVIEXMZI MRRSZEXMZI
and useful end. It all seems too much… until one sees the pearl in the
S]WXIV¯XLI[LSPIXLEXMWKVIEXIVXLIWYQSJMXWTEVXW¯XLIZEPYIWXLI
XIEQ LSPHW ERH XLI HIKVII XS [LMGL XLSWI ZEPYIW EVI IQFIHHIH MR
XLITVSGIWWERHXLIIZIRXYEPTVSHYGX%W7XIIPRSXIW MRLMWEREP]WMWSJ
A holistic approach to designing for the elderly
procurement models, values and their implementation are the most
4LMP7QMXL(V'PEYHME&EPH[MR'EVSPMRI3WFSVRI
WMKRM½GERXJEGXSVWMRETVSNIGXEGLMIZMRKTSWMXMZILIEPXL¯WEPYXSKIRMG¯
SYXGSQIW±8LIEGLMIZIQIRXSJWEPYXSKIRMGSYXGSQIW²LI[VMXIW±[EW
WIIREWHITIRHIRXSR±XLIHIKVIIXLIWISYXGSQIWEVI±ZEPYIHF]XLI
GPMIRX²EFVMIJ HIWMKRTVSKVEQ XLEX±GSQTVILIRWMZIP]HSGYQIRXWXLI
HIWMVIH WEPYXSKIRMG SYXGSQIW© E TVSNIGX KSZIVRERGI WXVYGXYVI ERH
HIGMWMSRQEOMRKTVSGIWWXLEXWYTTSVXWXLIEGLMIZIQIRXSJWEPYXSKIRMG
SYXGSQIWEXEPPPIZIPW²ERHEPMJIG]GPIETTVSEGLXSGEPGYPEXMRK½RERGMEP
GSWXW ERH ZEPYI )ZIV] S]WXIV MW HMJJIVIRX ERH HMJ½GYPX XS STIR &YX
SRGI]SY½RHXLITIEVP¯SRGI]SYFIGSQIGSQQMXXIHXSXLILIEPXL
TVSQSXMRKZEPYIWHIWMKRGERWYTTSVX¯]SYGERVIPE\ERHKS[MXLXLI
¾S[ 8LI GSQTPI\MX] GER FI VIWSPZIH 8LIVI EVI RS QSVI IMXLIVSV
HMPIQQEWNYWXIMXLIVERHVIWSPYXMSRW
Dr John Zeisel is chair of the
international advisory board
of the International Academy
for Design & Health and
president of Hearthstone
Alzheimer Care
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,SWTMXEPJEpEHIWGSWXWGSQTEVMWSR
*EpEHIGSR½KYVEXMSRGSWXWERHXLIMVMR¾YIRGI
SRXLILIEPMRKIRZMVSRQIRXERHWXEJJWEXMWJEGXMSR
5YERXM½EFPIFIRI½XWSJJEpEHIGSR½KYVEXMSRWXLEXIMXLIVVIHYGIPIRKXLSJWXE]SVTVSZMHI
staff satisfaction are not necessarily considered in the funding models for healthcare
facilities. This paper attempts to address this gap

Alexander Symes BArch, RAIA
uring recent years, the importance
of natural light as a design parameter
to aid the healing environment
has slipped down the design hierarchy for
hospital façades. This can be attributed to
a combination of: advancements in medical
technology; an increased awareness of
anthropogenic global warming and the
resulting impetus to reduce energy use; and
the typically increased capital costs of glazed
façades compared with non-glazed.
In Australia, and potentially other regions
in the world, this has created a perceived
disconnect between the implementation of
reducing operational costs for perimeter
zones of healthcare facilities and the
implementation of building envelopes that
GERFIRI½XXLILIEPMRKIRZMVSRQIRX

D

The subject of windows’ positive effect
on the healing environment has been
prevalent in design studies for the last four
decades. The aim of this study is to consider
the design of windows from a holistic
perspective, to provide designers, operators
and developers an understanding of the
HMJJIVIRGIWMRZEVMSYWJEpEHIGSR½KYVEXMSRW
and their respective capital costs,
STIVEXMSREPGSWXWERHXLITSXIRXMEPFIRI½XW
in reduced length of stay for patients and
increased staff satisfaction.

Methods
In Australia, the percentage of windows
to wall (windows-to-wall ratio – WWR),
thermal transmission (U-value) and solar
TIVJSVQERGI WLEHMRK GSIJ½GMIRX  EVI EPP
subject to minimum legislative requirements,
EW HI½RIH F] 7IGXMSR . SJ XLI 2EXMSREP

'SRWXVYGXMSR 'SHI 2''  )MKLX X]TMGEP
JEpEHI GSR½KYVEXMSRW XLEX GSQTP] [MXL
these minimum requirements have been
developed for contrast.
As a comparison of window arrangements,
this study will consider the following terms:
U-value: In simple terms, the U-value
is the measure of thermal transmission
of heat through a material. Typically, the
denser the material, the easier it transfers
heat; for example, aluminium transfers heat
ZIV] IJ½GMIRXP] KPEWW VIEWSREFP] [IPP ERH
polystyrene not very well. A high U-value
means that the heat is transferred quicker
than by a material with a low U-value. A
single piece of glass, for example, may have
a U-value of 6, compared with an insulated
glass unit (glass-air-glass), which may have a
U-value of 1.65; meanwhile, a typical solid
façade could have a U-value of 0.36. For
XLITYVTSWIWSJXLMWWXYH]EPPGSR½KYVEXMSRW
are assumed to include non-glazed thermal
performances consistent with each other.
Changing the WWR rather than the U-value
SJXLIKPEWWMWQSVIMR¾YIRXMEPSRXLISZIVEPP
thermal transmission of the façade.
)JJIGXMZI WLEHMRK GSIJ½GMIRX SJ JEGEHI:
%RIJJIGXMZIWLEHMRKGSIJ½GMIRXMWXLIXSXEP
shading provided by a façade. The variables
are WWR, external shading and the solar
performance of the glass. This last variable is
VIJIVVIHXSEWEWSPEVLIEXKEMRGSIJ½GMIRX
7,+'  ERH MW E QIEWYVIQIRX SJ XLI
percentage of solar gains that a type of glass
XVERWQMXW ,MKL7,+' KPEWW EPPS[W QSVI
WSPEV VEHMEXMSR XLVSYKL MX XLER PS[7,+'
KPEWW JSVI\EQTPI EKPEWW[MXLE7,+'SJ
0.6 allows twice as much solar radiation
XLVSYKLMXXLEREKPEWW[MXLE7,+'SJ
Visual light transmittance: This is the
percentage of visible light transmitted (VLT)
through a piece of glass. A high VLT (for
example, 70%) will allow a high percentage

Figure 1: Schotten District Hospital, Germany, by woernerundpartner
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of light to be transmitted through the glass
and, thus, allow a higher level of illumination
from daylight to the inside space for the
same area and location of window.
Room type: A single-bed arrangement
has been chosen for this study based on
several design studies, including: Davidson
(1971);1 +EVHRIV  2 Kim (1987);3
Pegues (1993);4 Firestone (1980);5 and
Janssen (2000).6 These demonstrate that
the healing environment is improved by the
provision of single rooms, which not only
offer the highest levels of privacy and dignity
but also reduce medical error and lower
the rates of transmission of infection.
An argument against single rooms is
socialisation; however, the single-bedroom
layout proposed could be adapted to
two-bedroom wards by the omission of a
dividing wall.
*PSSVXS¾SSVLIMKLX: The current design
practice, based on a directive from our
GPMIRXW MW XS HIWMKR ¾SSVXS¾SSV LIMKLXW
of 4.5m. This includes a 2.7m ceiling height
and 0.3m structural zone, which allows for
a 1.5m services zone. This services zone
is larger than required to house typical
services; the rationale for this over-design
FIMRK JYXYVI ¾I\MFMPMX] SJ QSZMRK YRMXW
within the healthcare facilities themselves
and anticipating any future technologies
that may be incorporated. This will have
an impact on the WWR dependent on
E ¾SSVXS¾SSV LIMKLX SJ Q Q SV
3.6m, which will alter the façade costs. As
glazing is typically more expensive than solid
façade, the cost comparisons are lower for
the 4.5m option as opposed to the 3.6m
option. A sensitivity analysis has been
conducted on the cost differences, which
determines that the percentage difference
between options is minimal (0.4%) and is
inconsequential when comparing options;
therefore, the current design trend of 4.5m
¾SSVXS¾SSVLEWFIIREWWYQIH
*EpEHI GSR½KYVEXMSRW: The following
JEpEHI GSR½KYVEXMSRW LEZI FIIR WIPIGXIH
as representative of typical options that
meet the requirements of section J. Options
EVI¾EXJEGEHIW[MXLZEV]MRK;;6SJ
100% to 40%; options 5-8 are the same
as options 1-4 with the addition of an
I\XIVREP LSVM^SRXEP WYRWLEHI )EGL STXMSR
was tested for performance of daylight and
glare on the north, east, south and west
elevations. Vertical sunshades or internal

www.worldhealthdesign.com

Option 1: 100% WWR with no external shading

Option 2: 80% WWR with no external shading

Option 3: 60% WWR with no external shading

Option 4: 40% WWR with no external shading

Option 5: 100% WWR with external horizontal shading

Option 6: 80% WWR with external horizontal shading

Option 7: 60% WWR with external horizontal shading

Option 8: 40% WWR with external horizontal shading

8EFPI-RXIVREPZMI[GSR½KYVEXMSRW
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blinds have not been included in this study
as they are not recognised by the deemedXSWEXMWJ]TVSZMWMSRWSJ7IGXMSR.
From the perspective of the patient,
XLI GSR½KYVEXMSRW PSSO PMOI XLI HITMGXMSRW
shown in table 1 (previous page).
Façade capital costs: Based on feedback
from façade sub-contractors in the market
JSV 7]HRI] %YWXVEPME XLI GETMXEP GSWXW SJ
supplying and installing the façades have
been approximated, so as to compare the
likely cost differences between options. The
façades compared are not exhaustive and
have been chosen for their economy and
durability. For ease of comparison, they have
EPWSFIIRWMQTPM½IHXSXLIJSPPS[MRK
 [MRHS[W½\IHEPYQMRMYQJVEQIHKPE^MRK
with double-glazed unit glass;
• solid façades: composite aluminiumTERIPVEMRWGVIIR½\IHXSEWXIIPJVEQI
[MXL EPYQMRMYQ [EXIVTVSS½RK ERH EMV
seal sheet, with insulation and internal
TPEWXIVFSEVH½RMWL
• sunshades: 600mm aluminium-framed
horizontal sunshade. The sunshade is
capable of taking abseil loading;
Façade operational costs – external
maintenance: These costs were generated
based on abseiling hourly rates for
glass cleaning, solid façade cleaning, and
sunshades based on a cleaning cycle of
three times a year.
Façade operational costs – internal
maintenance: These were generated based
on rates for glass cleaning and internal wall
surfaces (m2) based on a cleaning cycle of
52 times a year.
Façade operational costs – Heating,
ventilation and air conditioning: Owing
XS FEWMRK XLI JEpEHI GSR½KYVEXMSRW SR

QMRMQYQ GSQTPMERGI [MXL 7IGXMSR . ¯
deemed-to-satisfy
requirements,
the
STIVEXMSREP IRIVK] SJ ,:%' W]WXIQW LEW
been assumed as a constant.
*EpEHI STIVEXMSREP GSWXW ¯ %VXM½GMEP
lighting9RPIWWEVXM½GMEPPMKLXMRKMWGSRXVSPPIH
by individual users and is linked to a daylight
dimming scheme, operating cost savings
resulting from improved daylight access will
not be generated. As the current approach
in the Australian market is for ward lighting
to be controlled from the nurses’ station,
this variable has been excluded from
calculations at this time.
In relation to hospital operational costs,
an average cost per bed of AU $4500 a day
has been assumed,7 along with an average
staff cost of AU $350 per day. These have
FIIRPSSWIP]FEWIHSR½KYVIWHIVMZIHJVSQ
annual reports,8 FYX JYVXLIV GPEVM½GEXMSR
of these numbers is necessary for the
substantiation of this paper.
Daylight modelling: This was conducted
FEWIH SR XLI TVSXSGSP SJ XLI +VIIR
Building Council of Australia’s healthcare
daylight credit, using radiance software.
This prescribes the modelling of a “uniform
sky”, which assumes the worst-case daylight
condition of a fully overcast sky but does
not take into account absolute availability
of annual daylight for particular façade
orientations. It is anticipated that future
revisions of this study embrace a climatebased approach using a representative
[IEXLIV ½PI XS GSQTEVI XLI ZEVMERGI MR
results between orientations.
Glare analysis: This was conducted using
a methodology referred to as daylight glare
probability developed by Wienold et al.9 This
methodology, which uses a climate-based

Table 2: Factors used for costing

Inpatients’ length of stay
A DF >2.5% for 0% = no change in length of stay; a DF >2.5% for 60% = 20% reduced
length of stay. As overnight stays for acute inpatients represent only 12% of patients,23
XLMW½KYVILEWEKEMRFIIRVIHYGIHXS 
Staff productivity
A DF >2.5% for 0% = zero increase in productivity; DF >2.5% for 60% = 2% increase
in productivity.
Staff absenteeism
A DF >2.5% for 0% = no change in absenteeism; a DF >2.5% for 60% = 0.5% reduction
in absenteeism.
*SVWMQTPM½GEXMSRXLIWIWXEJJQIXVMGWLEZIFIIRGSQFMRIHXSIWXMQEXIWXEJJWEXMWJEGXMSR
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ETTVSEGL[MXLEVITVIWIRXEXMZIGPMQEXI½PI
has been shown to yield a much better
correlation with actual user responses in
two independent tests compared with
previously developed methodologies, such
as daylight glare index, visual comfort
TVSFEFMPMX] YRM½IH KPEVI VEXMRK ERH XLI
International Commission on Illumination’s
'-)KPEVIMRHI\
Literature review: Based on a literature
review of evidence-based design studies
that focused on quantifying either
differences in patients’ length of stay,
condition and medication, or on quantifying
staff satisfaction in relation to the impact
HIWMKR ZEVMEFPIW XLEX GER FI MR¾YIRGIH F]
façade design, the following summaries
[IVIYWIHXSXIWXXLIJEpEHIGSR½KYVEXMSRW
against. Using the methodology developed
by Ulrich et al (2004)10 for assessing “rigour,
quality of research design, sample sizes and
degree of control”, each paper was assigned
a grading, shown in brackets after each
summary, so that the results of the papers
receiving an (A) grade are deemed to
have a higher weighting than those papers
scoring a (C) grade.
• Wilson, LM (1972): Delirium in an ICU
was 40% for windowless, as opposed to
18% with a window, (B);11
• Ulrich (1984): Patients with the window
view of nature (trees) had shorter postoperative stays, took fewer potent pain
drugs, and received more favourable
comment about their conditions in
nurses’ notes, (A-);12
• Verderber (1986): Preference for views
of nature, desire for control, preference
for low sill heights, (B);13
• Verderber (1987): Patients were more
negatively affected by ‘poorly windowed’
rooms, (B);14
• Ulrich (1991): Recovery from stress was
faster and more complete when persons
were exposed to natural rather than
urban environments, (A);15
• Beauchemin, K (1996): Patients in sunny
rooms in a psychiatric inpatient unit had
an average length of stay of 16.9 days
compared with 19.5 days for those in dull
rooms – a difference of 2.6 days, (15%);
(B);16
 0IEXLIV 4 4]VKEW   7YRPMKLX
penetration increased job satisfaction,
reduced intention to quit, and improved
general wellbeing. View of nature
reduced job stress and intention to quit,
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and increased general wellbeing, (B);17
 )EWXQER'-  6IQMWWMSRWSJ7%(¯
61% morning, 50% evening, 32% placebo
– were observed, (A);18
 *VMFIVK 86 ERH &SVVIVK +  
Diminished perception of ambient light
was observed as higher in severely
depressed patients – 66% severely, 21%
moderately, 14% mildly, (B);19
• Jana, M (2005): Of hospital design features
as rated by staff, increased natural light
ranked highest as being “very positive”
for 43% of staff and received no negative
feedback, (B);20
 'LSM .SSR,S  %RMQTVSZIQIRX
of 16-31% in average length of stay
between a higher illuminance ratio based
on a window-to-wall ratio of 20%, a
window-to-room ratio of 36%, and a VLT
of 50.2%, (A-);21
 &VS[RMRK   7XEJJ TVSHYGXMZMX] LEW
been shown to increase by as much as
6-15% with the inclusion of biophilic
design. Because this study only looks at
daylight factor (DF), a 2% productivity
increase, from 0% to 60%DF has been
extrapolated, (C);7 and
• Browning (2012): Absenteeism and
presenteeism account for up to 4.4% of
WXEJJGSWXW7XYHMIWLEZIWLS[RE 
reduction owing to biophilic design, while
a 10% reduction can be attributed to the
building design only. A 0.5% reduction
in absenteeism and presenteeism has
therfore been extrapolated, (C).7
The only paper that measured length of
stay proportional to variances in window
TIVJSVQERGI MW XLEX EYXLSVIH F] .SSR,S
Choi.21 The only paper that cited an increase
in staff productivity is that by Browning.7
These papers, however, are consistent
with the results of the other papers
referred to above. To make the calculations
conservative, the reduced length-of-stay
factors and staff-satisfaction assumptions
(see table 2) have therefore been based
on a conservative interpretation of the
literature review.

Table 3: Section J and visual light transmittance (VLT) results

Section

1

2

3
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7
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W = 70
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W = 57
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2!7,+'

2!

)!7,+'

)!

7!7,+'

7!

;!7,+'

W = 70

WWR

WWR

External

Internal

48%

96%
5100%

Glaz m2

Solid m2

20.5

22.2

40%

80%

17.0

25.7

30%

60%

12.8

29.9

20%

40%

8.5

32.2

20.5

22.2

48%

96%
5100%

40%

80%

17.0

25.7

30%

60%

12.8

29.9

20%

40%

8.5

32.2

Results
Values for achievable visual light
transmission (VLT) under the section J
VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ XLI 2'' EVI WLS[R
in table 3. The windows-to-wall ratio
;;6  ERH WLEHMRK GSR½KYVEXMSR VIWYPX
in a maximum allowable solar heat-gain coIJ½GMIRX 7,+' EWTIVXLIWIGXMSR.HIIQ
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Figure 2: Daylight simulation results for option 5 (north); left: view from bed; right: plan

XSWEXMWJ] GEPGYPEXSV 7,+' ZEPYIW LEZI
been used to determine the VLT for each
option by identifying commercially available
KPEWW TVSHYGXW XLEX EGLMIZI XLI 7,+' EX
optimal transparency. Typically, the larger
XLI;;6 XLI PS[IV XLI 7,+' ERH:08
for example, this results in a VLT of 48%
for option 1 (north) compared with 70%
for option 4 (north). The addition of a
sunshade to option 5 (north) increases the
allowable VLT from 42% to 57%.

Figure 4: Example of annual glare-analysis legend

Figure 3: Daylight simulation results

Table 3 also includes the WWR (external),
which is used to calculate external façade
cleaning costs and capital costs, as opposed
to WWR (internal), which is indicative of the
patient experience of the façade and is used
to calculate internal maintenance costs.
Daylight
On average, option 2 achieves the largest
area of good daylight availability (DF >2.5%)
of all options.The only orientation for which

it does not achieve the highest daylight
availability is to the south, where option 1
achieves a higher DF owing to the larger
WWR and the same VLT.
Glare
8LIKPEVIEREP]WMWMHIRXM½IWJSYVGEXIKSVMIW
of glare experience based on the daylight
glare-probability methodology for each
hour of the year; these categories are
‘imperceptible’, ‘perceptible’, ‘disturbing’
and ‘intolerable’9 WII ½KYVI   ;LIR
comparing the options on their time
percentage of ‘intolerable’ glare, the results
show that, with the exception of option 4,
XLI [SVWXTIVJSVQMRK GSR½KYVEXMSRW EVI
options 1-6. The least amount of glare is
received by option 8.
Results isolated for 21 June highlight that
the glare peaks above the desired limit at
around 8am and doesn’t fall below this
threshold until after 1pm. This is caused by
the lower sun during the Australian winter.
Between these times, the patient would
need to shift their gaze away from the
window, or close the blinds. As illustrated
MR½KYVIWMQMPEVKPEVIIZIRXW MRHMGEXIHF]
the red sections) would occur from May
through to August.
Capital costs comparison
Table 4 illustrates that, owing to the typically
increased façade costs of glazed windows
compared with non-glazed facades, the
options with a higher WWR are more
expensive than those with a lower WWR.
In all cases, the addition of a sunshade
make the capital costs of options 5-8 more
expensive than the corresponding options
without sunshades.

Figure 5: Annual glare analysis for option 7 (north)
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Table 4: Capital and operational costs; daylight factor; glare-hour results; and life-cycle costing for reduced length of stay and staff satisfaction
4IVGIRXEKIWJSVHE]PMKLXVI¾IGXXLITIVGIRXEKISJ¾SSVEVIEXLEXEGLMIZIWE(*" XLIKPEVILSYVWTIVGIRXEKIVIJIVWXSXLITIVGIRXEKISJ
LSYVWHYVMRK[LMGLIMXLIVHMWXYVFMRKSVMRXSPIVEFPIKPEVIIZIRXWSGGYV

Section

Elevation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

www.worldhealthdesign.com

Capital

$646/m2

$605/m2

$601/m2

$591/m2

$757/m2

$716/m2

$712/m2

$690/m2

Operational
cleaning (40yr)

$3895/m2

$3462/m2

$2951/m2

$2412/m2

$3941/m2

$3508/m2

$2996/m2

$2458/m2

Daylight %

Glare hours %

Length of stay –

Staff satisfaction

payback in

– payback in

years

years

2!

2!

2!

2!

)!

)!

)!

)!

7!

7!

7!

7!

W = 50.8

W = 18.5

W = 0.97

W = 12.8

A = 53

A= 10

A = 0.91

A = 12.43

2!

2!

2!

2!

)!

)!

)!

)!

7!

7!

7!

7!

W = 55.9

W = 21.6

W = 0.62

W = 8.45

A = 55

A = 12

A = 0.61

A = 8.31

2!

2!

2!

2!

)!

)!

)!

)!

7!

7!

7!

7!

W = 54.5

W = 20.6

W = 0.32

W = 4.43

A = 53

A = 11

A = 0.33

A = 4.44

2!

2!

)!

)!
Benchmark

Benchmark

7!

7!

W = 40.7

W = 9.6

A = 42

A=5

2!

2!

2!

2!

)!

)!

)!

)!

7!

7!

7!

7!

W = 49.5

W = 16.5

W = 1.01

W = 13.73

A = 53

A=9

A = 0.99

A = 13.56

2!

2!

2!

2!

)!

)!

)!

)!

7!

7!

7!

7!

W = 53.8

W = 21.2

W = 0.71

W = 9.72

A = 53

A = 11

A = 0.72

A = 9.87

2!

2!

2!

2!

)!

)!

)!

)!

7!

7!

7!

7!

W = 45.5

W = 12.9

W = 0.46

W = 6.29

A = 48

A=7

A = 0.46

A = 6.29

2!

2!

2!

2!

)!

)!

)!

)!

7!

7!

7!

7!

W = 30.2

W = 4.9

W = 0.13

W = 1.72

A = 36

A=3

A = 0.13

A = 1.72
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Operational costs comparison
Table 4 also shows the operational costs
associated with façade maintenance. It
illustrates that maintenance costs for both
XLI I\XIVREP ERH MRXIVREP ½RMWLIW EVI PIWW
expensive when there are fewer external
façade elements and a smaller WWR. The
least operational cost is option 4 and the
most expensive is option 5.

Discussion
8LI ½REP X[S GSPYQRW SJ XEFPI  EPWS
demonstrate that, owing to the operational
costs required to service a bed in a hospital,
the design variables of increased WWR
or the addition of adding a sunshade are
easily offset within a year from the lowest
cost benchmark (option 4). The operating
cost per bed includes the cost associated
with staff. If, however, only staff-satisfaction
JEGXSVW EVI GSRWMHIVIH XLI ½REP GSPYQR
(staff-satisfaction payback) shows that the
cost of installing an additional sunshade
(comparing options 4 and 8) is paid back
within two years.
The appropriateness of design studies
XLEX HIQSRWXVEXI FIRI½XW XS XLI LIEPMRK
environment has been questioned, as clinical
treatment has developed and overnight
stays at hospitals have become less
JVIUYIRX&YXXLIWI½RERGMEPQSHIPWEWWYQI
that overnight stays only account for 12%
of all patients22 and, even if the length-ofWXE]FIRI½XW[IVIJEGXSVIHHS[REJYVXLIV
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Procurement models:
Australian project procurement models and their
impact on achieving salutogenic outcomes
,S[EVIXLI½ZIQSWXGSQQSRP]YWIHTVSGYVIQIRXQSHIPWMR%YWXVEPMETIVGIMZIHMRXIVQWSJ
their impact on salutogenic outcomes? This study sought the views of a range of stakeholders

Kelvin Steel FRAIA, MAIPM, BArch (Hons),
former project director, Aurecon
etween 1960 and 1995, the traditional
lump sum (TLS) procurement model
was the predominant template in use
on all major capital projects (both health and
non-health sectors) throughout Australia.
But during the 1960s and 1970s, some
large government-funded projects were
also beset by major cost and time overruns,
paving the way for the gradual emergence
of alternative procurement models. A key
driver behind the development of each of
the new models was a different approach to
the allocation of projects risks, particularly
in relation to cost and time, compared with
allocation under the TLS model.The key aim
was the avoidance, or minimisation, of major
contractual disputation between clients and
building contractors, together with greater
cost and time certainty.
The past 15 years have seen a rise in
use of the managing contractor (MC) and

B

public-private partnership (PPP) models.
The most regular use of the MC model
in the public sector currently occurs in
Queensland, with the approach enjoying
the backing of both the Queensland
Government and Queensland Health. A
key reason for its popularity is that all of
the major construction contractors and
consultants in the state have a detailed
understanding of the implications of the risk
allocation in the Queensland Government’s
standard MC contract, and all parties view
the allocation of risks to be, in general, fair
and reasonable.
The PPP model currently in use in
Australia (particularly in Victoria and in New
South Wales) has evolved, in part, from the
TVMZEXI½RERGIMRMXMEXMZI 4*- QSHIP [LMGL
originated in the UK in the 1990s.

Terminology
Throughout this article, reference is made
XS½ZITVSGYVIQIRXQSHIPWXLIHI½RMXMSRW
for which are set out at in table 6.1 The

terms ‘small’, ‘medium’, ‘large’ and ‘very large’
are used to categorise projects by size of
capital expenditure (capex), as follows:
•
Small – up to AU $80 million;
•
Medium – AU $80m to $250m;
•
Large – AU $250m to $800m; and
•
Very large – Greater than AU
$800m.
There are currently 11 public-sector
hospital redevelopment projects either
under way or recently completed in
Australia that fall into the ‘very large’
category. Of these projects, seven are
being, or have been, delivered using the PPP
model, and four are being delivered using
the MC model.
*SVXLITYVTSWISJXLMWEVXMGPIXLIXIVQW
“salutogenic design” and “good design” are
considered to be largely synonymous. The
central premise of ‘salutogenic design’ is
that the quality of a building’s environment
plays a critical role in promoting health
ERH [IPPFIMRK 8LI HI½RMXMSR SJ ±KSSH
HIWMKR² MW HIVMZIH JVSQ XLI 3J½GI SJ XLI
Victorian Government Architect, which
describes it thus: “High-quality buildings and
public spaces that are engaging, diverse and
inclusive; are environmentally, economically
ERHWSGMEPP]WYWXEMREFPITVSQSXIGSR½HIRGI
and wellbeing in the community; and are
culturally rich and poetic.”2

Objectives

Managing contractor procurement model: Lady Cliento Children’s Hospital
(formerly Queensland Children’s Hospital), Queensland
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8LI½ZIOI]VIWIEVGLSFNIGXMZIW[IVI
• to assess the views of stakeholders in
hospital redevelopment projects on
the achievement (or otherwise) of
salutogenic outcomes in relation to a
range of recently complete or current
Australian hospital projects. Views were
WSYKLXSRXLIJSPPS[MRK½ZITVSGYVIQIRX
models: construction
management
(CM); design and construct (D&C);
managing contractor (MC); public-private

www.worldhealthdesign.com

Procurement

partnership (PPP); and traditional lump
sum (TLS);
 XS EWWIWW XLI JEGMPMXEXMSR SV WXM¾MRK
of innovation under the different
procurement models;
• to assess the relative degree of ‘buy-in’
from key stakeholders, including hospital
staff – in particular, during the project
planning and design phases – under the
different procurement models;
• to identify the three key lessons learnt for
each model, which, if implemented, would
improve the likelihood of achieving
increased salutogenic outcomes on
future projects; and
• to identify the key drivers that are
QSWXPMOIP]XSMR¾YIRGIXLIIZSPYXMSRSJ
Australian hospital project procurement
models over the next decade.

Category

Number of

Percentage of

respondents

respondents %

Health department staff

5

13

Public hospital/agency CEOs and executives

2

5

4VMZEXIRSXJSVTVS½XLSWTMXEPEKIRG]')3WERHI\IGYXMZIW

3

8

Public hospital staff

1

3

4VMZEXIRSXJSVTVS½XLSWTMXEPWXEJJ

1

3

Directors of infrastructure/facilities public hospitals (and

3

8

3

8

universities)
(MVIGXSVWSJMRJVEWXVYGXYVIJEGMPMXMIWTVMZEXIRSXJSVTVS½X
hospitals
Client project directors

2

5

Consultant project managers

4

9

Health-service planners

1

3

Architects, engineers and quantity surveyors

6

16

Construction contractors

6

16

PhD students

1

3

Total

38

100%

Table 1: Respondents by category
Procurement model

Methodology
The research methodology consisted of the
following activities:
 -HIRXM½GEXMSR SJ E PMWX SJ LSWTMXEP
redevelopment projects undertaken in
Australia over the past decade, in both
XLI TYFPMG ERH TVMZEXIRSXJSVTVS½X
health sectors, with a focus on mediumsized, large and very large projects,
ERH TVSZMHMRK E WTVIEH EGVSWW EPP ½ZI
procurement models.
2. Preparation of a research survey
questionnaire, which focused on
EHHVIWWMRKXLI½ZIVIWIEVGLSFNIGXMZIW
3. Distribution of the questionnaire to
about 70 stakeholders involved in the
TVSNIGXWMHIRXM½IHJSPPS[IHF]WXVYGXYVIH
interviews with 38 of these stakeholders.
The number and percentage of
respondents by category are shown above
in table 1.

Results
1. Procurement preference
The respondents’ general preference for
the adoption of each model is shown in
table 2 above. This preference is generally
consistent across both the public sector and
TVMZEXIRSXJSVTVS½XLSWTMXEPWIGXSV
While capex size is only one of a
large number of criteria used to assess
the suitability of a model for a project,
a distinct pattern is evident in table 2. As
projects move into the large and very
large categories, use of the CM, D&C and
TLS models declines, with the MC and PPP
models being distinctly preferred on larger

www.worldhealthdesign.com

Project capex category
Small

Medium

Large

Very large

Construction management (CM)

P

N

NP

NP

Design and construct (D&C)

N

NP

NP

NP

Managing contractor (MC)

NP

P

P

P

Public-private partnership (PPP)

NP

N/P

P

P

P

P/N

NP

NP

Traditional lump sum (TLS)

8EFPI4VIJIVIRGISJVIWTSRHIRXWJSVXLIEHSTXMSRSJIEGLSJXLI½ZIHMJJIVIRXTVSGYVIQIRXQSHIPWEGVSWW
projects of varying capex size (P = preferred; N = neutral; NP = non-preferred)
Procurement model

Project capex category
Small

Medium

Large

Very large

H

M

L

L

L/M

L/M

L

L

L

H

H

H

Public-private partnership (PPP)

L

L/M

H

H

Traditional lump sum (TLS)

H

M

L

L

Construction management (CM)
Design and construct (D&C)
Managing contractor (MC)

Table 3: Likelihood (as expressed by respondents) of each of the models facilitating salutogenic project
outcomes (H = high; M = medium; L = low)

projects. Although this pattern is strongly
evident in Australia, it is not the case in
Europe generally, except for Great Britain.
2. Achieving salutogenic outcomes
Table 3 sets out the views of respondents
on the likelihood of each model facilitating
salutogenic project outcomes. The
achievement of salutogenic outcomes was
seen to be critically dependent on:
• the degree to which good design and the
achievement of salutogenic outcomes
are valued by the client;
• the production of a project brief that
comprehensively documents the desired
salutogenic outcomes for the project;

• the implementation of a project
governance structure and decisionmaking process that supports the
achievement of salutogenic outcomes at
all levels; and
 E ½RERGMEP QEREKIQIRX TPER XLEX MW
centred on achieving value-for-money
solutions, and which assesses lifecycle
costs, as opposed to adopting a ‘lowest
capital cost’ approach.
The pattern evident in table 3 is that only
the MC and PPP models were perceived
to have a high likelihood of facilitating
salutogenic project outcomes on large and
very large projects. The most common
reasons stated for this view related to
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Procurement model

*EGMPMXEXMSRSVWXM¾MRKSJMRRSZEXMSR

Procurement model

typically achieved on a project

N

Design and construct (D&C)

S

Construction management (CM)

Managing contractor (MC)

*

Design and construct (D&C)

L

Public-private partnership (PPP)

*

Managing contractor (MC)

H

Traditional lump sum (TLS)

N

Public-private partnership (PPP)
Traditional lump sum (TLS)

8EFPI6IWTSRHIRXW´EWWIWWQIRXSJXLIJEGMPMXEXMSRSVWXM¾MRKSJMRRSZEXMSR
under each procurement model (F = generally facilitates achievement of
MRRSZEXMSR2!RIYXVEP7!KIRIVEPP]XIRHWXSWXM¾IMRRSZEXMSR

cost control, risk allocation and disputation,
which were generally seen to be linked to,
and more likely to occur under, the D&C,
CM and TLS models on large and very large
projects.Where this occurred, a reduction in
project scope was likely, potentially leading
to poorer salutogenic project outcomes.
-RRSZEXMSR
The respondents’ assessments of the
HIKVIISJJEGMPMXEXMSRSVWXM¾MRKSJMRRSZEXMSR
under each procurement model are set out
in table 4.
Views varied in relation to innovation.
Some respondents, for example, expressed
the view that the TLS and MC models
were more likely to facilitate innovation
through the continuous and iterative
exploration of service delivery models and
functional layouts during a project’s design
phases and, in particular, during the design
developmental phase.
-R GSRXVEWX VIWTSRHIRXW [LS LEH
responsibility for delivering PPP projects,
where the project brief was extremely
robust and outcome-based, contended
that the intense and highly competitive PPP
bid phase brought out the best in terms of
KIRIVEXMRKMRRSZEXMZIMHIEW -RXLIEYXLSV´W
view, innovation is facilitated on PPP
projects, particularly during the bid phase; it
GERFIWXM¾IHLS[IZIVHYVMRKTSWX½RERGMEP
close, depending on the attitude of the
construction contractor.
4. Achieving stakeholder buy-in
Table 5 sets out the respondents’ views
about the relative degree of buy-in achieved
from project stakeholders – in particular,
from hospital staff – under each model.
The procurement model that was most
highly criticised in terms of achievement of
hospital staff buy-in was the D&C model.
The primary reasons given by respondents
for rating the PPP model at a slightly lower
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Degree of hospital staff buy-in

Construction management (CM)
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Table 5: Respondents’ assessment of the relative degree of buy-in from
hospital staff achieved under each procurement model (H = high buy-in; M =
medium buy-in; L = low buy-in)

level than both the MC and TLS models in
this area were:
1. when typically presented with three
designs from which to choose, hospital
staff do not feel that pointing out
the areas of each design that do and
don’t work well, and then waiting for
each bidder to revise those areas, is as
satisfactory as working with a single
consultant team to develop an excellent
design and salutogenic outcome; and
2. even through extensive user consultation
[SYPH XEOI TPEGI TSWX½RERGMEP GPSWI
construction
contractors
generally
discouraged changes being made to the
design as bid because of the cost and time
implications involved in implementing
those changes.

Key lessons learnt
Construction Management (CM)
1. Overlapping design with construction
The main reasons for adopting the CM
model are where scope is relatively
TSSVP]HI½RIH JSVI\EQTPI SRELSWTMXEP
refurbishment project) and/or where
an extremely tight programme deadline
exists. The way in which the reduced
programme length is achieved under the
CM model is by overlapping design and
GSRWXVYGXMSR 8LI QSWX WMKRM½GERX VMWO
associated with overlapping design and
construction is the potentially large amount
of re-documentation required during
construction, particularly in relation to the
interface works between trade packages.
2. Managing scope change
Generally, the CM procurement model
allows for scope change to occur during
construction much more easily than
with other models; for example, where
substantial letting gains are achieved in the
early trade packages, these savings can be
re-allocated by the client to other parts

of the project ahead of when these later
works need to be documented.
3. The client bears the cost risk
One upside of the CM model is that in a
falling tender market (as currently exists
across Australia) trade-package letting gains
of around 10-15% are typical; in a rising
tender market, however, the converse is the
GEWI -RIEGLGEWI XLIGPMIRXFIEVWXLIGSWX
risk, and this is something to which many
clients in Australia are now averse.
8LIRIIHJSV±VI¾IGXMSRXMQI²
Many respondents commented on the
FIRI½XW XS FI KEMRIH JVSQ KMZMRK LSWTMXEP
WXEJJ EHIUYEXI±VI¾IGXMSR XMQI² XS VIZMI[
drawings and documentation. The time
pressures inherent in the CM model often
do not allow for this to occur, and this can
result in built outcomes of lower quality.

Design and Construct (D&C)
1. Although often used in healthcare, the
D&C model was generally perceived as
not being as well suited to hospital projects
as other models. The main reasons given
to support this view were the general
complexity of hospital projects, user
consultation requirements, and demands
on quality. Complexity and high quality
also relate to the lifecycle performance
of the building fabric and engineering
infrastructure, which can be given a lower
priority during the D&C process.
-QTEGXSJEHSTXMRKEQSHIPXLEXMWQEMRP]
cost-driven
Because the D&C model is primarily costdriven, ie aimed at designing a building
that meets the brief at the lowest possible
capital cost, the likelihood of producing
a salutogenic and good design outcome
is viewed as being slightly lower than the
outcomes achieved using other models.
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3. Building quality
Clients have felt let down in relation to
the build quality achieved on some D&C
projects, and a number of CEOs and
directors of infrastructure commented on
the slightly higher degradation of the built
asset (especially 10 years, or more, postcompletion), and the associated higher
building-maintenance costs, for hospital
projects delivered under the D&C model.

Managing contractor (MC)
1.The increasing adoption of the MC model
The growing use of this model on large and
very large hospital projects in a number of
Australian states was primarily attributed to:
• its successful application on projects
of different types and size, including
FVS[R½IPHERHKVIIR½IPHHIZIPSTQIRXW
 MXWEFMPMX]XSQE\MQMWIXLIFIRI½XWJVSQ
IEVP]GSRXVEGXSVMRZSPZIQIRX )'- 
• its ability to multi-stage a project, plus add
or reduce scope cost-effectively;
• its incorporation of a GCS (guaranteed
construction sum), providing cost
certainty for clients;
• the ability for clients to take advantage of
E¾EXXIRHIVQEVOIXERH
• its provision of a shorter overall project
timeframe than the TLS, PPP and D&C
models, although it involves a longer
timeframe than that of the CM model.
2. Timing of novation of consultants to the
managing contractor
The point at which consultants are novated
XS XLI QEREKMRK GSRXVEGXSV MW ¾I\MFPI
under the MC model. Key points raised by
respondents included the need for:
• consultant scopes of service, contracts
and fees to be fully resolved prior to
novation occurring;
• use of a tried and tested consultant
novation contract; and
• inclusion of a “whistleblower clause”
in the novation contract, which allows
consultants to comment freely on any
potential changes to the design intent
observed during construction.
3. Adoption of MC model variants on
tertiary education-sector projects
Many universities in Australia are adopting
the design document novate and construct
(DDNC) model on large university projects,
largely because of the perceived riskEPPSGEXMSRFIRI½XW [LMGLMRGPYHIXLI((2'
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contractor carrying the documentation risk,
the cost risk via a warranted construction
sum, and the time risk). The point at which
GSRWYPXERX RSZEXMSR SGGYVW MW ¾I\MFPI ERH
can be as late as towards the end of the
GSRXVEGX HSGYQIRXEXMSR TLEWI -R XLMW
way, the client is able to maintain a direct
contractual relationship with the architects
and all consultants until the point at which
they wish to shift that relationship to the
construction contractor.
A guaranteed construction sum
(GCS) with a shared-saving clause is a
central element to most DDNC-model
construction contracts.

2. Maintenance and facility management
under the PPP model
Many respondents commented that the
QSWX WMKRM½GERX FIRI½X SJ XLI 444 QSHIP
related to the maintenance and facility
QEREKIQIRX *1  SYXGSQIW JSV XLI
hospital over the typical 20-year concession
period. This occurred because the PPP
model ring-fenced the maintenance
ERH *1 JYRHMRK SZIV XLI JYPP GSRGIWWMSR
TIVMSH -X EPWS HI½RIH XLI WXERHEVH XS
which the hospital would be maintained,
[LMGL WMKRM½GERXP] I\GIIHIH XLI³WXERHEVH
warranty’ benchmarks typically used on
non-PPP projects.

Public-private partnership (PPP)

3. The high cost of bidding
The high cost of bidding on PPP projects
in Australia has been the subject of much
industry discussion. On a typical PPP
project with a capex of AU $400-$500m,
three bidding consortia will each outlay
typically between AU $10-$12m during
the bid phase. A paper released in May
last year by Partnerships Victoria Unit3 on
proposed changes for future PPP projects
recommended a reduction in the number
of bidders from three to two, where
appropriate, as a means to reduce costs.

1.The evolution of the PPP model in Victoria
The PPP model is fundamentally different
from the other four models, particularly
in terms of project governance and
contractual risk allocation.
While some of the early PPP hospital
projects in Victoria did not, in the author’s
view, produce highly salutogenic outcomes,
the progressive evolution of the model
culminated in the Royal Children’s Hospital
Melbourne project, which, in 2012, won
XLVII E[EVHW JVSQ XLI -RXIVREXMSREP
Academy of Design and Health. One
WMKRM½GERX [E] MR [LMGL XLI 444 ERH 1'
models differ, for example, is that the former
involves a GCS price to deliver outcomes,
whereas the latter involves a GCS to deliver
a schematic design.

-RRSZEXMSRERHGLERKIQEREKIQIRX
A stated key aim of PPP model projects
is the achievement of innovation. Some
respondents (not including PPP project
directors) commented that achieving

Public-private partnership: Sunshine Coast Public University Hospital, Queensland
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innovation in the design development
TLEWI MI TSWX½RERGMEP GPSWI  GSYPH FI
HMJ½GYPXJSVX[SVIEWSRW
• A construction contractor’s primary
EMQ TSWX½RERGMEP GPSWI MW KIRIVEPP] XS
achieve the shortest possible delivery
time. Therefore, minimising the number
of changes to the schematic design assists
with achieving this aim; and
• The process by which changes are
approved under the PPP model is
either via a state-mandated change
or a consortium proposed change
subsequently approved by the state.
On most PPP projects, very few statemandated or state-approved changes
occur, even though hospital staff raise a
number of suggested changes that could
lead to an increased level of innovation
during the design development phase.

The issue of managing scope change has
also been addressed in the Partnerships
Victoria paper, through the proposed
introduction of a “scope ladder” on future
PPP projects. This has the potential to deal
with issues raised in point 2 above.

Traditional lump sum (TLS)
1. Poor document coordination
The biggest concern respondents raised
in relation to TLS projects was the
implications for a project associated with
poor document coordination between
GSRWYPXERXW -R TEVXMGYPEV XLIVI [EW E
perception that this results in a requirement
imposed on the client to pay for consultants’
documentation coordination errors. This
has resulted in many clients preferring
to adopt a procurement model where
the construction contractor bears the

documentation risk, as occurs in the D&C,
MC, DDNC and PPP models.
2. Ongoing applicability to small projects
The majority of respondents commented
that the TLS model was, and would remain
for the foreseeable future, a preferred
procurement model on hospital projects up
to around AU $80m in capex value.
The reasons for this are: when well
managed, the TLS model results in highquality projects being delivered on time
and on budget; the model allows adequate
GSRWYPXEXMSR XMQI ERH GPMIRX VI¾IGXMSR
time) during the design process; and it
allows for scope changes during design
and documentation while still maintaining
the overall project budget and programme
(provided that a value management
approach is adopted).

8EFPI4VSGYVIQIRXQSHIPHI½RMXMSRW1

Model

Design and construct aspects of model

Non-core services

Risk allocation

Construction
management (CM)

Contractor is engaged to manage the construction works on behalf of
the client

State / outsourced

Client enters directly into contractual
arrangements with suppliers – the
contractor therefore carries little or no risk
(except in relation to its own work)

Design and
construct (D&C)

Detailed design and construction procured under one contract

State / outsourced

Managing contractor
(MC)

Typically outsourced
services are based on input
WTIGM½GEXMSRW

Typically outsourced
services are based on input
WTIGM½GEXMSRW

Contractor manages the design, documentation and construction on
behalf of the state.

State / outsourced

As for the construct-only model but with
the additional transfer of detailed design
risk
The contractor provides certain warranties
over the design
Construction quality and completion risk
transferred

Lump sum (consisting of the management fee and the cost of the work
done under the component sub-contracts)

Typically outsourced
services are based on input
WTIGM½GEXMSRW

Traditional lump
sums (TLS)

Design and construction separately procured

State / outsourced

Construction risk transferred

Typically outsourced
services are based on input
WTIGM½GEXMSRW

The state retains planning, latent conditions
and site-condition risks

Public Private
Partnerships (PPP)

%GSRWSVXMYQGSRXVEGXWXSFYMPHXLITVSNIGX½RERGIMXERHEWWYQIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]JSVJEGMPMXMIW
QEMRXIRERGIERHEWWIXVITPEGIQIRXSZIVEHI½RIHTIVMSH X]TMGEPP]EVSYRH]IEVW 8LIWXEXI[MPP
TE]E½\IHJII
-R:MGXSVMEXLMWHIPMZIV]QSHIPMWWYFNIGXXSXLI4EVXRIVWLMTW:MGXSVMETSPMG]ERHKYMHIPMRIW
PPP has real potential to deliver value for money where:

Risks associated with poor service
HIPMZIV]EVIHMJ½GYPXXSXVERWJIVYWMRKMRTYX
WTIGM½GEXMSRWGSQTEVIH[MXLSYXTYX
WTIGM½GQSHIP IK444

The state becomes a purchase of facilitybased services that are paid for based on
performance and such as the state frees
itself of associated risks, locks in whole-oflife budgets and quality, and frees itself up
to focus on its core business

- -XMWTSWWMFPIXSGPIEVP]HI½RIVIUYMVIQIRXSYXTYXW
- 8LITVSNIGXLEWGSQTPI\MX]ERHXLIVIMWWMKRM½GERXWGSTIJSVMRRSZEXMSR
- There are opportunities to transfer certain risk to the private sector, which it is in a better
position to manage; it can therefore set a price lower than the cost to the state if the latter
were to retain the risks
The state’s responsibilities for managing the project are very different to all other procurement models
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&IRI½XWSJIEVP]GSRXVEGXSVMRZSPZIQIRX
1ER]VIWTSRHIRXWLMKLPMKLXIHXLIFIRI½XW
SJ IEVP] GSRXVEGXSV MRZSPZIQIRX )'- 
on traditional lump-sum projects. This
can be achieved either through a formal
arrangement, where a contractor is paid a
½\IH JII XS VIZMI[ XLI TVSNIGX WGLIQEXMG
design and design development reports,
or via a less formal arrangement where a
contractor would provide more limited
comments on, for example, the buildability
of the project design for no fee. Under
these arrangements it is important the
GPMIRXHSIWRSXTVIGPYHIXLI)'-GSRXVEGXSV
from tendering on the project, and that the
)'-VITSVXTVSHYGIHMWQEHIEZEMPEFPIXSEPP
parties bidding on the project.

Conclusions

Traditional lump-sum procurement model: Gold Coast University Hospital, Queensland

The following conclusions are applicable to
EPP½ZITVSGYVIQIRXQSHIPW
• Achieving a highly salutogenic and good
design outcome requires:
– clarity of vision, project objectives and
desired project outcomes;
– appointment of a highly skilled client
project director and consultant project
manager, and their respective support
teams, each of whom need to have
delivered a number of similar projects
under that procurement model;
– appointment of architects, engineers,
quantity
surveyors,
construction
contractors and specialist consultants
who are prepared to adopt a genuine
team approach to working with the client
and with each other;
– a comprehensive and robust service
plan, model of care and project brief; and
– strong consultation with, and buy-in
from, project stakeholders and hospital
staff at all levels.
• The achievement of innovation, in
both service delivery and in design
and construction, requires a project
governance structure that encourages
MRRSZEXMSR ERH HSIW RSX WXM¾I MXW
achievement. As service delivery
innovation in hospitals often comes
from the interaction between hospital
staff and the project architects, barriers
that restrict this interaction should be
removed.
• The allocation of an adequate
project capex budget is critical to
the achievement of salutogenic and
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good design outcomes, and, where an
inadequate budget is allocated, none of
the procurement models are likely to
FIEFPIXSSZIVGSQIXLMWHI½GMIRG]ERH
produce a salutogenic project outcome.
• Clients’ attitudes to what constitutes an
adequate project capex budget are highly
variable. A good starting point adopted
by many clients is to benchmark the
achieved end cost of a number of recently
completed projects of a similar type, size
and nature, and to set the target cost of a
new project within that benchmark range.
This is typically conducted during the
preparation of the project business case,
which evaluates a range of development
options and their estimated investment
return to the client. The business case
factors in the cost of operating the health
service, including the lifecycle facility cost,
SZIVEHI½RIHTIVMSH X]TMGEPP]]IEVW
8LI XSXEP VIGYVVIRX GSWX SJ WXEJ½RK ERH
operating most new Australian hospital
projects over a 20-year period is around
100 times that of the initial capital cost of
construction.
• Effective scope change-management
processes, which are also transparent
to stakeholders, are critical to achieving
salutogenic outcomes.
• There is no ‘best’ procurement model,
only one that is more appropriate for a
project than another model.
The following conclusions are applicable to
each individual procurement model.

Construction management (CM)
The CM procurement model is likely to
continue to be used mainly on small to
medium-sized hospital projects with very
tight completion deadlines, and also on
those projects that involve predominantly
refurbishment work where the scope of
[SVOMWHMJ½GYPXXSHI½RIEXXIRHIV

Design and construct (D&C)
Where a client determines that a hospital
project needs to be driven primarily by
capital cost, and where a more modest
design outcome is acceptable to the
client, the D&C model is appropriate.
Achievement
of
highly
salutogenic
outcomes under this model is considered
to be more problematic than under the
other four models, and respondents also
saw D&C as raising the likelihood of greater
building maintenance being required over a
20-year period.

Managing Contractor (MC)
The MC model and the DDNC variant
are likely to continue to be adopted on
many large and very large hospital projects.
Both models are attractive to clients for a
number of reasons, including:
• the direct contractual relationship
maintained with the architects and
consultants up until the time of novation
of the consultants to the managing
contractor;
• the ability of these models to facilitate
scope change;
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Traditional lump-sum procurement model: Flinders Centre for Innovation in Cancer, South Australia

• the documentation risk being borne by
the construction contractor;
• cost and time risk allocation, combined
with the provision of a guaranteed
construction sum, with or without a
WLEVI SJ WEZMRKW XSKIXLIV [MXL E ½\IH
project completion date; and
• the high degree of stakeholder buy-in,
innovation and salutogenic outcomes
that are generally achievable under both
the MC and DDNC models.

Public-private partnership (PPP)
The PPP model is highly sophisticated,
fundamentally different from the other
models, and is capable of producing highly
salutogenic and good design outcomes
– provided they are an integral part of
XLI GPMIRX´W FVMIJ ERH EPPSGEXIH WYJ½GMIRX
weighting in the bid assessment process.
% OI] FIRI½X EWWSGMEXIH [MXL 444 MW
the generally higher standard of facility
maintenance (both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ FM) that
occurs over the project concession period,
which is typically 20 years in Australia.
The high cost of bidding on PPP projects,
however, will continue to be an issue for
unsuccessful bidders, and the construction
industry in general, particularly where more
than two consortia bid on a project. Many
respondents interviewed saw this issue as
being unsustainable in Australia over the
RI\XHIGEHI

Traditional lump sum (TLS)
The traditional lump-sum model is likely to
continue to be adopted on the majority of
smaller hospital projects (i.e. up to around
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AU $80 million in value) in both the public
ERH TVMZEXIRSXJSVTVS½X LIEPXL WIGXSVW
particularly where the project is relatively
straightforward in nature.
Salutogenic and good design outcomes
are regularly achieved on TLS projects,
IWTIGMEPP]XLSWIMRZSPZMRKLMKLP]I\TIVMIRGIH
consultant teams and construction
GSRXVEGXSVW TPYW I\TIVMIRGIH GPMIRXW [LS
encourage a team approach and who are
committed and dedicated to achieving highquality project outcomes.
The two key issues that require a high
level of project management on TLS
projects are the adversarial nature of the
lump-sum construction contract, and the
JVYWXVEXMSR QER] GPMIRXW I\TIVMIRGI [MXL
paying for consultants’ documentation
coordination errors.

Future drivers for procurement
models in Australia
8LI GSRXI\X JSV XLI IZSPYXMSR SJ
procurement models on hospital projects
SZIV XLI RI\X HIGEHI MW ER EZIVEKI
population growth rate of 1.7% a year,
compared with total growth in the world’s
population of 1.1% a year; an ageing
population; rapid change in medical
technology; an ongoing increase in the
proportion of day surgery and reducing
average length of stay for patients in
hospital; and changes in government policy
and, in turn, service delivery models.
It is therefore considered likely that future
procurement models in Australia will evolve
progressively from current models and be
JSYRHIHSRXLVIIGSVITVMRGMTPIW

Procurement

 QSHIPW XLEX JEGMPMXEXI VEXLIV XLER WXM¾I 
good design, and which seek to deliver
salutogenic project outcomes, will thrive;
• models that are seen to be well-balanced
in terms of risk allocation between clients
and construction contractors, and which
are based on standard construction
contracts, will also thrive; and
• models that embody both collaboration
and sharing of knowledge between all key
projects stakeholders, and which are built
SREWSYRHGSQQIVGMEP½RERGMEPERHPIKEP
base, will similarly see an increase in use.
An important trend is the development
of “full service partnerships”, where
TVMZEXI ERH RSXJSVTVS½X LSWTMXEP
operators provide both public and private
health services in health precinct-type
JEGMPMXMIW [LMGL EVI ½RERGIH HIWMKRIH
built and operated by the private sector
in partnership with the Government.
As one respondent succinctly put it when
MRXIVZMI[IH ±8LI HE]W SJ TVSGYVIQIRX
models that regularly cause disputation and
lead to litigation are numbered. No one
should be promoting a model where one
party ‘rips off ’ the other party.”
In conclusion, the attitude of being
tough but fair in commercial negotiations
is embedded in the psyche and culture of
most Australians – and so, too, is this likely
to be embedded in project procurement
models in the years ahead.
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8LIYWISJTEVXMGMTEXSV]QSHIPWMRXLIHIWMKR
SJMR½PPLSYWMRKJSVWIRMSVW
A holistic approach to designing for the elderly
8LMWGSPPEFSVEXMZIVIWIEVGLTVSNIGXMRZIWXMKEXIHXLIHIWMKRSJPMZIEFPIEJJSVHEFPIERHWYWXEMREFPI
LSYWMRKJSVWIRMSVWWTIGM½GEPP]MRMR½PPEVIEW
Phil Smith, Dr Claudia Baldwin, Caroline
Osborne
ll Australian cities have growth
XEVKIXWSJEXPIEWX MR½PPLSYWMRK
over the next 20 years, but few
WTIGM½GEPP] EHHVIWW LSYWMRK GLSMGI JSV XLI
IPHIVP]TSTYPEXMSR
8LMW TVSNIGX EMQIH XS MHIRXMJ] PMZIEFPI
EJJSVHEFPI ERH WYWXEMREFPI [E]W XS
EGGSQQSHEXISPHIVTISTPIMRGSQQYRMXMIW
XLEXEVIFIGSQMRKQSVIHIRWIP]TSTYPEXIH
WMKRM½GERXP]MXEXXIQTXIHXSTVSHYGIEQSVI
LSPMWXMGETTVSEGLXLERGERFIJSYRHMRQER]
I\MWXMRK VITSVXW ERH KYMHIPMRIW XLEX HIEP
[MXLEKIMRKLIEPXLGEVIERHLSYWMRK
;LEX[SYPHEWYWXEMREFPIEJJSVHEFPIERH
PMZIEFPIRIMKLFSYVLSSHJYXYVIPSSOPMOIJSV
SPHIVTISTPI#3YVTEVXMGMTERXWLSTIHJSVE
future in which inclusive, multi-generational
GSQQYRMXMIW [SYPH HSQMREXI MR XLIMV
XS[RW ERH RIMKLFSYVLSSHW ERH [LIVI
XLI GSRXVMFYXMSR ERH TVIWIRGI SJ IPHIVW
[SYPHFIVIWTIGXIHZEPYIHERHGIPIFVEXIH
8LI] [ERXIH XS FI EFPI XS QSZI [MXL
IEWIJVSQXLIMVYRMZIVWEPP]HIWMKRIHLSQI
EPSRK IZIRP] KVEHIH [IPPQEMRXEMRIH ERH
WLEHIH [EPO[E]W [LMGL EVI WEJI JVSQ
TEWWMRKGEVWERHG]GPMWXWMRETIEGIJYPKVIIR
RIMKLFSYVLSSH%WEXMQIQE]GSQI[LIR
they are unable (or choose not) to use their
car, it was important that shops, services
ERH E VERKI SJ EQIRMXMIW [IVI MR GPSWI
TVS\MQMX],YQERWGEPIIRZMVSRQIRXW[IVI
EPWS MQTSVXERX WS WXVIIXFEWIH WLSTTMRK
ERH WIVZMGIW GPSWI XS LSYWMRK ERH TYFPMG
XVERWTSVX[IVIWXVSRKP]TVIJIVVIH

A

Methodology
The project, which began in early 2011,
YWIH E GEWIWXYH] ETTVSEGL [MXL X[S
UYEPMXEXMZI ERH TEVXMGMTEXSV] VIWIEVGL
QIXLSHW4LSXSZSMGIERHHIWMKRGLEVVIXXIW
8LI VIWIEVGLIVW [SVOIH [MXL X[S KVSYTW
of seniors, 42 in total, from two locations in
7SYXL)EWX5YIIRWPERH%YWXVEPME
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8LI 4LSXSZSMGI QIXLSH IRKEKIH
TEVXMGMTERXW MR E HMEPSKYI EFSYX MQEKIW
XLI] LEH XEOIR JSV X[S TYVTSWIW XS
MHIRXMJ]HIWMVEFPIEWTIGXWSJRIMKLFSYVLSSH
ERH LSQI IRZMVSRQIRXW ERH XS MHIRXMJ]
GLEPPIRKMRKEWTIGXWSJXLIWITPEGIW
8LITVSNIGX[EWWTPMXMRXSX[SOI]WXEKIW
[LMGLJSGYWIHSR
 KEMRMRKYRHIVWXERHMRKSJSPHIVTISTPIW´
TIVWTIGXMZIW YWMRK 4LSXSZSMGI ERH
HIZIPSTMRK TVMRGMTPIW XS KYMHI XLI
HIWMKR WXEKI HYVMRK 1E] ERH .YRI
ERH
 ETTP]MRKXLITVMRGMTPIWERHIQFIHHMRK
TEVXMGMTERXW´ TIVWTIGXMZIW MR HIWMKR
X]TSPSKMIW YWMRK E X[STLEWI HIWMKR
GLEVVIXXI TVSGIWW HYVMRK%YKYWX ERH
7ITXIQFIV  8LMW WXEKI MRZMXIH
XLI VIWIEVGL TEVXMGMTERXW XS [SVO
GSPPEFSVEXMZIP][MXLXLIHIWMKRXIEQ
6IWIEVGL XLEX MRZIWXMKEXIW WIRMSVW´
TVIJIVIRGIW MR YVFER IRZMVSRQIRXW ERH
[LMGL MRZSPZIW SPHIV EHYPXW MW VIPEXMZIP]
VEVI % WQEPP FYX KVS[MRK FSH] SJ WXYHMIW
suggests that participatory research with
SPHIVEHYPXWQE]LIPTMRYRHIVWXERHMRKERH
EHHVIWWMRK WSQI SJ XLIMV GSQTPI\ LIEPXL
ERH WSGMEP TVSFPIQW *YVXLIVQSVI [MXL
the growing emphasis on incorporating the
TVIJIVIRGIW SJ IPHIVW MR WIVZMGI HIPMZIV]
ERH TYFPMGTSPMG] HIGMWMSRQEOMRK WYGL
ETTVSEGLIW SJJIV QER] FIRI½XW MRGPYHMRK
QIIXMRK RIIHW QSVI IJJIGXMZIP] GETEGMX]
FYMPHMRKERHIQTS[IVQIRX1,2,3

Why use Photovoice and
charrettes?
-R XLI TEWX 4LSXSZSMGI LEW FIIR YWIH
I\XIRWMZIP] MR GSQQYRMX] HIZIPSTQIRX
ERH LIEPXL WXYHMIW XS MR¾YIRGI HIGMWMSR
QEOIVW4,5 1SVI VIGIRXP] MX LEW FIIR
YWIH XS FIXXIV YRHIVWXERH GSQQYRMX]
ZEPYIW ERH TIVWTIGXMZIW JSV MRTYX MRXS
TPERRMRK TVSGIWWIW6,7 4LSXSZSMGI MRZSPZIW
TEVXMGMTERXW XEOMRK TLSXSW EGGSVHMRK XS E
XLIQI XLI]XLIRHMWGYWWERHEMQXSVIEGL

a consensus within a group about the
QIWWEKI XLI] [MWL XS GSRZI] XS HIGMWMSR
QEOIVW YWMRK XLIMV TLSXSW ERH WXSV]PMRIW
8LMW ³TEVXMGMTERXIPMGMXIH HEXE´ TVSZMHIW E
richer insight into often complex, contextual
MWWYIW ERH TYXW XLI TEVXMGMTERXW MR GSRXVSP
*YVXLIVQSVI ZMWYEP HEXE LEW FIIR JSYRH
XSMHIRXMJ]TVSFPIQWERHWXVIRKXLWSQMXXIH
JVSQ HEXE KEXLIVIH ZME SXLIV QIERW8 ERH
a large sample is not as important as the
UYEPMX]SJXLITEVXMGMTEXMSR
8LIHIWMKRGLEVVIXXIMWEPWSETEVXMGMTEXSV]
QIXLSH -X MW HI½RIH EW E ±XMQIPMQMXIH
QYPXMTEVX] HIWMKR IZIRX SVKERMWIH XS
KIRIVEXI E GSPPEFSVEXMZIP] TVSHYGIH TPER
JSV E WYWXEMREFPI GSQQYRMX]²9 It brings
XSKIXLIV OI] WXEOILSPHIVW SJXIR [MXL
opposing views, to become members
SJ XLI HIWMKR XIEQ MR ER EXQSWTLIVI SJ
QYXYEP VIWTIGX XS GVIEXI E HIWMKR JSV E
RIMKLFSYVLSSH SV GSQTPI\ 'LEVVIXXIW
EVI SJXIR VYR MR WXEKIH [SVOWLSTW SZIV
[IIOIRHWSVJSVWIZIVEPHE]W8LIHIWMKRIVW
XLIR YRHIVXEOI JYVXLIV [SVO [LMGL MW
FVSYKLXFEGOXSXLIPEVKIV³XIEQ´ JSVMRTYX
'LEVVIXXIW GVIEXI E GSQQSR PERKYEKI JSV
WSPYXMSRWXLI]EVIIJ½GMIRXERHMRI\TIRWMZI
ERHXLI]GERVIZIEPTSPMG]GSRXVEHMGXMSRWEW
XLI]HMHMRXLMWTVSNIGX10
'LEVVIXXIW LEZI FIIR YWIH [MXL IRXMVI
GSQQYRMXMIW OI] WXEOILSPHIVW GLMPHVIR
HIWMKRWXYHIRXWERHTISTPI[MXLHMWEFMPMXMIW
In a case in Atlanta, the goal was to
HIWMKR HMZIVWI GSQQYRMXMIW XLEX [SYPH
TVSZMHIFIXXIVPMJIWX]PIWJSVEPPKIRIVEXMSRW
TEVXMGYPEVP] XLI IPHIVP] 8EOMRK TPEGI SZIV
RMRIHE]WMXMRZSPZIHEVGLMXIGXWYVFER
TPERRIVW XVERWTSVXEXMSR ERH QSFMPMX]
professionals, health professionals, ageing
ERH EGGIWWMFMPMX] I\TIVXW HIZIPSTIVW PERH
S[RIVW ERH KSZIVRQIRX SJ½GMEPW 8LI
TEVXMGMTERXW HIZIPSTIH E WIX SJ KYMHIPMRIW
FEWIH SR XLI TVMRGMTPIW SJ RI[ YVFERMWQ
[LMGL IQTLEWMWIH PMJIPSRK QSFMPMX] WSGMEP
MRXIVEGXMSR LIEPXL] PMZMRK H[IPPMRKW ERH
WIVZMGIW-XHMHRSXLS[IZIVHMVIGXP]MRZSPZI
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*MKYVI8LIGLEVIXXIXIEQI\TPSVIHXLIMHIESJE½ZI
WXSVI]QM\IHYWIHIZIPSTQIRXSRYRMZIVWMX]PERHMRENSMRX
ZIRXYVIFIX[IIRXLIYRMZIVWMX]ERSXJSVTVS½XLSYWMRK
TVSZMHIVERHEGSQQIVGMEPXLMVHTEVX]&YMPHMRKWMRGPYHIH
WXVIIXFEWIHVIXEMPKVSYRH¾SSVYRMZIVWMX]EHQMRPIEVRMRK
WTEGIWIGSRH¾SSV³OMRIWXLIXMGXIEGLMRKPIEVRMRK^SRI´[MXL
GSQQYREPKVIIRVSSJERHXLVIIPIZIPWSJETEVXQIRXW

WIRMSVW117MQMPEVP] GLEVVIXXIW[IVIYWIHXS
HIZIPSTEWYFXVSTMGEPHIWMKRLERHFSSOJSV
7SYXL )EWX 5YIIRWPERH 8LSWI GLEVVIXXIW
MRZSPZIH GVIEXMZI XIEQW SJ HIWMKR I\TIVXW
[SVOMRK GSPPEFSVEXMZIP] FYX RSX [MXL XLI
TSXIRXMEPMRLEFMXERXWSJXLIH[IPPMRKW
*IIHFEGO JVSQ SYV TEVXMGMTERXW SR XLI
QIXLSHWYWIHVIZIEPIHXLEXXLI]JIPXZEPYIH
ERHPIEVRIHEPSXEFSYXXLIMVS[RRIIHWEW
[IPPEWJYXYVISTXMSRW

Stage one: Photovoice
8[IRX]JSYV TISTPI EKIH  ERH SZIV
TEVXMGMTEXIH MR XLI 4LSXSZSMGI TVSGIWW SR
XLI7YRWLMRI'SEWX ERHTEVXMGMTEXIHMR
&VMWFERI ;LMPI E QM\ SJ EKI KVSYTW ERH
WSGMSIGSRSQMG FEGOKVSYRHW [EW WSYKLX
TEVXMGMTERXW [IVI RIMXLIV XEVKIXIH RSV
I\GPYHIHSRXLIFEWMWSJMRGSQISVEWWIXW
3ZIV E X[S[IIO TIVMSH TEVXMGMTERXW
[IVI KMZIR HMKMXEP GEQIVEW XS XEOI YT XS
TLSXSWXLEXMPPYWXVEXIHXLIMVTIVGITXMSRW
SJ XLI FYMPX IRZMVSRQIRX ERH [LMGL
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TVSZMHIH ERW[IVW XS JSYV UYIWXMSRW %X E
RIMKLFSYVLSSHPIZIPXLIWIUYIWXMSRW[IVI
[LEX QEOIW E RIMKLFSYVLSSH SV WXVIIX E
KSSH TPEGI XS PMZI MR# ERH [LEX EVI XLI
FEVVMIVW XS LEZMRK E KSSH RIMKLFSYVLSSH
SVWXVIIXXSPMZIMR#%XXLIEGGSQQSHEXMSR
PIZIP XLI UYIWXMSRW [IVI [LEX OMRH SJ
LSYWMRK HIWMKR JIEXYVIW MRXIVREP ERH
I\XIVREP [MPP]SYRIIHXSWYTTSVX]SYEW
]SY KIX SPHIV# ERH [LEX EVI XLI FEVVMIVW
MRXLILSQIIRZMVSRQIRXEW]SYKIXSPHIV#
8LIWI TLSXSW [IVI XLIR HMWGYWWIH MR
E [SVOWLST IRZMVSRQIRX MR &VMWFERI ERH
XLI 7YRWLMRI 'SEWX )EGL KVSYT WIPIGXIH
TLSXSWERHEXXEGLIHGETXMSRWXSHIZIPSTE
ZMWYEPREVVEXMZIXLEXMPPYWXVEXIHXLIMVWLEVIH
TIVWTIGXMZIWSRTVIJIVVIHEGGSQQSHEXMSR
ERH RIMKLFSYVLSSH GSRGITXW 8LI
VIWIEVGLIVWXLIRXYVRIHXLIREVVEXMZIMRXS
WPMHIW [LMGL [IVI TVIWIRXIH EX XLI ½VWX
HIWMKR GLEVVIXXI 8LI 4LSXSZSMGI MQEKIW
XLIQIW ERH HMEPSKYI [IVI XLYW YWIH EW
MRTYXXSWXEKIX[SSJXLIVIWIEVGL

1IER[LMPI XLI VIWIEVGLIVW XLIQEXMGEPP]
GPEWWM½IH IEGL TLSXSKVETL JVSQ XLI
presentations in the context of its
GETXMSR EGGSVHMRK XS XLI ;SVPH ,IEPXL
3VKERM^EXMSR´W³%KIJVMIRHP]GMXMIW´ GVMXIVME12
8LI;,3GVMXIVME[IVIHIZIPSTIHSRXLI
FEWMWSJJSGYWKVSYTWSJSPHIVTISTPIGEVI
KMZIVWERHWIVZMGITVSZMHIVWMRGMXMIWMR
HIZIPSTIHERHHIZIPSTMRKGSYRXVMIW%XEPP]
[EWVIGSVHIHSJXLIRYQFIVSJTLSXSKVETLW
MRIEGLGVMXIVME SVXLIQI -RWSQIGEWIWXLI
TLSXSERHGSQQIRXW[IVIRSXVI¾IGXIHMR
ER]SJXLI;,3GVMXIVMEERHERI[XLIQI
[EWGVIEXIH IKTVMZEXISYXHSSVWTEGI8LI
XLIQIW[IVIEPWSXEKKIHEGGSVHMRKXSXLI
three main project categories (sustainability,
EJJSVHEFMPMX]ERHPMZIEFMPMX] )EGLTLSXS[EW
GSHIHXSMHIRXMJ]PSGEXMSR &VMWFERI¯&2)
SV 7YRWLMRI 'SEWX ¯ 7'  XLI UYIWXMSR XS
[LMGLMXVIWTSRHIHERHXSVIXEMRERSR]QMX]
SJ TEVXMGMTERXW 8LYW SYXGSQIW JVSQ
IEGL GEWIWXYH] PSGEXMSR EPWS TVSZMHIH E
GSQTEVMWSR FIX[IIR E GMX] ERH E WQEPPIV
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VIKMSREPGIRXVI8LISYXGSQIWSJXLMWWXEKI
VIWYPXIHMRHIWMKRTVMRGMTPIWXSXIWX[MXLXLI
TEVXMGMTERXWHYVMRKXLIGLEVVIXXIW

Stage two: Charrettes
-R &VMWFERI ERH XLI 7YRWLMRI 'SEWX X[S
TEVXMGMTEXSV] HIWMKR GLEVVIXXIW [IVI LIPH
[MXL WIRMSVW ERH HIWMKR TVSJIWWMSREPW ERH
[IVI JEGMPMXEXIH F] XLI VIWIEVGLIVW -R XLI
½VWX HIWMKR GLEVVIXXI E VITVIWIRXEXMZI SJ
IEGL ³HIWMKR XEFPI´ TVIWIRXIH XLI KVSYT´W
WIPIGXIH TLSXSW F] XLIQI 4EVXMGMTERXW
[IVI XLIR EWOIH XS [SVO [MXL XLI HIWMKR
XIEQ MR KVSYTW XS HIZIPST MRRSZEXMZI
LSYWMRK HIWMKRW JSV JSYV L]TSXLIXMGEP WMXIW
8LIWMXIW[IVIWIPIGXIHXSTVSZMHIHMJJIVIRX
opportunities to test typologies of varying
WGEPIERHGSRXI\X
3RXLI7YRWLMRI'SEWXXLIVEXMSREPIJSV
IEGLGEWIWXYH]WMXI[EWEWJSPPS[W
• a site near the University of the Sunshine
'SEWX 97'  GEQTYW ¯ XS I\TPSVI
MRXIKVEXMSR SJ SPHIV TISTPI MR ER
intergenerational learning environment,
EHNEGIRXXSEJYXYVIXS[RGIRXVI
 E GPYWXIV SJ JSYV GSRXMKYSYW PS[HIRWMX]
LSYWMRKWMXIW¯XSI\TPSVIEGSPPEFSVEXMZI
JSVQ SJ WIGSRHEV] H[IPPMRKW MR E
RIMKLFSYVLSSHSJWMRKPIJEQMP]HIXEGLIH
LSYWMRK
 EGIRXVEPGMX]WMXI¯XSI\TPSVIEPSGEXMSR
GPSWI XS XLI GIRXVI SJ XS[R [MXL KSSH
EGGIWWXSJEGMPMXMIWERHXLIFIEGLERH
 E LE RSXJSVTVS½X SVKERMWEXMSR´W WMXI
MR ER IQIVKMRK YVFER RIMKLFSYVLSSH
¯
XS
I\TPSVI
EKIWIKVIKEXIH
MRHITIRHIRXPMZMRKERHLMKLIVGEVIMRER
MRXIVKIRIVEXMSREP³GEQTYW´WIXXMRK
-R&VMWFERIXLIJSPPS[MRKGEWIWXYH]WMXIW
[IVIGLSWIR
 ERMRRIVGMX]WMXIRIEVXLI6S]EP&VMWFERI
,SWTMXEP MR E LMKLIVHIRWMX] YVFER
VIRI[EPEVIE
 E GPYWXIV SJ JSYV GSRXMKYSYW PS[HIRWMX]
LSYWMRKWMXIWMREQMHHPIWYFYVF
 E XVERWMXSVMIRXIH HIZIPSTQIRX 83( 
site in an inner suburb close to public
XVERWMXERHXLI&VMWFERIVMZIVERH
 PSGEXMSRW MR E QMHHPI WYFYVF X]TMGEP SJ
PS[WGEPIMR½PPMRXLISPHIVWYFYVFW
-R EHHMXMSR TEVXMGMTERXW [IVI EWOIH XS
complete a short preference survey to
I\TPSVI ³XVEHISJJW´ EFSYX XLIQIW WYGL
EW HIRWMX] WLEVIH GSQQYREP WTEGI ERH
TEVOMRK8SKEMRJYVXLIVMRWMKLX TEVXMGMTERXW
VEROIHXLIQIWMHIRXM½IHMRXLI4LSXSZSMGI
[SVOWLSTEREP]WMWEGGSVHMRKXSMQTSVXERGI
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8[S [IIOW EJXIV XLI ½VWX GLEVVIXXI
XLI HIWMKR XIEQ TVIWIRXIH HVEJX LSYWMRK
QSHIPW XS XLI TEVXMGMTERXW MR E WIGSRH
GLEVVIXXI 8LI] EWOIH JYVXLIV UYIWXMSRW
XS XIWX EWWYQTXMSRW EFSYX XLI XVEHISJJW
SPHIVTISTPIQMKLXGSRWMHIV[LIRHIGMHMRK
[LIVI XS PMZI *SPPS[MRK JYVXLIV HMEPSKYI
XLI HIWMKRW [IVI VI½RIH ERH TVIWIRXIH
XSXLIJSVYQJSVJIIHFEGO8LITEVXMGMTERXW
EPWS GVMXMUYIH XLI LSYWMRK HIWMKRW EKEMRWX
XLIHVEJXTVMRGMTPIWJSVRIMKLFSYVLSSHWERH
H[IPPMRKIRZMVSRQIRXW8LVIIQSRXLWPEXIV
XLI TEVXMGMTERXW VIEWWIQFPIH XS VIZMI[
ERHGSQQIRXSRXLIX]TSPSKMIWHIZIPSTIH

Design principles
8LI
TVSNIGX´W
HIWMKR
TVMRGMTPIW
EHHVIWWIH FSXL XLI RIMKLFSYVLSSH ERH
EGGSQQSHEXMSR WGEPI 8LI] HVI[ HMVIGXP]
SRSYXGSQIWSJXLI4LSXSZSMGI[SVOWLSTW
ERH [IVI MXIVEXMZIP] VI½RIH HYVMRK XLI
GLEVVIXXIW ERH EJXIV[EVHW [MXL XLI WXYH]
TEVXMGMTERXWTEVXRIVWERHHIWMKRXIEQ
%X XLI RIMKLFSYVLSSH WGEPI XLI HIWMKR
TVMRGMTPIW[IVI
 [EPOMRKTEXLWERH[EPO[E]W
 TVS\MQMX]XSWIVZMGIWERHJEGMPMXMIW
 SYXHSSVIRZMVSRQIRXERHYWISJ
KVIIRWTEGI
 TYFPMGXVERWTSVXERHGSRRIGXMZMX]
 TIHIWXVMERWEJIX]MRRIMKLFSYVLSSHW
ERHXS[RW
 WEJIX]JSVSPHIVQSXSVMWXWMR
RIMKLFSYVLSSHWERHXS[RW
 WIRWISJGSQQYRMX]ERHTIVGITXMSRW
of personal safety
%XXLIEGGSQQSHEXMSRWGEPIXLIHIWMKR
TVMRGMTPIW[IVI
 HIRWMX]ERHZMWYEPEQIRMX]SJXLIFYMPX
JSVQ
 YRMZIVWEPHIWMKR
 WYWXEMREFPIHIWMKRJIEXYVIW
 TVMZEXIERHWLEVIHSYXHSSVWTEGI
 ZIVWEXMPIWTEGIW
 QEMRXIRERGIERH
 WIGYVMX]MRXLILSQI

Implications of designing
WIRMSVWMRMR½PPPSGEXMSRW

for

% VIZMI[ SJ VIPIZERX HIWMKR TSPMGMIW ERH
KYMHIPMRIWLMKLPMKLXIHXLIHMZIVWMX]MRTSPMGMIW
XLEX EHHVIWW EJJSVHEFMPMX] WYWXEMREFMPMX] ERH
PMZIEFMPMX]=IX MX EPWS VIZIEPIH XLEX RSX SRI
SJXLIHSGYQIRXW[EWEFPIXSMRXIKVEXIEPP
XLI TVMRGMTPIW [I MHIRXM½IH 8LI ;,3´W
³%KIJVMIRHP] KYMHIPMRIW´ JSV I\EQTPI HS
RSX QIRXMSR TVMZEXI STIR WTEGI ³,IEPXL]

WTEGIW ERH TPEGIW´ HSIW RSX VIJIV XS
WYWXEMREFPI HIWMKR JIEXYVIW SJ FYMPHMRKW SV
ZMWYEP EQIRMX] [LMPI XLI REXMSREP³0MZIEFPI
HIWMKRKYMHIPMRIW´ JSGYWSRYRMZIVWEPHIWMKR
*I[ WXEXI SV PSGEP KSZIVRQIRX KYMHIPMRIW
refer to private open space, maintenance,
SVWIGYVMX]MRXLILSQI8LMWVIWIEVGLXLIR
MW E [E] SJ GSRWSPMHEXMRK XLSWI TVMRGMTPIW
with greatest impact on seniors to highlight
[E]WMR[LMGLXLIMVRIIHWGERFIEHHVIWWIH
8LITVSNIGXMHIRXM½IHEPMKRQIRXFIX[IIR
QER] [MHIP] EGGITXIH HIWMKR TVMRGMTPIW
ERH XLSWI EHZSGEXIH F] XLI SPHIV TISTPI
MR SYV TVSNIGX )\EQTPIW MRGPYHIH MWWYIW
WYGLEWGSRRIGXMZMX]ERHEGGIWWXSWIVZMGIW
ERH JEGMPMXMIW [LMGL EPWS GSRXVMFYXI XS
WEJIX] WIGYVMX] WIRWI SJ GSQQYRMX] ERH
VIHYGIH WSGMEP MWSPEXMSR SXLIV I\EQTPIW
[IVI[EPOMRKTEXLWERHTVS\MQMX]XSTYFPMG
SYXHSSV WTEGI [LMGL TSWMXMZIP] MR¾YIRGI
LIEPXL ERH [IPPFIMRK 'SRGIVRW XLEX SPHIV
TISTPILEH[MXLLMKLHIRWMX]PMZMRK WYGLEW
RSMWI GSVVIWTSRH[MXLXLSWISJSXLIVEKI
KVSYTW-JXLIWIMWWYIWEVIEHHVIWWIHXLVSYKL
TPERRMRKERHHIWMKRTVEGXMGIWIRMSVW[MPPFI
EQSRKXLSWI[LSFIRI½X
8LI TYFPMWLIH TSPMGMIW ERH KYMHIPMRIW
HS RSX LS[IZIV EHHVIWW EPP MWWYIW SJ
MQTSVXERGIXSSPHIVTISTPISVMRE[E]XLEX
WEXMW½IW XLIMV RIIHW 3YV WIRMSVW EXXEGLIH
importance to sustainability, visual amenity
ERH SYXHSSV TVMZEXI WTEGIW (IWMKRMRK JSV
appropriate climatic orientation not only
allows for better physiological comfort
FYX QMRMQMWIW LSYWILSPH GSWXW MR E WYF
XVSTMGEP IRZMVSRQIRX 8LMW VIMRJSVGIW
FVSEHIVVIWIEVGLSRLMKLHIRWMX]PMZMRKERH
WYWXEMREFPIHIWMKRMRXLIWYFXVSTMGW
3J KVIEXIWX MQTSVXERGI XS XLI
participants was the implementation of
YRMZIVWEP HIWMKR ;LMPI VIPIZERX TSPMGMIW
ERHKYMHIPMRIWI\MWXXLIVIMWPMXXPIGSRWMWXIRX
implementation, even by agencies that
WLSYPH FI WIXXMRK ER I\EQTPI SV HMVIGXP]
QIIXMRKXLIRIIHWSJXLMWGPMIRXKVSYT8LMW
issue also affects overall liveability for this
HIQSKVETLMGKVSYTXSEWMKRM½GERXI\XIRX
-R WYQQEV] WSQI SJ XLI OI] TSMRXW
EVMWMRK JVSQ XLI GSRWMHIVEXMSR SJ WIRMSVW´
TLSXSW XLIMV TVIWIRXEXMSRW ERH VIWYPXMRK
TVMRGMTPIWMRGPYHI
 MR½PP HIZIPSTQIRX YRPIWW QEREKIH
GEVIJYPP] [MPP RSX HIPMZIV HIWMVEFPI
RIMKLFSYVLSSH SYXGSQIW WYGL EW
MQTVSZIHGSRRIGXMZMX] WIGYVMX] EHIUYEXI
SYXHSSVWTEGIERHWIRWISJGSQQYRMX]
 PS[XSQIHMYQ VMWI HIZIPSTQIRX ERH
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Figure 2: Balanced approach (low rise) Type 4 – three-storey courtyard units

Description
• 'SQTEGXETEVXQIRXEVVERKIQIRXGVIEXMRK
YTTIVPIZIPREXYVEPP]ZIRXMPEXIHWLEVIH
GSYVX]EVHWTEGI
• 2EXYVEPP]ZIRXMPEXIHWMRKPIPSEHIH
ETEVXQIRXWGPYWXIVIHMREFEPGSR]EGGIWW
JVSQEVSYRHERYTTIV¾SSVGSYVX]EVH
• 'ERGSRXEMRQM\IHYWIEXKVSYRHPIZIP
Location
• 'PSWIXSSVEHNEGIRXXSHIZIPSTQIRXW
SJWMQMPEVX]TIWWYGLEWQM\IHYWI
HIZIPSTQIRXWJEGMRKFYW]WXVIIXW
• ;MXLMRXLVIIQMRYXIW[EPO Q JVSQ
RIMKLFSYVLSSHGIRXVIWERHTYFPMGXVERWTSVX
Lots size and description
• 1600m2HIZIPSTIHSRX[SVIWMHIRXMEPPSXWEW
EWQEPPWGEPIMR½PPHIZIPSTQIRX
Height
• 8LVIIWXSVI]WSJETEVXQIRXW

clustering of small numbers of units
GER JEGMPMXEXI VIPEXMSRWLMT FYMPHMRK ERH
GSRXVMFYXIXSEWIRWISJGSQQYRMX]ERH
WIGYVMX]WYTTSVXIHF]HIWMKRXLEXIREFPIW
STTSVXYRMXMIWJSVMRXIVEGXMSR
• perceptions of visual amenity may be
VIPEXIHXSLYQERWGEPIHIZIPSTQIRXERH
PMRISJWMKLXERH
 EGXMZI WIRMSVW QE] IZIRXYEPP] RIIH XS
YRHIVKS XVERWMXMSR XS KVIEXIV GEVI WS
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Dwelling size
• 14-17 units, each 80-110m2
• %TEVXQIRXWGERFIGSR½KYVIHEWXLVII
FIHVSSQYRMXWSVX[SFIHVSSQWTPYWWXYHMS
• (YEPOI]EPPS[WEZEVMIX]SJS[RIVWLMT
options for seniors (couples, singles, with
GEVIVW 
Density
• HYLE
Suitability
• Relatively cost-effective solution with the
GSWXSJPMJXWWTVIEHFIX[IIRETEVXQIRXW
• 0MJXWEPPS[KSSHEGGIWWXSYRMXWJSVHMWEFPIH
Car parking
• 7XVIIXJEGMRKETEVXQIRXWSVQM\IHYWI
WGVIIRSRKVEHIGEVTEVOMRKEVIEWFILMRH
Titling
• 9RMXWTEVXSJEGSQQYRMX]XMXPIWGLIQI
• 'EVTEVOMRKQE]FIWITEVEXIP]XMXPIHXSYRMXW

H[IPPMRK HIWMKR RIIHW XS FI VIWTSRWMZI
¾I\MFPI ERHYRMZIVWEPXSWYTTSVX³WXE]MRK
MR XLI RIMKLFSYVLSSH´ % VERKI SJ MR½PP
STXMSRW [LMGL VIWTSRHW XS XLI HMZIVWI
WTIGXVYQ SJ RIIHW ERH TVIJIVIRGIW SJ
MRHMZMHYEPW EX ER ETTVSTVMEXI HIRWMX]
JSV XLI RIMKLFSYVLSSH [MPP TVSZMHI
LSYWMRK GLSMGI 1SVI GLSMGI KSIW E
PSRK [E] XS[EVHW ³JYXYVITVSS½RK´ E
RIMKLFSYVLSSH

 WYWXEMREFPIHIWMKRJIEXYVIWRIIHXSKMZIE
ZMEFPI½RERGMEPVIXYVRSRMRZIWXQIRXERH
 [LIRYWIHMRXLIRIMKLFSYVLSSH QYPXM
H[IPPMRK GSQTPI\IW SV XLI LSQI XLI
natural environment contributes visual
EQIRMX] WLEHI TVMZEG] RSMWI VIHYGXMSR
ERH E GSQJSVXEFPI PMJIWX]PI MR XLI WYF
XVSTMGW4L]WMSPSKMGEPRIIHWEVIXLIHVMZIVW
JSV HIWMKR XLEX QEOIW GSWXIJJIGXMZI YWI
SJREXYVEPPMKLXERHEMVQSZIQIRX
As
communities
become
more
GSRWSPMHEXIH ERH GSQTEGX TPERRIVW
EVGLMXIGXW HIZIPSTIVW ERH GEVI TVSZMHIVW
RIIH XS FI QSVI TVSEGXMZI MR WXVMZMRK
XS EGLMIZI XLIWI TVMRGMTPIW )QFVEGMRK
TVMRGMTPIW MW SRP] E ½VWX WXIT XLI VIEP
GLEPPIRKIMWMRHIPMZIV] 0SGEPKSZIVRQIRXW
in particular, have a strong role in ensuring
XLEXMR½PPHIZIPSTQIRXMW[IPPQEREKIH
8LI VIWIEVGL TVSNIGX´W ½REP TLEWI
I\TPSVIHLS[XSMQTPIQIRXXLIWITVMRGMTPIW
XLVSYKLHIWMKRWEXFSXLRIMKLFSYVLSSHERH
EGGSQQSHEXMSRPIZIPW-XMHIRXM½IHTPERRMRK
GSRWXVEMRXW ERH TSWWMFPI ETTVSEGLIW XS
QIIXXLIWIRMSVW´TVMRGMTPIW

Ageing in neighbourhood
%OI]GLEPPIRKISJXLIVIWIEVGLHIWMKRFVMIJ
JSV FSXL TEVXMGMTERXW ERH HIWMKRIVW [EW
LS[XSMRGVIEWIHIRWMX]XLVSYKLMR½PP[LMPI
WXMPP VIXEMRMRK OI] IPIQIRXW SJ PMZIEFMPMX]
8LMWHMPIQQE[EWVEMWIHJVIUYIRXP]HYVMRK
XLI 4LSXSZSMGI TLEWI ERH MX JSVGIH
XLI HIWMKR XIEQ XS I\EQMRI XVEHISJJW
XS QIIX XLMW GLEPPIRKI 8LI QENSVMX] SJ
[SVOWLST TEVXMGMTERXW [IVI GSQJSVXEFPI
[MXL PS[IVHIRWMX] LSYWMRK STXMSRW ;LMPI
XLI] EGGITXIH XLEX WSQI GLERKI [SYPH
FIVIUYMVIHMRXLIPIZIPSJWYTTSVXSVGEVI
necessary for a continuous quality of living
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Figure 3: Shared care Type 1 – garden house

as one aged, many participants did not
necessarily equate this with a need for a
change in their current housing situation.
Most indicated they would prefer to modify
their home before seeking out alternative
housing options. It was understood,
however, that not all seniors own their
home and have the freedom to modify it,
and that circumstances may change on the
death or illness of a partner.
In response to the locations and settings
provided in the charrette process, a range of
PS[QIHMYQMR½PPLSYWMRKSTXMSRWIQIVKIH
and were evaluated against the principles.
While higher-density housing in excess of
eight storeys was not supported, medium
housing densities were found to provide a
range of amenities that could be effective
in supporting the ageing process. To enable
¾I\MFMPMX]JSVJYXYVIEKIMRK XLITEVXMGMTERXW
preferred low-to-medium density housing
with walkable access to public transport
and human-scale shops and services within
an age-diverse community.
The project team has coined the term
‘ageing in neighbourhood’ to describe the
set of preferences expressed by participants.
The term acknowledges that major change
can occur during the ageing process, but
that any corresponding stress experienced
by seniors may be reduced if they stay
in familiar surroundings and a ‘whole of
neighbourhood’ approach is taken. The
term implies that ‘care’ is not just a medical
term but one that draws on the strength of
co-located facilities and shared community
concern, and necessarily includes the nature
and structure of neighbourhoods.
The ‘ageing in neighbourhood’ concept
implies that the elderly can access a range

www.worldhealthdesign.com

Description
• 40.5m deep ‘parent lots’ are pooled in two
or four, and subdivided to provide a rear
communal lot of approximately 30x30m. The
remaining lots are 25 to 35m deep.
• Communal housing at the rear of existing
detached house lot, with two or four studios
each suitable for seniors with care provided.
• Each has own bathroom and patio area with
shared kitchen, dining and lounge facilities.
• Allows existing lots owned by seniors to be
retained and equity leveraged for shared
care.
Location
• Traditional residential suburbs, with high
scenic amenity and strong property values.
• Within 400m of local shopping and greater
distances from a neighbourhood centre.
• 7MQTPIMR½PPH[IPPMRKJSVQTVSZMHIWLSYWMRK
variety within detached housing precincts
compatible with scale of surrounding houses.
• Possible mid-block. Ideally with street
frontage.

of housing options and amenities over
an extended period of time and within
a geographical area. This, in turn, offers
WMKRM½GERX EHZERXEKIW XS WIRMSVW ERH MW
necessary to deliver a true ‘community’.

Selected sites
Four sites in each of the Sunshine Coast
and Brisbane were chosen to demonstrate

Lot size and dimension
• 3000m2 total parent lots; 900m2 lot
developed at the rear.
Height
• Single storey.
Dwelling size
• 32m2 studios with own bathroom and patio
area.
Density
• Typology only marginally increases density
across neighbourhood.
Suitability
• Highly suited to seniors who need greater
care but want to remain ‘in neighbourhood’.
Car parking
• One parking space provided for each studio.
Titling
• 'SQQYRMX]XMXPIVIGSR½KYVEXMSRSV
alternative design scheme required.
• Range of tenure, provider delivery and care
options available, including live-in carer.

regional and metropolitan housing
preferences in low-density middle suburbs
and higher-density inner-city locations under
pressure to densify. Although real sites were
used for the design exercise with the senior
participants, and they are only hypothetical
scenarios, this report does not identify
them in order to minimise concerns of local
people about potential development.
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Age-friendly designs
Following the development of a range of
WMXIWTIGM½G HIWMKRW XLI HIWMKR XIEQ ERH
seniors reviewed the new three-dimensional
models against the design principles derived
from the Photovoice phase. The strategic
impact that such principles have on the
WLETI ERH GSR½KYVEXMSR SJ LSYWMRK MW
complex. The charrette process allowed
the seniors to appreciate these complex
relationships and choose design strategies
that best suit an ageing client group.
A range of issues – including ownership,
building height and character, mixed use,
unit design, communal open space, access
to natural light and ventilation, car use
and accommodation, and solar power –
were considered. Seniors then critiqued
the resultant 3D models, and a series of
building typologies for low-to-mediumdensity housing emerged. These typologies
provide several integrated solutions for
XLI GLEPPIRKIW SJ MR½PP HIZIPSTQIRX EW
expressed by the senior participants.
While the initial designs were inspired by
an individual site context, it should be noted
XLEXXLITVSNIGXX]TSPSKMIWEVIRSXWTIGM½G
designs for individual sites, and they should
be regarded as generic housing models.
Each typology is rated on seven factors:
• maintenance refers to the requirements
for individuals or a body corporate to
maintain the site and buildings, and it is
affected by building materials and the
amount and size of common areas;
• proximity to services refers to how
close the accommodation is likely to be
to services and facilities. Ratings assume
that a higher-rise building is more likely to
be located in close proximity to services
because of zoning provisions;
• private outdoor space refers to the
inclusion of one or more adequately
sized balconies or patios in the design, for
private use by individual residents;
 WIRWISJGSQQYRMX]VI¾IGXWXLIRYQFIV
of units and their groupings in a complex;
• sustainable design represents how the
building design enables residents to live
with less reliance on active (generally
carbon-intensive) energy systems. It
also considers the embodied energy of
GSRWXVYGXMSRQEXIVMEPWERHIJ½GMIRGMIWSJ
unit numbers;
 ZIVWEXMPI ¾I\MFPI WTEGI VIJIVW XS E ¾SSV
plan that can accommodate over time a
range of users or support services; and
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• density and character refers to the
number of units per site and the
appearance and amenity of the building
within its context (ie the street).
It is assumed that all typologies incorporate
the principles of universal design, and two
are included in this report as examples.
8]TSPSK]  WII ½KYVI   XLI KEVHIR
house, explores the concept of converting
common backyards of four suburban house
lots into a communal house. Parent lots,
40 to 50 metres deep, are pooled into
groups of two or four to provide a rear
communal lot measuring 30x30 metres.
Two or four studio dwellings are provided
with a common living and dining area. This
approach allows seniors to retain their
existing house and use the equity to access
a shared-care service. The principal house
retains direct access to the studios and can
be rented for income generation or used by
family members.
8]TSPSK]  WII ½KYVI   MW E XLVII
storey set of units arranged around a
central courtyard.This model explored lowrise medium-density housing on an innerYVFERMR½PPWMXI8LIHIWMKRHIPMZIVW¾I\MFPI
apartments in a dual-key format, which can
FI VIGSR½KYVIH SZIV XMQI EW SRI X[S SV
three-bedroom units. The double-loaded
GSR½KYVEXMSR EPPS[W JSV REXYVEP PMKLX ERH
ventilation to penetrate both sides and
delivers a central communal courtyard.

Conclusion
The ‘ageing in neighbourhood’ concept
signals a profound shift in how we might
design and create future communities.
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his book, Affordable excellence: The Singapore healthcare story, provides a
long overdue and comprehensive presentation of the Singapore healthcare
system. Being informed on different experiences regarding healthcare
policies can be instructive in times when even the largest economies strive to
FEPERGIXLIMVLIEPXLGEVII\TIRHMXYVIWERHWSGMEPI\TIGXEXMSRW[MXL½RERGMEPVIEPMX]
But it takes more than a disclosure of the bare facts to understand the intriguing
GEWISJXLI7MRKETSVILIEPXLGEVIW]WXIQ8LIS\]QSVSRMG¾EMVSJXLMWFSSO´WXMXPI
conjures up the implied question: how can you achieve excellence in healthcare
that is also affordable? The author unveils the answer by meticulously combining
the detailed information on how the system works with describing the much
broader social, political and legislative environment in which it is conceived.
%GGSVHMRKXSMRHMGEXSVW7MRKETSVI´WLIEPXLGEVIW]WXIQVEXIHWM\XLMRXLI[SVPH
by the World Health Organization, costs slightly under 4% of GDP (compared with
 MRXLI97JSVI\EQTPI 8LIVMWMRKPMJII\TIGXERG]ERHHIGVIEWIHRI[FSVRQSVXEPMX]VEXIWGSR½VQ7MRKETSVI´W
WXEXYWERHXLIEYXLSVKSIWJYVXLIVF]EHHMRKSXLIVQEVOIVWSJIJ½GMIRG]XSS
The success story is apparently built on very simple foundations: a clear political vision; realism in setting goals and
TVMSVMXMWMRKSFNIGXMZIW IJ½GMIRG]MRSTIVEXMRKXLIW]WXIQ ERHXLIEFMPMX]XSGSRWMWXIRXP]GSRXVSPXLISYXGSQIWERH
introduce the necessary changes as required. The simplicity of the framework contrasts sharply with the elaborate
details of this system. Throughout the book well-organised tables with statistical data support the arguments, while
also serving as a reference point for future comparison and research.
In this book we encounter distinctive local governmental systems, such as the Central Provident Fund (CPF) and
Housing Development Board (HDB), as pillars of public welfare and health. But we also learn about their guiding
philosophies as a means to understand their functions.The most fascinating part of this book, however, is the attempt
XSMRXIVTVIXGPIEVP]ERYQFIVSJWTIGM½GGLEVEGXIVMWXMGW JSVI\EQTPI XLIKSZIVRQIRXEPQMGVSQEREKIQIRXSJXLI
free healthcare marketplace; public-private partnership; or even the need for diverse categories of hospital wards.
The author skilfully maintains impartiality when presenting even the most controversial of topics, which is of
MQTSVXERGIMRKEMRMRKEXVYIYRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLIW]WXIQ )EGLSJXLIW]WXIQ´WGSQTSRIRXWQEOIWWIRWISRP]MJ
analysed against the broader socio-economic and political context of Singapore.
The panoramic shot of this healthcare system reveals elusive
boundaries that overlap with other key industries important
The simplicity of
XS 7MRKETSVI´W IGSRSQ] WYGL EW XSYVMWQ VIXEMP XIGLRSPSK]
construction and transportation. Future adjustments are
the framework
also discussed, particularly in relation to the problem of an
contrasts sharply
increasing elderly population, and are complemented with
information on control and tweaking mechanisms, publicwith the elaborate
LIEPXL MRMXMEXMZIW IHYGEXMSR ERH VIWIEVGL %W GSYRXVMIW´ QENSV
details of this
decisions on future development rely on cutting-edge science
system
and technology, the author introduces a range of bodies and
EKIRGMIW[MXLMR¾YIRGISZIVXLIWIMWWYIW
Disappointingly, however, this presentation of the Singapore
healthcare system lacks any mention of healthcare design and its associated research – despite the vital part these
TPE]IH8LIXSTMGMWEGORS[PIHKIHSRP]EWVIPIZERXXSXLIIJ½GMIRG]SJXLIW]WXIQ%JI[VIGIRXSYXWXERHMRKLSWTMXEPW
and design competitions for general, community and specialised hospitals testify that the creators of this “affordable
I\GIPPIRGI²VIGSKRMWIXLIW]WXIQ´WHITIRHIRG]SRMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJEHZERGIHXLISVMIWERHGSRGITXWVIKEVHMRK
healing spaces. It is hoped therefore that future editions of this book cover the design topic and illustrate, to the
fullest, the realised visions of Singapore excellence in healthcare architecture.
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